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The possibility of introducing additional states in the conduction band of YBa 2Cu3Oy
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Measurements of the temperature dependences of the resistivity and Seebeck coefficientS, as
well as of the Hall coefficientRH at T5300 K are reported for two series of ceramic
Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy samples with oxygen contents in the initial sample close to stoichiometric
and then lowered by annealing. It has been found that an increase in calcium content in
the first series results in a drop of the critical temperatureTc , a weak variation ofS~300 K!, and
an increase ofRH ~300 K!, whereas in the second seriesTc increases,S~300 K! decreases,
andRH ~300 K! remains practically constant. TheS(T) relations acquire additional features with
increasing doping level, which are not typical of the YBa2Cu3Oy system for other types of
substitution. An analysis of the data obtained made in terms of the phenomenological band model
permits a conclusion that calcium is capable of introducing additional states in the conduction
band. Based on this assumption, we have succeeded in providing a qualitative
explanation for the unusual features in the behavior of the transport coefficients and critical
temperature in Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy . © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
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The effect of nonisovalent substitutions on the vario
properties of YBa2Cu3Oy is widely discussed presently i
the literature. These substitutions have a common featur
affecting the content of oxygen and its distribution amo
various positions in the unit cell, whose character is prim
rily determined by the valence states of the substituting
replaced element. In most cases~partial replacement of chain
copper by iron or cobalt, as well as of barium by vario
rare-earth metals!, an increase in doping level results in a
increase of the oxygen index because of the larger valenc
the impurity, which is accompanied by disordering of t
oxygen sublattice.1–5 Calcium, whose valence is smaller tha
that of the yttrium it substitutes for, occupies a particu
place among the various impurities. An increase ofx in the
Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy system entails an increase in the numb
of oxygen vacancies, which not only inhibits growth of th
formal carrier concentration but can even cause its drop
the increasing oxygen deficiency overcompensates the e
of calcium.6–8 At the same time the critical temperature
Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy decreases weakly but monotonical
with increasingx.6,7

There are reports that calcium impurity affects in a s
cific way the superconducting properties of the HTSC s
tem Y-123. It was found9–11 that after replacement of 20
25%Y by calcium, YBa2Cu3Oy , which is nonsuper-
conducting at y56.026.2, becomes a superconduct
with Tc520244 K, and that fory'6.7 the value ofTc

in Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy increases with x,12 while in
Pr0.5Ca0.5Ba2Cu3Oy Tc535 K ~Ref. 13!. Finally, calcium re-
1941063-7834/98/40(12)/7/$15.00
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stores superconductivity in Y-123 if it was previously su
pressed by nonisovalent substitutions at the chain copper14,15

or barium16 sites.
Studies of the transport properties revealed that a

crease ofy at a fixed calcium content in Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy

results, as in the case of YBa2Cu3Oy , in an increase of the
Seebeck and Hall coefficients,17–19and thatSdecreases with
increasingx for a fixed y ~Ref. 20!. Note that, as shown in
Refs. 19 and 21, the empirical relation connectingTc with
the Hall concentration of carriers, which holds for ma
HTSC systems,22 fails for Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3Oy at large oxy-
gen deficiencies.

All the above observations indicate a specific influen
of calcium on the properties of the carrier system
Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy . At the same time the nature, the reaso
and various aspects of this influence are practically igno
while the quoted publications, the conclusions drawn are
ten contradictory. Thus the problems associated with
mechanism of calcium’s influence on the properties of Y-1
certainly deserve further investigation.

An analysis of the transport coefficients in a norm
phase based on the electron-transport model used by us~the
narrow-band model23! permits one to reveal the specific fe
tures of what effect various impurities have on band struct
parameters and, by comparing these data with the varia
of superconducting properties, to draw conclusions on
mechanism of this effect. This method was employed by
to advantage in studying the influence of such substituti
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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as Fe, Co, Ni, Mn→ Cu,24,25La→ Ba,26 and Pr→ Y ~Ref.
27!.

The objective of this work was to study the behavior
the transport coefficients in Ca-doped YBa2Cu3Oy in two
series of samples with different oxygen contents, to anal
the results obtained within the narrow-band model, and
determine the character and mechanism of calcium effec
the parameters of the band spectrum and of the carrier
tem in Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy .

1. SAMPLES

Two series of Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy ceramic samples
(x5020.2) with different oxygen content were studied. T
samples were prepared at the Institute of Silicate Chemis
Russian Academy of Sciences, by standard solid-state t
nology. The pellets were annealed in air atT5920
2950 °C with intermediate grindings. Next the samp
were cooled and, in the final stage, maintained for 2 h in an
oxygen flow atT5450 °C. The oxygen content in the se
ond series was reduced by additional annealing of
samples for 2 h in air atT5450 °C, with subsequent quench
ing to room temperature. The oxygen content was de
mined by iodometric titration to within60.0120.02. All the
samples were homogeneous, which was confirmed by l
Seebeck coefficient measurements made at room temper
at various points on their surface, and single phase to wi
1–2%, as follows from x-ray diffraction analysis. The latti
parameters determined for the samples of the first serie
within 60.001 from x-ray diffraction data, and the oxyge
index both before and after the additional annealing are lis
in Table I. The trend in their variation for the samples of t
first series is similar to that quoted in the literature.6,13,28

Note that while in both cases the oxygen content decre
with increasing doping level, in oxygen-deficient samples
value ofy decreases considerably faster.

We performed measurements of the temperature de
dences of resistivity and Seebeck coefficient within the ra
T5Tc2300 K, as well as of the Hall coefficient a
T5300 K, with both series of samples. The method of m
surement is described elsewhere.24

2. EFFECT OF CALCIUM ON THE TRANSPORT AND
SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES OF Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy

The temperature dependence of the resistivity reve
features typical of HTSC materials. The slope of ther (T)
graphs decreases gradually with increasingx; in samples of
the first series an increase in Ca content results, starting
x50.15, in a crossover of these relations to the semicond
ing pattern at low temperatures. The parameters of the su
conducting transition determined from resistance meas
ments are presented in Table II. HereTc

m and Tc
0 are the

temperatures corresponding to the midpoint of the transi
and the drop of the resistivity by 1000 times from its value
the normal phase, andDT is the width of the resistive tran
sition. Table II lists also the room-temperature values of
Seebeck coefficient.

Figure 1 plots the critical temperatureTc
0 as a function of

Ca content. Doping with calcium is seen to exert oppos
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effects on the critical temperature in the two series
samples differing in oxygen content. While in the starti
series Tc decreases monotonically with increasingx, in
oxygen-deficient samples an increase in Ca content br
about a noticeable growth in critical temperature within t
x5020.1 range~which supports the data quoted in Ref. 1!
and a weak dependenceTc (x) with further increase of the
doping level. This behavior of the critical temperature a
pears fairly unusual, particularly if one takes into account
fact that, in the second series, the oxygen content decre
with increasingx more than it does in samples of the fir
series~see Table I!, which, based on general consideration
should result in a steeper decrease ofTc . This implies the
existence of some specific features in the effect that Ca
on the superconducting properties of YBa2Cu3Oy . We note
also that the width of the superconducting transitionDT,
while growing monotonically in the first series, varies on
weakly in samples of the second series~Table II!.

Shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are the temperature depende
of the Seebeck coefficient. Note the following specific fe
tures. The Seebeck coefficient is negative for all sample
the high-oxygen series, a feature typical of close-
stoichiometric YBa2Cu3Oy compositions. Asx increases, the
magnitude ofS300 K varies very little~see Fig. 2 and Table

TABLE I. Unit cell parameters for starting Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy samples and
oxygen index for both series of samples.

x a, Å b, Å c, Å

Oxygen content

Series 1 Series 2

0.000 3.822 3.879 11.694 6.96 6.73
0.025 3.822 3.882 11.691 6.95 6.72
0.050 3.822 3.879 11.689 6.94 6.70
0.075 3.824 3.878 11.690 6.93 6.68
0.100 3.825 3.879 11.690 6.93 6.66
0.150 3.828 3.871 11.693 6.90 6.58
0.200 3.832 3.875 11.697 6.89 6.53

TABLE II. Electrophysical parameters obtained with Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy

samples.

x Tc
m , K DT, K Tc

0, K S300 K , mV/K

1 2 3 4 5

First Series

0.000 92.3 4.7 90.7 20.63
0.025 91.5 5.4 86.8 21.48
0.050 88.2 6.0 83.3 21.18
0.075 86.3 9.0 80.7 21.20
0.100 83.3 10.0 71.9 21.14
0.150 79.0 10.3 71.5 21.29
0.200 78.2 10.9 66.6 21.24

Second Series
0.000 63.7 5.3 61.1 17.8
0.025 70.8 7.5 67.9 14.0
0.050 72.0 4.0 69.7 12.4
0.075 75.1 6.0 73.1 13.3
0.100 80.0 5.6 77.3 9.4
0.150 80.6 8.0 74.2 9.3
0.200 80.9 7.6 76.6 8.0
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II !, while theS(T) relations exhibit a feature characterist
of off-stoichiometric compositions, namely, a shift of th
maximum in theS(T) curve toward higher temperatures.

Note that, as follows from an analysis of the charge b
ance in the lattice with increasing Ca content, the decreas
positive charge resulting from the Ca21→ Y31 substitution
is not fully compensated by the decrease in oxygen con
~see Table I!, which should give rise to a decrease in t
number of free electrons@i.e., an increase in carrier~hole!
concentration#. But, as already mentioned, one does not o
serve the expected decrease in the Seebeck coefficient.
sider in this connection the data obtained for the second
ries of samples. As this should be expected, an increas
oxygen deficiency resulted in an overall growth of the S
beck coefficient. The stronger decrease of oxygen con
with increasingx in the second series~see Table I! gives rise,
however, to overcompensation of the charge effect of c
cium, which should produce in this case an increase in
number of electrons and, accordingly, growth of the Seeb
coefficient. At the same time, our data show that an incre
of Ca content in samples of the first series results in a
ticeable decrease of the magnitude ofS300 K ~see Fig. 3 and
Table II!. This discrepancy between the variation of char
balance in the lattice and the magnitude of the Seebeck
efficient observed in both series of samples is one more
gument for the existence of another and very substantia
fluence of Ca impurity on the properties of YBa2Cu3Oy .

Note also the way in which the temperature depende
of the Seebeck coefficient changes with increasing Ca c
tent in the second series. Asx increases, a region of linea
decrease of the Seebeck coefficient appears in theS(T) re-
lations above the temperature of the maximum inS(T), and
the slope of this relation becomes gradually steeper. To m
this feature clearer, Fig. 4 presents twoS(T) graphs,
namely, for a Ca-doped sample (x50.2) and an undoped
YBa2Cu3O6.88 sample, which was chosen as having the sa
value of the Seebeck coefficientS300 K. We readily see tha
as the temperature increases, the slope of theS(T) relation
for YBa2Cu3O6.88 decreases slowly, and that atT'300 K
the Seebeck coefficient becomes practically temperature
dependent, a feature characteristic of the yttrium system
small deviations from stoichiometry. At the same time f
Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O6.53 one observes with increasing temper
ture, besides the persistence of the maximum inS(T) at
T'125 K, a linear decrease of the Seebeck coefficient an
substantial increase of the slope ofS(T) compared to
YBa2Cu3O6.88, with no crossover to the temperatur
independent region occurring up toT5300 K.

Thus Ca doping of YBa2Cu3Oy reveals a number of fea
tures in the behavior of the critical temperature and Seeb
coefficient, such as an increase inTc in oxygen-deficient
samples, lack of agreement the changes in lattice charge
ance and the absolute values of the Seebeck coefficien
both series studied, and an unusual pattern of transforma
of the S(T) relations with increasing doping level in th
second series. We also carried out measurements of the
coefficient RH at T5300 K, whose results are displaye
graphically in Fig. 5. One immediately sees thatRH ~300 K!
in the first series increases rapidly withx while remaining
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practically constant in the second series. This observa
likewise appears fairly unusual because, in other case
deviation from stoichiometry in YBa2Cu3Oy, the absolute
values of the Seebeck coefficient are found to correlate w
the Hall coefficient~Refs. 29 and 30!. Besides, the data ob
tained for the second series lack any correlation between
Hall carrier concentration and the critical temperatu
whereas its presence is invoked by some authors22,29,31 to
account for the change inTc when doping YBa2Cu3Oy with
various impurities.

Summing up the above observations, one can confide
maintain that calcium exerts a definite influence on the pr
erties of the normal phase and superconducting paramete
Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy , which sets it off from a number of othe
dopants, because none of the other nonisovalent substitu
in the various cation sublattices of Y–Ba–Cu–O, along w
deviations from oxygen stoichiometry, produces such resu
It is reasonable to assume that incorporation of calcium
the lattice gives rise to additional features in the band sp
trum of YBa2Cu3Oy, and this is what accounts for the ob
served unusual behavior of the transport coefficients. T
nature of these features and a possible reason for their
pearance will be discussed below.

FIG. 1. Critical temperaturevscalcium content in Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy . 1 —
before annealing,2 — after annealing.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the Seebeck coefficient for the
series of Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy samples.
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA OBTAINED

We analyzed the experimental data within a phenome
logical band model assuming in the band structure of HT
materials the presence of a narrow density-of-states p
near the Fermi level. This model, described in detail in R
23, was used by us to advantage in analyzing the effec
cation substitutions in various sublattices on the transp
properties in normal phase, the band-spectrum parame
and superconducting characteristics of the YBa2Cu3Oy

HTSC system.16,24–27

The model contains three main parameters, the band
ing by electronsF, which is equal to the ratio of the numbe
of electrons to the total number of states in the band, the t
effective conduction-band widthWD , and the effective
width of the interval of delocalized statesWs . Using the
simplest possible approximation for the density-of-sta
functionsD (E), as well as for the differential and Hall con
ductivities, one can obtain analytic expressions for the te
perature dependences of the chemical potentialm, resistivity
r, and the Seebeck, and Hall coefficients. Determination

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the Seebeck coefficient for the se
series of Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy samples.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient fo
Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O6.53 sample compared with a typical dependence for
undoped YBa2Cu3O6.88 sample23. Solid line is a calculation using Eqs.~2!
and ~3!.
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the model parameters requires an analysis of the experim
tal Seebeck-coefficient relations. The curves for the Seeb
coefficient can be obtained to within its sign, whereas th
for the resistivity and the Hall coefficient, only to within
constant factor, which offers a possibility of performing
qualitative analysis of ther (T) andRH (T) relations. Thus
by fitting the calculated to experimentalS(T) curve one can
determine the band spectral parameters for each g
sample. The expressions derived for this purpose are
follows25

m* [m/kBT5 ln
sinh~FWD* !

sinh@~12F !WD* #
, ~1!

S52
kB

e H Ws*

sinhWs*
Fexp~2m* !1coshWs*

2
1

Ws*
~coshm* 1coshWs* !ln

3
exp~m* !1exp~Ws* !

exp~m* !1exp~2Ws* !
G2m* J , ~2!

wherem is the chemical potential,kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, e is the electronic charge,WD* [WD/2kBT, and Ws*
[Ws/2kBT.

Equations~1! and~2! previously permitted us to achiev
a good agreement between experimental and calcul
S(T) relations for Y–Ba–Cu–O samples with variou
substitutions.16,24–27 As already pointed out, however, th
S(T) relations for the system under study here exhibit ad
tional features. Although our previous studies showed
conduction band in YBa2Cu3Oy to be nearly symmetrical
one does not succeed in reaching a good quantitative ag
ment of calculatedS(T) relations with experimental data fo
Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy within a symmetric model. On the othe
hand, the obtainedS(T) relations are qualitatively similar to
those observed in the bismuth-based HTSC system cha
terized by a linear growth of the Seebeck coefficient w
decreasing temperature.30,32 Our earlier quantitative analysi
of the dependence ofS(T) in bismuth-based sample
showed that they can also be described in terms of the ab
model provided one introduces an additional assumption
weak asymmetry of the conduction band.32,33 Thus the ex-
perimentalS(T) relations for Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy give one

ond

a

FIG. 5. Hall coefficient at T5300 K vs calcium content in
Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy . 1 — before annealing,2 — after annealing.
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grounds to assume that Ca doping creates in the ban
YBa2Cu3Oy features inherent in a bismuth-based HTSC s
tem, to wit, makes the conduction band asymmetric. For
reason we carried out calculations ofS(T) within an asym-
metric model.

The simplest way to take into account the asymme
described in detail in Ref. 25, consists in introducing a d
tance (bWD , whereb is the asymmetry parameter! between
the centers of the rectangles approximating the density
states and differential conductivity functions. In this case
~3! remains valid if one replaces in itm* calculated from Eq.
~1! with

~m* !85m* 2bWD /k0T . ~3!

Our quantitative analysis of the calcium-induc
changes in the band spectrum of Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy made
use of data obtained only for the second series of samp
because the absolute values of the Seebeck coefficient fo
samples of the first series were found to be very small. In
case the pattern of theS(T) relation is affected strongly by
small features in the conduction-band structure, which
difficult to take into account within the approximation us
here. This may result in a larger error of calculated ba
parameters. For this reason the data obtained for the
series were employed only in a qualitative analysis. On
other hand, the Seebeck coefficient of second-series sam
increased in absolute magnitude due to the higher oxy
deficiency, which should weaken the effect of small featu
in the band structure on the overall pattern of theS(T) re-
lations. This permits one to derive reliable information
band-structure parameters from a quantitative analysis o
experimental data and to use subsequently these res
combined with the qualitative conclusions drawn fro
the data obtained from samples of the first series,
considering the effect of calcium on the properties
Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy .

We have succeeded in reaching within this approac
good quantitative agreement between the experimental
calculatedS(T) relations for all samples of the second s
ries. For illustration, the solid line in Fig. 4 shows a relati
calculated for a Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O6.53 sample. By using Eqs
~1!–~3! and comparing the calculations with experiment,
derived the parameters of the carrier system for all sam
of the second series. Figure 6 plots concentration dep
dences of the electron band filling and of the degree
conduction-band asymmetry. We readily see thatF decreases
linearly with increasing Ca content, and that the behavio
the asymmetry parameterb is likewise linear and can be
described by the expressionb'20.1x. The values of pa-
rameterb are small, i.e. the conduction band is only sligh
asymmetric. Besides, calculations showed that the total
fective band width WD for the second series o
Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy samples varies only insignificantly wit
increasing Ca content~the value ofWD lies from 160 to 190
meV!. Note thatWs likewise varies little with increasingx,
so that our data do not support the assumption7,20 that doping
with calcium causes strong carrier localization.

The linear increase in the conduction-band asymme
with increasingx clearly implies that it is the increase in C
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content that accounts for the appearance of additional
tures in the band structure of YBa2Cu3Oy . We believe that
the most probable cause for the observed changes in the
structure is the Ca-induced additional states in the cond
tion band. This gives rise to an additional Ca peak in
density-of-states function, and this is what accounts for
onset of conduction-band asymmetry and its subsequ
growth with increasing doping level.

The assumption of the onset of asymmetry in the c
duction band provides an explanation for the concentra
dependences of the filling and effective width of the cond
tion band.

As already mentioned, a comparison of the changes
the oxygen index with Ca content~Table I! makes it clear
that, while in the first series the calcium-induced distorti
of the charge balance is not fully compensated by decrea
oxygen content, in samples of the second series, by cont
the effect of calcium is overcompensated by the increas
oxygen deficiency, and this should result in a decrease
carrier~hole! concentration, i.e. an increase of the number
electrons. This means that the Seebeck coefficient sh
increase and the band filling by electrons, calculated wit
our model, grow withx. Our experimental data~the decrease
of S300 K) and calculations~the decrease of theF parameter!
may be considered as a further argument for the appear
of additional states in the band due to calcium. Indeed,
band filling by electrons is determined by the rat
F5n/N, wheren and N are the numbers of electrons an
states in the band, respectively. Only the creation of ad
tional band states by calcium~i.e., an increase ofN with
increasingx) can account for the decrease in the filling an
accordingly, the decrease of the value ofS300 K obtained in
the experiment.

The observed weak change in the conduction-band w
also finds an explanation. In principle, a substantial decre
of oxygen content, which brings about disordering of t
oxygen sublattice, should tend to broaden the conduc
band.23,25 It should, however, be borne in mind that calcul
tions yield the effective band width, i.e., the width of th
rectangle approximating theD (E) function and, in this case
the weak variation ofWD with increasing calcium conten
may actually result from a combination of two effect
namely, a broadening of the band due to disordering of

FIG. 6. Band filling by electrons and band asymmetryvs calcium content
for Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy samples of the second series.
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oxygen sublattice, and its affective narrowing due to the f
mation of an additional peak created by the Ca-indu
states.

As for the Hall coefficient, calculations made in terms
our model for theRH (T) relations showed that for larg
band fillings ~the case of samples of the second series! the
decrease ofF and the increase of band asymmetry practica
counterbalance their effects on the Hall coefficient. At t
same time, at close to half band filling~samples of the first
series!, the effect of asymmetry becomes more essential
gives rise to an increase ofRH ~300 K!. Note that, even a
qualitative analysis of the Hall coefficient data obtained
the first series of samples supports the conclusion o
gradual increase in conduction-band asymmetry with
creasing doping level. Because for the starting sample of
first seriesF,0.5, and data obtained for the second ser
suggest that the band filling decreases with increasingx, it
becomes obvious that theF,0.5 condition is upheld for all
samples in the first series, and that, most probably, the v
of F in this series likewise decreases with increasingx. Nev-
ertheless, the Hall coefficient remains positive for all fir
series samples, an observation that can be explained on
assuming the conduction band to become asymmetric.

The results obtained also provide a qualitative expla
tion for the opposite trends in the variation of critical tem
perature with increasing doping level in the two sample
ries, namely, its decrease in the first series and growth in
second. In the first series, the composition of the star
sample is close to stoichiometric and, hence, the ban
nearly half full, i.e., the Fermi level lies close to the midba
position and, judging from the negative Seebeck coefficie
in the lower half of the band. The calcium impurity creat
additional states in the band, the filling decreases, and
Fermi level shifts from the maximum of theD (E) function
toward lower energies. Thus the density of states at Fe
level decreases, and this is what causes the decreaseTc

observed in this series. By producing oxygen deficiency
the starting sample of the second series, we shift the Fe
level toward higher energies. Doping with calcium, as in
first case, reduces the band filling, and the Fermi level a
shifts toward lower energies but, in this case, this cor
sponds to approaching the maximum in theD (E) function.
As a result, the critical temperature in this series increa
with increasing impurity content. In both cases, therefo
one observes a correlation between the variation ofD (EF)
and the critical temperature.

Thus the assumption that Ca doping of YBa2Cu3Oy in-
troduces additional states in the conduction band explain
the results obtained, both the critical temperature and
specific features in the behavior of the transport coefficie
These results and their analysis made within a phenom
logical band-structure model permits the following conc
sions.

1! As the Ca content in Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy increases,
the critical temperature decreases in samples with close
stoichiometric oxygen content, and increases in oxyg
deficient samples;

2! The absolute values of the Seebeck coefficient v
weakly with increasing doping level in oxygen-rich samp
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and decrease monotonically in oxygen-deficient samp
whereas the Hall coefficient atT5300 K increases markedly
in the first case and remains practically constant in the s
ond;

3! Ca doping changes the pattern of theS(T) relations
for oxygen-deficient samples, namely, it results in the
pearance of an extended region of linear growth of the S
beck coefficient with decreasing temperature, which is du
a specific calcium-induced modification of the band stru
ture;

4! An analysis of theS(T) relations and of theRH ~300
K! data made for the Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy compound within
the narrow-band model shows that Ca doping gives rise
conduction band asymmetry, which increases monotonic
with doping level. The most probable reason for the onse
asymmetry is Ca-induced formation of additional states
the conduction band;

5! The assumption of the formation of addition
conduction-band states by calcium provides an explana
for the observed transformation of transport properties
normal phase and for the pattern of critical temperat
variation in Y12xCaxBa2Cu3Oy for different oxygen con-
tents. One observes also a correlation between the den
of-states function at Fermi level and the critical temperatu

The authors owe their warm thanks to I. B. Patrina a
N. P. Baranskaya of the Institute of Silicate Chemistry
preparation of samples for the investigation, x-ray diffracti
measurements, and oxygen content determination.
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Superconductivity in the Ti–D system under pressure
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The pressure dependence of the superconducting transition temperature in TiD0.74 has been
measured up to 30 GPa in a diamond high-pressure chamber. It is found that the deuteride TiD0.74

becomes a superconductor at pressures corresponding to the transition to the high-pressurez
phase, with a transition temperature that increases from 4.17 to 4.43 K in the interval
P514– 30 GPa. The value extrapolated to atmospheric pressureTc(0)54.0 K is significantly
lower than the superconducting transition temperature (Tc55.0 K) measured earlier in
the metastable state obtained by quenching TiD0.74 under pressure. It is assumed that the significant
difference of the extrapolated value from the superconducting transition temperature in the
metastable state after quenching under pressure is caused by a phase transition on the path from
the stability region of thez phase under pressure to the region of the metastable state at
atmospheric pressure. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00212-3#
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The T–c diagram of the Ti–H~Fig. 1! and Ti–D sys-
tems at atmospheric pressure includes the eutectoid equ
rium of the a, b, and d phases, based on the hexagon
close-packed~hcp!, body-centered cubic~bcc!, and face-
centered cubic~fcc! titanium sublattices, respectively.1–3 A
new phase,z,2,3 appears at a pressure of 2.05 GPa~3.4 GPa
in the deuterides! and a temperature of;560 K in the alloy
of eutectoid composition (x5H~D!/Ti'0.74). The structure
of the z phase directly under pressure has been determ
only by an x-ray method: It was found that, atP'5 GPa, in
the temperature intervalT5520– 720 K, the metal atoms i
the z phase are packed into a face-centered tetragonal~fct!
sublattice with a parameter ratio ofc/a50.89.2 In order to
study the properties of the new phase in more detail, it w
quenched to 80 K after heat treating the samples aT
>560 K under a pressure above 5 GPa. After quenching
der pressure, the single-phase state remained metasta
temperatures below 95~100! K all the way to atmospheric
pressure.4 The structural characteristics of the metasta
quenched state have been studied in detail atT<90 K by
inelastic neutron scattering and diffraction.3,5–7 In this state,
the hydrogen statistically occupies octahedral interstitial s
of the fct titanium sublattice,7 unlike phases that are stable
P51 atm, where the hydrogen is always located
tetrapores.1,6 Since the specific volumes of thez phase and
the metastable quenched state were extremely close to
other and much less (;10%) than in the other hydride
phases of this system, it was assumed that, in thez phase, the
hydrogen also was distributed over the octopores.2,7 How-
ever, the ratio of the lattice parameters in the state a
quenching was appreciably closer to unity than in thez
phase,c/a50.95.7 It was therefore assumed2,7 that the hy-
drogen distribution over the octopores can be different in
z phase than in the state after quenching, and the metas
quenched state was given an independent designation—tx
phase.

The difference in crystal structure must be reflected
1951063-7834/98/40(12)/3/$15.00
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the structure-sensitive physical properties. One of the cle
est features of thex phase is superconductivity with a tran
sition temperature that is high for the Ti–H~D! system@Tc

54.3 (5.0) K#,8,9 which is a result of the transition of th
hydrogen into the octopores. The superconductive prope
of the x phase have not previously been studiedin situ. For
this paper, we measured the pressure dependence of th
perconducting transition temperature inz-TiD0.74 up to
30 GPa and found that extrapolating theTc(P) dependence
for the z phase to atmospheric pressure gives a value lo
than was determined earlier for thex phase. The measure
ments were made on the deuteride, since it has a hig
superconducting transition temperature than does the
dride.

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of Ti–H. On the left is theT–c projection for
atmospheric pressure, and on the right is theT–P projection for the hy-
drides of the near-eutectoid state.3 The dashed lines denote the thermoba
treatment of thez phase and the unloading that results in the synthesis of
x phase~its region of metastability atP51 atm is hatched!. On theT–P
projection, the low-temperature boundary of the region of thez phase ends
with a dashed bifurcation, representing the region where the existence
second high-pressure phase is probable.
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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1. TECHNIQUE

The initial two-phase deuteride of chemical compositi
D/Ti50.7460.01 was synthesized by the reaction of hig
purity (;99.98 at.%) titanium with deuterium gas, given o
by heating TiD2 ~see Ref. 10, for example, for more details!.
The deuterium content was determined by weighing. In or
for the small fabricated samples;0.130.130.03 mm to
maintain the average chemical composition, it was requ
that the microstructure of the two-phase deuteride be ho
geneous and fine-grained. The limiting comminution of
crystalline grain~the characteristic size of the Ti precipitat
in the matrix of theg phase was11 <100 Å) was accom-
plished by heat-treating and quenching to 80 K a pellet
TiD0.74under a pressure of 6.5 GPa, followed by decay of
quenchedx phase when the sample was quickly returned
normal conditions.

An apparatus with diamond anvils fabricated from no
magnetic materials was used to create high pressures.12 The
sample and crystals of a ruby standard were placed in
aperture of a metallic gasket 0.15 mm in diameter. A 4
methanol–ethanol mixture served as a pressure-transmis
medium. The pressure was varied and measured at r
temperature. The pressure was determined to wi
60.05 GPa from the shift of theR line of ruby. The super-
conducting transition was determined from ac measurem
of the magnetic susceptibilityx(T).13 The amplitude of the
variable 5.2-kHz magnetic field was 0.3 Oe. The hig
pressure apparatus was cooled as a whole to 1.5 K in a
ostat, and the measurements ofx(T) were made while heat
ing, using a ~Cu–Fe!–Cu thermocouple to measure th
temperature to within60.2 K. Because of the necessity
repeatedly heating the apparatus to vary and determine
pressure, a measurement cycle at each pressure took d

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the rangeP<7 GPa in which theT–P diagram of the
Ti–D system was studied earlier,2 the line of the transforma
tion into the z phase was located at temperatures ab
450 K. Extrapolating this line makes it possible to estim
the transition pressure into thez phase when the sample
loaded at room temperature as approximately 10 GPa.
first measurement cycle ofx(T) was therefore carried out a
a pressure of 9.5 GPa. No superconducting transition
observed in this cycle. In the next cycle, under a pressur
P511.8 GPa, an anomalous superconducting transition
the x(T) isobar was clearly evident, although the jump
rather smeared out and has a low-temperature tail~Fig. 2!. A
further increase of the pressure to 30 GPa results in an
crease of the superconducting transition temperature, w
the jump becomes sharper and increases somewhat in
nitude. As the pressure is decreased, the supercondu
transition becomes still more distinct than in the process
loading the chamber. However, after the pressure is redu
from 11.2 to 8.2 GPa, the superconductivity in the sam
completely disappears, which is obviously associated w
the decay of thez phase at room temperature to the lo
pressure phase.
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The temperature at which the jump inx(T) reaches one
half was taken as the superconducting transition point. T
superconducting transition temperatures determined in
way are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the pressure. It
be seen from this figure that theTc(P) dependence is clos
to linear in the regionP.12 GPa. On one hand, the devi
tion of the initial load pointP511.8 GPa from a linear de
pendence, as well as the smearing of the jump ofx(T), can
be regarded as evidence that the transition into a phase
superconducting properties was incomplete. On the o
hand, when theT–P diagram of the Ti–H system abov
4 GPa was studied, bifurcation of the anomalies of the e
trical resistance and the thermal effects of the transition i
the z phase was observed, and, based on this, the possib
that a second high-pressure phase exists was indicated.2 The

FIG. 2. Experimental curves of the temperature dependence of the mag
susceptibility of TiD0.74 under conditions of heating at fixed pressures~in-
dicated in GPa near the curves!. The arrows show curves recorded durin
unloading of the high-pressure chamber.

FIG. 3. Pressure dependence of the superconducting transition tempe
in z-TiD0.74. Transitions during loading are denoted by circles, and tran
tions during unloading are denoted by triangles. The initial load point pr
ably reflects a property of an intermediate phase, and therefore is not
in. For comparison, the superconducting transition temperature inx-TiD0.74

is shown by a square.8
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formation of some intermediate phase in a relatively narr
region of theT–P diagram can be another explanation of t
observed deviation.

The slope of the dependence for the load curve in
region P.12 GPa isdTc /dP50.016 K/GPa, and the slop
of the unloading curve is close to this value. Linear extra
lation of the Tc(P) dependence to atmospheric press
gives a value ofTc

054.060.05 K ~Fig. 3!, which is signifi-
cantly lower than the superconducting transition tempera
in the x phase obtained after thermobaric treatment (Tc

55.0 K). The entireTc(P) curve in the interval to 30 GPa
lies below 4.5 K. The strong noncorrespondence of one
the main superconductivity characteristics of thex and z
phases agrees with the assumption expressed earlier2,7 that it
is possible that the hydrogen sublattice is reconstructed
ing the transition from the stability region of thez phase
(P'5 GPa,T'650 K) into the region of the metastable e
istence of thex phase. The set of experimental facts sho
above makes it possible to discuss two mechanisms for s
a reconstruction.

The chemical composition of thez phase corresponds t
the composition of a number of possible tetragonally d
torted ordered inclusion superstructures.14 It is therefore ex-
tremely probable that the hydrogen in the high-press
phase is ordered below a certain temperature. This trans
cannot be recorded by differential thermal analysis beca
of kinetic or thermodynamic causes. If the hydrogen sub
tice of the z phase is ordered under the conditions fro
which its quenching is carried out, reconstruction of the
tahydrogen sublattice during thermobaric treatment and
return to atmospheric pressure can be the initial stage of
decay of thez phase as it becomes unstable; i.e., the dis
dering of the hydrogen can decrease the tetragonal disto
and increase the superconducting temperature in thex phase.
If, on the contrary, the hydrogen sublattice of thez phase is
disordered for the initial parameters of the quenching,
ordered superstructure could arise during the rather s
cooling in the experiments to measure the superconductiv
The question of the possibility of ordering in the hig
pressure phase can be definitively solved by a more deta
structural investigation under pressure.

Measurements of theTc(P) dependence have thu
shown that the high-pressure phase in the Ti–D system
superconductor with a transition temperature that increa
from 4.17 to 4.43 K in the interval 14–30 GPa. The value
e
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Tc(P) extrapolated to atmospheric pressure is significan
below the superconducting transition temperature in thex
phase. This noncorrespondence serves as a basis for a
tion concerning a structural transition in the high-press
phase, associated with the ordering of hydrogen.
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ing the ingot of high-purity titanium.
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Luminescence spectra produced by exciton relaxation at local magnetization
fluctuations in semimagnetic semiconductors

A. V. Kudinov and Yu. G. Kusraev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted June 4, 1998!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 2156–2160~December 1998!

An analysis is made of the exciton angular-momentum alignment along a fluctuation in local
magnetization, which is the first stage in evolution of the localized-exciton spin state in
a semimagnetic semiconductor. It is shown that spin relaxation of localized excitons subjected to
resonant optical excitation is accompanied by their relaxation in energy. When excited by
polarized light, this process gives rise to an anisotropic angular-momentum distribution in the
spectrum of final exciton states and, hence, to polarization of the secondary luminescence.
Luminescence spectra of a cubic crystal are calculated, and the possibility of their experimental
observation discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00312-8#
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1. In CdMnTe-type semimagnetic semiconductors,
change interaction of excitons with 3d electrons localized a
manganese ions results in a substantial dependence of
ton energy on the average manganese-ion spin. If exci
are delocalized, this is observed in an external magnetic fi
as giant Zeeman splitting of spin sublevels,1 but in zero mag-
netic field the exciton state is degenerate, because the ex
interacts with numerous randomly oriented spins of magn
ions. Localized excitons feel only the magnetic-ion spin a
eraged over the exciton localization region. The spin proj
tion averaged over the localization region~local magnetiza-
tion! is nonzero due to fluctuations even with no exter
field present. The energy of exciton interaction with loc
magnetization depends on the relative fluctuation of the
ter, and therefore the fluctuation effect is the stronger,
smaller is the exciton localization region.

Magnetization fluctuations give rise to exciton-lin
broadening,2 and are seen in Raman spin-flip processes3–5

and in polarized luminescence6–8. As the temperature is low
ered, the relaxation times in the disordered and strongly
teracting spin system of magnetic ions become long, and
results eventually in freezing in of the random state~a spin-
glass transition!.9 The existence of persistent fluctuations
magnetization is evidenced by optical field-cooling expe
ments.10

It is possibly because of the long relaxation times t
magnetization fluctuations are seen in the polarization of
tionary magnetic-polaron luminescence in semimagnetic
tems, although the magnetic moment created in polaron
mation exceeds by far the fluctuation moment. A fluctuatio
based approach was proposed to account for the high de
of circular polarization of the luminescence observed un
resonant excitation of localized states in semimagn
semiconductors.6 The spectral response of the luminescen
polarization arising in such an experiment was analyzed
bulk CdMnTe crystals7 and CdMnTe quantum-well struc
1951063-7834/98/40(12)/5/$15.00
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tures8. These experiments revealed a fluctuation-induc
shift between the maxima in the spectra of circular
polarized luminescence components, which is the most
vealing argument for the fluctuation mechanism. At the sa
time the polaron-induced broadening of the luminesce
line in stationary conditions~which occurs even under reso
nant excitation11! washes out considerably the spectral fe
tures in polarization, a phenomenon relating particularly
bulk cubic crystals.

The idea of inelastic spin-flip transition in zero magne
field is in no way new. Light scattering involving spin flip o
a neutral-donor-bound electron was reported, for instance
Ref. 5, where the Raman line shift was assigned to the m
netic polaron effect. In the present work we calculate pol
ized spin-flip spectra of localized excitons, which are re
nantly excited in the exchange fields of magne
fluctuations. We shall use the results of Ref. 7 and comp
ment them by taking into account the distribution of ma
netic fluctuations in magnitude but, by contrast, shall ab
don phenomenological inclusion of the polaron shift a
broadening. The latter corresponds to the initial stage in
evolution of the spin state of a localized exciton, which is t
alignment of its angular momentum with a magnetizati
fluctuation. While major focus will be placed on the cub
crystal, we are going to discuss also the simpler case
hexagonal crystals or quantum wells.

2. Let light with a narrow spectral width excite reso
nantly localized excitons in the Urbach region of the dens
of-states tail. The excited excitons do not migrate, i.e. reco
bination takes place in the same microregions of the cry
as excitation. A fluctuation in the total manganese-ion s
present in the vicinity of each localized exciton splits t
exciton state. Following Ref. 6, we shall assume an isotro
normal distribution of local magnetization, so that the pro
ability for the magnetization in a given region to be of ma
nitude m will be proportional tom2exp (2m2). Also, if the
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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characteristic fluctuation magnetization is not large, and
exciton splitting is linear inm ~a condition always upheld in
real systems!, the magnetization can be described con
niently in terms of the splittingD induced by it:

W~D!}D2 exp~2D2!, ~1!

where W (D) characterizes the probability to observe in
randomly chosen state an exciton splittingD, and D is a
dimensionless splitting in units of̂D&5D (^m2&1/2). We
shall understand here by the exciton splitting the splitting
the extreme sublevels of the exciton spin multiplet~Fig. 1!.

The exponential decay of the density of states close
the pump photon energy is characterized by the Urbach
rameterU, which we shall likewise measure in units of^D&.
It should be stressed that this bare density of states is
sumed to be unperturbed by the exchange fields of fluc
tions, and that their effect will be taken into account in o
calculations.

The principle underlying the calculations is explained
detail in Ref. 7. Because the local fields are randomly o
ented, light of any polarization will excite excitons at ea
spin sublevel~Fig. 1!, but the efficiency of excitation is dif-
ferent and is determined by the pump-light polarization,
actual selection rules, the position of the given subleve
the multiplet, and the density-of-states function. Excitons
cited in upper sublevels will thereafter undergo spin rel
ation to the lowest sublevels, with the energy released in
process depending on the number of the excited sublevel
the local splitting, and recombine already from the low
spin sublevel~we assume the temperature to be small co
pared tô D&, i.e., neglect thermal activation of the excitons!.
Accordingly, the recombining excitons will emit photon
with energies lower than that of the pump photon. By co
trast, excitons excited at the lowest spin sublevel will emi
the pump frequency, irrespective of the local splitting.

FIG. 1. Diagram of optically active exciton spin sublevels in a cu
CdMnTe-type semimagnetic semiconductor. The levels are split by the
change field of a magnetic fluctuation. The figure explains the meanin
coefficientsak and pk ~in this case,a2 and p5): they relate the position of
thekth sublevel to multiplet center and to the lowest sublevel, respectiv
The coefficients are connected through the obvious relationpk

215ak11/2.
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Taking into account Eq.~1!, the recombination-emission
intensity distribution of excitons excited at thekth spin sub-
level in local splitting can be written

dIk
p

dD
}Lk

pD2 exp~2D2!exp~akD/U !. ~2!

HereLk
p are the polarization factors corresponding to thep

polarization geometry of experiment which were calcula
in Ref. 7 ~see caption to Table I!, and the meaning of coef
ficientsak is clear from Fig. 1. To obtain the luminescen
intensity spectrum, we have to take into account that
energy deficit« of the emitted photon originating from th
transition to the lowest spin sublevel~the spin-flip transi-
tion!, rather than being equal to the total spin splittingD, is
only a fraction ofD which depends onk. By applying the
corresponding transformation to compress the distributi
~2!, D5pk« ~the meaning of coefficientspk is clear from
Fig. 1!, one can now obtain already the distribution of inte
sity in «, i.e., actually the luminescence spectrum itself

dIk
p

d«
}Lk

ppk~pk«!2 exp@2~pk«!2#exp~akpk«/U !. ~3!

For the lowest sublevel,pk goes to infinity~but the intensity
remains naturally finite!, and the spectrum becomesd
shaped:

dI1
p

d«
}d~«!L1

pH 1

8U
1

Ap

4
expS 1

16U2D
3F11FS 1

4U D G S 11
1

8U2D J . ~4!

Hered (x) is the delta function, andF (y) is the error inte-
gral. As seen from Eqs.~3! and~4!, the only parameter of the
model is the Urbach parameterU ~expressed in units o
^D&). As we shall see later, some of the results obtained
this way depend fairly weakly on this parameter as well.

x-
of

y.

TABLE I. Coefficientsak ,pk and polarization factorsLk
p for the cases of

exciton orientation and alignment according to Ref. 6 in cubic semimagn
semiconductors.

k ak pk Lk
1 Lk

2 Lk
i Lk

'

1 1/2 ` 18 3 12 9
2 7/30 15/4 6 6 4 8
3 1/30 15/7 6 1 4 3
4 21/30 15/8 1 6 4 3
5 27/30 15/11 6 6 4 8
6 21/2 1 3 18 12 9

Note: ak andpk were calculated under the assumption that the electronic
hole exchange constants relate as 1:4, and that they have opposite
This is valid with good accuracy for the widespread cubic semimagn
semiconductors.1 The factorsLk

p are relative luminescence intensities in th
p polarization geometry with only thekth spin sublevel excited; they take
into account the selection rules in angular momentum and the random lo
field orientation. Indexp takes on the values (1,2,i ,'), which corre-
sponds to circular polarization~the first pair of symbols! or linear polariza-
tion ~the second pair! of pump light, with measurement performed in th
same polarization~the first and third symbols! or orthogonal polarization
~the second and fourth symbols!.
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The total emission spectrum is a sum of thed-shaped
burst at«50 associated with the excitation of excitons in t
lowest spin sublevels~‘‘the resonant line’’! and of the flip
spectrum itself, which is produced by the other spin subl
els. For zero«, only the resonant line has a finite intensit
and its polarization depends only on the polarization geo
etry of the experiment~it is 5/7 for the optical orientation
and 1/7 for the alignment!. Now the flip-spectrum polariza
tion depends onU, and it is mostly opposite in sign to that o
the pump light and of the resonant line. The polarizat
integrated over the spectrum depends onU and is confined
between zero~for constant density of states,U→`) and the
resonant-line polarization~for a steep density-of-states fun
tion, U→0).

Figure 2a and 2b presents spin-flip spectra calcula
using Eq.~3! for the optical-orientation and alignment geom
etries forU51, which estimates6–8 suggest to be a reason

FIG. 2. Exciton-luminescence spin-flip spectra calculated using Eqs.~3! for
~a! optical orientation geometry and~b! optical alignment geometry.1 —
total intensity spectrum,2 and 3 — intensity spectra of the luminescenc
components polarized~2! in the pump-light direction and~3! orthogonal to
it, 4 — polarization spectra~difference between spectra2 and3 normalized
to their sum!.
-

-

n

d

able value. One readily sees that the polarization in
optical-orientation geometry~Fig. 2a! is larger in absolute
magnitude than that observed in the conditions of alignm
~Fig. 2b!, and exhibits a larger asymmetry over the spectr
~recall that for«50 the resonant line polarization is pos
tive!. Therefore the conditions for observation of orientati
in a broadened spectrum of stationary magnetic-polaron
minescence are considerably more favorable than thos
the alignment geometry.7 At the same time it is the alignmen
flip spectra that exhibit, in contrast to the orientation spec
an interesting nonmonotonic polarization behavior, which
seen~Fig. 3! to have a nearly universal pattern down to ve
small values ofU ~curves1–3!.

In concluding the discussion of Figs. 2 and 3, consid
two points. First, one readily sees that the steeper the spe
course of the density-of-states function, the larger the fr
tion of luminescence intensity confined to the resonant li
and the weaker the flip-spectrum intensity. Therefore the
culated dependences of type4 and 5, corresponding to the

FIG. 3. Luminescence polarization spectra~same as curves4 in Fig. 2! for
different values of the Urbach parameter:~1! U5`, ~2! 1, ~3! 0.3, ~4! 0.1,
~5! 0.05.
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cases where the flip spectra are dominated by the contr
tion of the second spin sublevel, can hardly be of pract
interest. Second, one has to bear in mind that thermal a
vation of excitons at a finite temperature results in a mod
cation of the flip spectra, which primarily involves stat
with small local splittings. This should contribute to th
spectral region within a fewkBT from the resonant line, and
for real fluctuation-induced splittings can bring about
wash-out of the gap between the resonant line and the
spectrum.

Consider finally the case of uniaxial crystals, superl
tices, or quantum wells excited by polarized light along thZ
axis. In the presence of strong enough fluctuations,
exciton-state spin structure is here substantially simpler t
that in cubic crystals because of the strong anisotropy of
hole g factor in zero external field. The fluctuation-induce
exchange fields will split the doublets of optically activ
heavy-hole excitons. Because all final states here corresp
to Z-oriented circular dipoles, no alignment can be expec
to occur in this model, although unpolarized flip spectra c
be observed under linearly polarized pump light. As for t
orientation effect, it should manifest itself in the appearan
of a fully polarized resonant line and of a flip spectru
likewise fully polarized but of the opposite sign. Note th
because of theg factor anisotropy only theZ components of
the fluctuation magnetization will be significant, and, the
fore, for a Gaussian distribution of fluctuations there sho
be no gap between the resonant line and the flip spect
the latter forming a monotonically declining wing of th
resonant line. For a constant density of states, this wing
directly reproduce the distribution of theZ component of
fluctuation magnetization while, for a decaying density-
states function, the wing should also decay down to comp
disappearance forU→0.

3. Let us discuss now the qualitative results of this wo
as applied to possible experimental observation of exc
spin-flip spectra. The emission spectrum forming under re
nant excitation of a localized exciton in the exchange field
a magnetization fluctuation consists of a nonshifted reson
line, partially polarized in the direction of the pump ligh
and an energy-shifted spin-flip spectrum, polarized predo
nantly in the opposite direction. Therefore, in appropri
experimental conditions, one should observe the exc
recombination-radiation polarization to reverse its sign in
vicinity of the pump line. In a general case, the degree
polarization of the resonant line is not one; it is particula
small in the alignment geometry, and this can be used
detect penetration of the exciting light into the measurem
channel. The shape and polarization of the flip spectra b
information on the distribution of local magnetization flu
tuations.

Magnetic polaron formation and processes involvi
acoustic phonon emission can prevent observation of s
flip spectra. One can try to suppress the magnetic-pola
shift by choosing properly the system so that the pola
state forms slowly on the exciton-lifetime scale.12 Another
way consists in making time-resolved measurements of
luminescence. Because the spin-relaxation time in semim
netic semiconductors is typically;1 ps,13,14and the polaron
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formation time;100 ps,12 the gated time interval should b
from 1–2 to 10–20 ps. This makes sense, however, onl
the pump pulses are sufficiently short. The characteri
fluctuation-induced splitting~i.e., the unit on the« scale! was
estimated6–8 as 1–3 meV, so that for a 1-ps pulse its spect
width will be of the order of the spin-flip spectrum width
This would require replacement of thed function in Eq.~4!
with the real pulse shape and convolution with the pu
spectrum in Eq.~3!. While the spectrum of a pulse a few ten
of ps long may be consideredd shaped, its duration ap
proaches already the polaron formation time. Thus the o
mum pulse duration is 5–10 ps.

Processes involving acoustic phonon emission in II–
solid solutions, both in quasi-resonant excitation and in
combination of localized excitons, are quite frequently c
pable of competing in efficiency with the correspondi
zero-phonon processes.15 Because such transitions shift th
emission spectrum by the same amount~a few meV! from
the exciting line as the spin-flip transitions, these proces
may become spectrally superimposed. We have no relia
information on comparative efficiency of zero-phonon tra
sitions and transitions involving phonons in semimagne
solid solutions, and it would be difficult to arrive a priori at
correct conclusion, because the answer to this problem
pends on more than one factor. Based on general cons
ations, one can suggest that in order to suppress nonreso
processes involving acoustic phonons one should choo
material with as weak electron-phonon coupling as possi
and excite states localized within not too small a volume~see
Ref. 15!. Should a need arise to separate the spin-flip fr
nonresonant phonon processes, it may be advisable to a
to the sample a weak magnetic field to shift the flip spectr
toward longer wavelengths.
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Electric-field and interface effects on the orientation of Jahn–Teller vacancy distortions
in semiconductors
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Energy variation of various Jahn–Teller vacancy configurations in thin near-surface layers of a
semiconductor is considered. The calculations are made within a model in which each
dangling bond near a vacancy is described by the wave function of an electron localized at a
defect with a zero-range potential. The Jahn-Teller stabilization energy was assumed to
be much smaller than the crystal-field splitting but substantially larger than the energy variations
introduced by other perturbations. It is shown that vacancy alignment in semiconductor
layers with thickness>100 Å at liquid-nitrogen temperatures and lower can be most effectively
caused by the electric field which can exist in such layers due to a surface-state charge.
The direct effect of the interface on both the electronic and nuclear energies of various
configurations is weak and can become manifest only in layers less than 10 Å thick at liquid-
helium temperature. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00412-2#
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Single vacancies and complexes containing them
common defects in semiconductors. These defects may
ate a number of deep levels in the gap, whose position
pends on the actual number of localized carriers. In cu
semiconductors, the initial state of such a deep center ca
orbitally degenerate and have a lower symmetry becaus
the Jahn–Teller effect. Such symmetry distortions were
deed observed in the case of vacancies and vaca
containing complexes in Si,1,2 GaAs,3,4, and some II–VI
semiconductors~Ref. 5!. Defect distortions were observed
change direction spontaneously even at relatively low te
peratures and to become aligned under uniaxial cry
strains,1,2,6 which destroy the initial equivalence of Jah
Teller configurations of defects with different distortion o
entations. Electric field also disrupts the original crystal sy
metry and can give rise to energy differences between
various Jahn–Teller defect configurations caused by inte
tion of the electric field with the defect dipole moment. V
cancies in diamond and zinc blende semiconductors can
a dipole moment for two reasons. First, a vacancy in statt2

possesses an initial dipole moment because of the originaTd

symmetry of the local environment, and this moment will
affected by the Jahn–Teller effect. Second, even in the c
where the initial dipole moment is zero, spatial distortions
the defect induced by the Jahn–Teller effect may crea
dipole moment. Because in the first case the magnitud
the dipole moment is determined by the lattice atom sep
tion, and in the second, by the Jahn–Teller vacancy shift,
major contribution to the dipole moment will come from th
component associated with the originalTd symmetry of the
vacancy, and it is this component that should be conside
when analyzing the electric-field effect. This is why th
model to be used in calculations should take into account
initial Td symmetry of the vacancy.

A strong electric field, which appears quite frequently
1951063-7834/98/40(12)/4/$15.00
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near-surface space-charge layers in a semiconductor, is
erated by electric charges localized in interface states.
cancies located in these layers are acted upon, beside
electric field, by the interface, which destroys the equiv
lence of the Jahn–Teller configurations; in particular, the
istence of an interface gives rise to mechanical and electr
image forces, whose influence on the nuclear subsystem
Jahn–Teller defects was considered in Ref. 7. An interfa
however, acts not only on nuclei but on the carriers trapp
by a defect as well. This action is associated with the bou
ary conditions imposed on the bound-carrier wave functi
The purpose of this work is to study the influence of t
above phenomena on the energy of vacancy configuration
cubic semiconductors and to estimate the role played by v
ous mechanisms in disrupting their equivalence near the
face.

1. MODEL OF THE VACANCY

For definiteness, we are going to consider a cation
cancy in a III–V semiconductor, and a hole localized at
which interacts with theF2 mode of local vibrations of an
originally tetrahedral quasi-moleculeVA4B ~Fig. 1!.

The electronic structure of the defect will be presented
terms of a model8 in which each dangling bond of a vacanc
is described by a wave functionw i of a zero-radius center9

located at the atomBi adjacent toVA . This means that we
can write

w i5A a

2p

e2ar i

r i
[A a

2p
q~a,r i !. ~1!

Here r i is the distance from the electron to atomBi

a5
A2m* /E0

\
,

8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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whereE0 is the energy needed to detach an electron from
isolated dangling bond, andm* is the effective electron
mass. In accordance with the zero-range potential meth9

the wave functionc (r ) of an electron localized at a vacanc
~four dangling bonds! is a linear combination of four func
tions q (k,r i) subject to the following boundary conditions

]

]r
ln~rc~r !!ur˜Ri

52a, i 51,2,3,4, ~2!

wherer andRi are the position vectors of the electron and
the i th Bi atom. BecauseBi atoms occupy the vertices of
tetrahedron, the wave functionsc (r ) will correspond to the
original local tetrahedral symmetry of the vacancy and
count for the existence of an electric dipole moment app
priate for a defect of tetrahedral symmetry. On the ot
hand, using a linear combination of wave functions of ty
~1! permits an analytical description of the effect on a v
cancy of both an electric field and a semiconductor interfa

As follows from Eqs.~1! and ~2!, the one-electron en
ergy level of the quasi-moleculeVA4B, which is originally
fourfold degenerate~according to the number of theB at-
oms!, splits into a singlet, which has the lowest energy, a
a triplet. Because localization of one hole at a vacancy me
that the dangling bonds accommodate seven electrons
hole ground state is a triplet (t2 state!. As already mentioned
the hole interacts in this state withF2 vibrations of the quasi-
molecule, and this gives rise to four quasi-molecule confi
rations with C3v symmetry. In the absence of anisotrop
factors, these configurations in the bulk of the crystal
equivalent, i.e. their energiesWj ( j 51,2,3,4) are the same

FIG. 1. Position of aVA4B quasi-molecule relative to the semiconducto
vacuum interfaces.
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For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume the Jahn-Te
stabilization energyEJT to be much less than the splittin
between the singlet and the triplet

EJT!uEt2
2Ea1

u5D. ~3!

In this case the wave functions of the holef j in each of the
equivalent configurationsj ( j 51,2,3,4) are derived only
from the t2-state wave functions

f15
1

A3
~c1t1c2t1c3t!,

f25
1

A3
~2c1t2c2t1c3t!, ~4!

f35
1

A3
~2c1t1c2t2c3t!,

f45
1

A3
~c1t2c2t2c3t!,

where c1t ,c2t ,c3t are the wave functions of the holet2

state, which satisfy conditions~2!. As follows from Eqs.~2!,
these functions can be written

f3t5C@q~k,r 1!1q~k,r 2!2q~k,r 3!2q~k,r 4!# ;Z,

f2t5C@q~k,r 1!2q~k,r 2!1q~k,r 3!2q~k,r 4!# ;Y, ~5!

f1t5C@q~k,r 1!2q~k,r 2!2q~k,r 3!1q~k,r 4!# ;X.

HereC is a normalization constant, and the positive para
eterk is found from the relation

k5a2
ekR0

R0
, ~6!

whereR0 is the distance between theB atoms.

2. EFFECT OF ELECTRIC FIELD

Because for real electric fields, the splitting of the orig
nal vacancyt2 state is substantially smaller thanD, the ma-
trix elements of the dipole moment should be calculated
ing functions ~5!. In this way one obtains the following
expressions for the Hamiltonian describing the interaction
the system under study~a vacancy binding a hole with a
chargeq) with electric fieldE:

H [111]
E 52

q

2A6
ER0S 0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0
D ~7!

in the case whereE is oriented along@111#, and

H [001]
E 52

q

4A2
ER0S 0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 0
D , ~8!

for the orientation ofE along the@001# direction. If the va-
cancy is subjected to a strong Jahn–Teller effect excee
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the action of the electric field, the change in the total en
giesDWi of the equivalent configurations of theVB4A mol-
ecule can be calculated similar to the way this was done8 to
take into account the effect of a donor on this qua
molecule. In an electric field directed along@111#, the energy
of configuration 1 with a three-fold axis aligned in this d
rection will change by

DW152
qER0

A6
. ~9!

The energies of the other three configurations will change
the same amount

DW2,3,45
qER0

3A6
. ~10!

For an electric field aligned with@001#

DW15DW252DW352DW452
qER0

6A2
. ~11!

3. EFFECT OF THE INTERFACE

We shall assume the potential barrier at the interface
be infinitely high, so that the carrier wave function will va
ish there. The resulting lowering of the wave function sy
metry brings about a splitting of the originalt2 state of the
vacancy-bound hole even without the Jahn–Teller effe
The magnitude of this splitting depends both on the dista
from the vacancy to the surface and on the orientation of
surface relative to the crystallographic axes.

Using symmetry considerations one can show that
Hamiltonians describing this splitting in the basis functio
~5!, in the cases where the interfaces are parallel to the$111%
or $001% planes, can be written, respectively,

H $111%
s 52

d0

3 S 0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0
D , ~12!

H $001%
s 52

1

6 S d112d2 3d1 0

3d1 d112d2 0

0 0 22~d112d2!
D .

~13!

The quantitiesdk can be calculated in terms of the zer
range potential model, within which the vanishing of a wa
function at the interface is satisfied if this function is chos
in the form of a linear combination of functionsq (k,r i)
2q8 (k,r i), whereq8 (k,r i) ( i 51,2,3,4) corresponds to
dangling bond of the mirror reflection of atomBi in the
interface plane@see Eq.~1!#. Using the basis~5! here means
that the interface-induced change in the level positions
substantially smaller thanD, i.e., that the distance from th
vacancy to the interface (R) exceeds by far the smalles
separation between atomsB:

R@R0 . ~14!
r-
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e
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It can be shown~see, e.g., Refs. 8 and 9! that the zero-range
potential model allows the existence of a boundt2 state pro-
vided

aR0.1. ~15!

On the other hand, the model under study assumes for
sake of simplicity that the crystal-field splittingD exceeds all
splittings of thet2 state. BecauseD decreases exponentiall
with increasingaR0 ~Refs. 8,9!, inequality~3! requires that
aR0 is not too large. If conditions~14! and~15! are upheld,
the expressions fordk for the interfaces shown in Fig. 1 ca
be written

d052
E0

8
e22aR

R0

R F6A3~A221!

3S 12
e2aR0

aR0
D27e2aR0G , ~16!

d152
E0

2
e22aRS R0

R D 2S 12
e2aR0

aR0
D sinh

aR0

A2
, ~17!

d2522E0

e22aR

aR S 12
e2aR0

aR0
D S cosh

aR0

A2
21D . ~18!

We readily see that matrices~12! and ~13! are similar to
matrices~7! and ~8!. Therefore the energy splitting of Jahn
Teller configurations described by Hamiltonians~12! and
~13! in first order of perturbation theory inH $111%

s andH $001%
s

will be proportional tod0 for H $111%
s and tod1 for H $001%

s .
The corresponding expressions forDWj for the ~111! inter-
face are obtained from Eqs.~9! and ~10! by replacing
29ER0 /A6 with 2d0/3, and for the~001! interface, from
Eq. ~11! by substituting2d1 for qER0/2A2.

Let us estimate and compare the differences in ene
between various vacancy configurations associated with
presence of an electric field and an interface in some
cases. We shall assume for definiteness thataR052, which
means, for instance, for GaAs that the energy required
detach an electron from one of the vacancy bonds;1 eV
(R052.45 Å). According to Eqs.~9!–~11!, the energy dif-
ference between the originally equivalent configurations
duced by an electric fieldE5105 V/cm is 3–1 meV. This
means that such a field can produce noticeable alignmen
vacancy distortions at temperatures of 77 K and lower. T
field strength;105 V/cm appears realistic enough forn-type
gallium arsenide, where surface-band warping due to in
face states;1 eV. For an electron concentration in this m
terial ;1018 cm23 the width of the space-charge regio
;400 Å and the mean field;23105 V/cm, so that fields
above 105 V/cm can exist in layers;300 Å wide.

On the other hand, according to Eqs.~16! and ~17!, for
aR052 the quantitiesd andd1 do not exceed 0.1 meV eve
at distances from the surfaceR52R0 , and they decrease
exponentially with increasingR. Therefore the interface
induced change in the wave functions of a localized car
should not affect noticeably the energy of different config
rations in near-surface layers above 5 Å in thickness.
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Besides, as already mentioned, the interface influen
also the nuclear subsystem of a Jahn–Teller quasi-mole
changing the configuration energy thereby. This chang
connected primarily with a change in the elastic constant
the defect. Estimation of the energy difference between v
ous defect configurations based on the results of Re
shows that at a distance of 10 Å it does not exceed 0.1 m

The above permits a conclusion that an alignment
Jahn–Teller–induced vacancy distortions in near-surf
layers of a semiconductor with thickness of the order of 1
Å and larger can become noticeable only in sufficien
strong electric fields. In the absence of such a field, the
terface can affect directly the orientation of distortions on
in layers not thicker than 10 Å and at temperatures;1 K or
lower.

Partial support of the Russian Fund for Fundamental
search~Grants 96-15-96955 and 98-02-18327! is gratefully
acknowledged.
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Effect of intercalation by silver on the charge-density-wave state in TiSe 2
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The temperature dependence of electrical conductivitys ~77–300 K! and magnetic susceptibility
x ~2–300 K! of AgxTiSe2 in the Ag1/4TiSe2 phase has been studied in order to determine
the possibility of preserving the charge-density-wave state in silver-intercalated TiSe2 . The
behavior ofx ands in this phase is compared with that of the starting compound TiSe2 .
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00512-7#
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Titanium diselenide is the only Group-IV transition
metal dichalcogenide exhibiting a commensurate cha
density-wave~CDW! state.1 This state sets in when cooled
202 K and manifests itself as a 2a032a032c0 superstruc-
ture produced by periodic in-plane titanium-atom displa
ments in the Se–Ti–Se sandwich. The transition is acc
panied by a diffuse resistive anomaly in the temperat
dependence of conductivity1,2 and a drop of the Paul
contribution3 to magnetic susceptibility. The CDW in TiSe2

is associated with electron-hole pairing,4,5 which requires
balance of free electrons in the conduction band with ho
in the valence band. Extensive studies of the effect of dop
on the CDW state showed that any change in composi
affecting the balance of free electrons and holes in this se
metallic material ~intercalation, substitution! destroys the
CDW state at impurity concentrations of a few percent.1,2,6,7

This observation is traditionally assigned to the extrem
high sensitivity of the transition to the Fermi surface sha

On the other hand, it has been established recently
many metals intercalated in TiSe2 donate their electrons no
to the conduction band but rather to a band of localiz
states, which apparently appear in hybridization of the t
nium d2

2 orbital with valence states of the intercalant. Amo
1961063-7834/98/40(12)/3/$15.00
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such compounds are AgxTiSe2 ,8 FexTiSe2 ,9 CoxTiSe2 ,10

and probably NixTiSe2 ~Ref. 11!. Obviously enough, such
localized electrons may leave the band carrier balance
changed, but random impurity distribution can suppre
regular lattice distortions~Ref. 12!. At the same time all the
above compounds exhibit ordering of impurity atoms
x50.25 (x is the stoichiometric index in the formul
MxTiSe2) into the 2a032a032c0 superstructure for M5Fe,
Co, Ni ~Ref. 11! and into the 2a032a03c0 superstructure
for M5Ag ~Ref. 13!, which practically coincide with the
superstructure produced by periodic displacements of
nium atoms in the presence of a CDW. It appeared of inte
to study the possibility of preserving the CDW state in su
materials.

The coincidence of the superstructure formed in imp
rity atom ordering with the one produced by periodic tit
nium atom displacements makes detection of the CDW s
by diffraction methods difficult. Therefore the most suitab
experimental method for this purpose appears to be meas
ment of the temperature dependences of the transport p
erties and of magnetic susceptibility. Such measureme
were previously made in the CoxTiSe2 system,10 where a
e
FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of th
electrical conductivity of ~1! starting
compound TiSe2 and~2–4! AgxTiSe2 . x
andTc(K): 1 — 0 and 202,2 — 0.244
and '196, 3 — 0.256 and'201, and
4 — 0.265 and'208.
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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broad maximum in the temperature dependence of elect
conductivity was found at a temperature of about 300 K. T
nature of the temperature dependence of conductivity
pended only weakly on intercalant content, which was int
preted as an argument for the formation of polarons boun
Ti–Co–Ti centers. Magnetic susceptibility measurements
not reveal any decrease in the density of states at Fermi l
at the temperature corresponding to the conductivity m
mum, which should be observed in the case of onset o
CDW state. A similar situation was found to exist for th
FexTiSe2 system.14,15 Note, however, that intercalation give
rise to a substantial distortion of the host lattice in the
materials, namely, parameterc0 decreases, and parametera0

increases with increasingx, which obviously causes defor
mation of the Brillouin zone and of the Fermi surface.

In contrast to these materials, AgxTiSe2 exhibits within
the Ag1/4TiSe2 phase~the closest to the starting TiSe2 com-
pound! an extremely weak dependence of lattice parame
on the intercalant content.13 In connection with this, we mea
sured the electrical conductivity~within the 77–300 K range!
and magnetic susceptibility~2–300 K! of AgxTiSe2 in the

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity of AgxTiSe2 .
~1! x50.244 and~2! x50.256. One can see on this scale a shift of the CD
transition temperatureTc .
al
e
e-
r-
to
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el
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Ag1/4TiSe2 phase in order to study the possibility of preser
ing the CDW state under the above conditions.

The starting material Ag0.244TiSe2 intended for sample
preparation was obtained in the usual way from element
an ampoule. The silver content was varied and checked
amperometric titration. Sample characterization and m
surement of the crystal-lattice parameters were carried ou
a DRON-3M diffractometer (CuKa radiation, a graphite
monochromator!. The electrical conductivity was measure
by the four-probe technique. The sample to be studied
maintained at each temperature until the equilibrium o
tained. The methods used for sample preparation and c
acterization and for conductivity measurements are descr
in detail elsewhere.8,13 Table I summarizes the results ob
tained in the study of the concentration dependence of
Ag1/4TiSe2-phase lattice parameters, together with the
rameters of the compounds obtained by cobalt and iron
tercalation. One readily sees that the parameters of the T2

host lattice do not depend on silver content within expe
mental error, whereas intercalation of cobalt and iron s
stantially deforms the lattice. Typical temperature dep
dences of the electrical conductivity are presented in Fig
and 2. AtTc of about 200 K one can see a resistive anom
similar to the one accompanying CDW formation in TiSe2 .
The fact that the Pauli magnetic susceptibility measured
the high-temperature region is the same in the starting
intercalated TiSe2 ~Fig. 3! indicates preservation of the free
carrier concentration in accordance with the above con
ture that the electrons introduced in intercalation become
calized. The feature in thex (T) relation assigned to the

TABLE I. Dependence of TiSe2 lattice parameters on silver content.

x

AgxTiSe2 FexTiSe2 ~Ref. 11! CoxTiSe2 ~Ref. 11!

a0 , Å c0 , Å a0 , Å c0 , Å a0 , Å c0 , Å

0 3.5419 6.0095
0.250 3.5352 6.0041 3.574 5.985 3.545 5.880
0.252 3.5397 6.0098
0.260 3.5387 6.0091
0.267 3.5373 6.0087
-

he
es
e

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of in
verse magnetic susceptibility~after sub-
traction of the diamagnetic contribution
xd'24.8631027 cm3/g) of ~1! starting
compound TiSe2 and ~2! Ag0.256TiSe2 .
The inset shows on an enlarged scale t
feature in the temperature dependenc
of magnetic susceptibility for the sam
compounds.
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decrease in the density of states at Fermi level because o
opening of a pseudogap is retained~see inset to Fig. 3!. Thus
the closeness of the transition temperatures and the co
dence of the electrical conductivity and susceptibility in te
perature dependence with those observed in TiSe2 suggest
that the transition occurring in AgxTiSe2 is associated with
formation of a CDW state.

The resistive anomaly in AgxTiSe2 is most clearly pro-
nounced in thex50.256 composition~Fig. 2!. According to
Ref. 13, this composition is stoichiometric in the Ag1/4TiSe2

phase and exhibits the strongest ordering of silver atoms
side the van der Waals gaps, thus corresponding to a m
mum in the concentration dependence of entropy for the
tercalant subsystem. This gives us grounds to relate
weakening of the resistive anomaly observed to occur w
deviation from stoichiometry to suppression of the comm
surate CDW by the random defect potential on the sil
sublattice. The general weakening of the amplitude of
feature in the conductivity and susceptibility of AgxTiSe2

compared with the starting TiSe2 can also be attributed to th
effect of the relatively large amount of defects on the int
calant sublattice. The ratio of the density of states at
Fermi level, derived from the Pauli contribution to magne
susceptibility in normal state, to that of the CDW state
1.014 for Ag0.256TiSe2 against 1.082 for TiSe2 .

The Seebeck coefficient in the Ag1/4TiSe2 phase demon-
strates the change in the dominant type of carriers fromn to
p under heating.8 The compensation temperature depends
silver content and increases with increasingx. A similar de-
pendence onx of the minimum in thes (T) relation can be
seen in Fig. 1, which we believe to argue for electron-h
the

ci-
-

n-
i-
-

he
h
-
r
e

-
e
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pairing being the reason for formation of charge-dens
waves.
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Determining the lattice parameter and the single-electron model potential of the
compound CdS by means of the soft x-ray absorption spectra
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The method of determining the structure parameters of multiatomic systems, using the spectra of
soft x rays~XANES! proposed earlier, is extended to the case of nonmetallic crystal
bodies. This method is used to determine the lattice parameter and the empirical muffin-tin
potential from the positions of maxima of single-electron origin in the sulfurK spectrum in the
compound CdS. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00612-1#
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Pronounced maxima in soft x-ray absorption spec
~XANES! usually correspond to a transition of a photoele
tron from the ground state, localized inside the absorb
atom, to unfilled discrete or quasi-discrete single-elect
states belonging to the entire multiatomic system. The m
characteristics of these maxima~the energies and widths!
strongly depend on the relative location of the atoms,
presence and nature of the defects, etc. For this reason
analysis of the features in XANES can be used to obt
information on the structure and physical properties of m
ecules and solids. This method could be especially usefu
studying disordered systems~glasses, alloys, molecules a
sorbed on the surface of solids, etc.!, since conventiona
diffraction-based methods of structural analysis are not v
convenient for such systems.

Systems began to be developed in Refs. 1–3 to mak
possible to extract from XANES information on the ge
metrical parameters and single-electron potential of mu
atomic objects. One is actually dealing with a method
solving the inverse problem in the theory of the multicen
resonance states that manifest themselves in XANES.
resulting system was used to analyze the spectra of the2,
SO2, NO2, and CH3NO2 molecules and the NO2 complex in
the compound NaNO2. The internuclear distances were d
termined in this case to within 1%, while the valence ang
were determined to within 3%. The method was also use
investigate the adsorption of the O2 molecule on a Cu~100!
surface.4

The goal of this paper is to extend the method to the c
of crystalline nonmetallic structures. The compound C
whose geometrical parameters are known, was chosen
test object. The general formalism is first briefly explaine
and it is then used to obtain the crystal lattice parameter
the model single-electron potential.

1. SOLVING THE INVERSE PROBLEM OF XANES THEORY

To simulate the single-electron quasi-stationary sta
~shape resonances! in a multiatomic system, we shall use th
muffin-tin ~MT! potential, whose applicability for this kind
of problem has long since been proven. It is convenien
define the main characteristics of the resonance states~the
1961063-7834/98/40(12)/4/$15.00
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energies and lifetimes! by means of the poles of theSmatrix
in the complex energy plane. It is well known that the re
coordinate of the pole corresponds to the energyE of the
state, while the imaginary part determines its lifetimet ~see,
for example, Ref. 5!. These values can be found from expe
ment with a comparatively small error~this mainly refers to
the energies and to a lesser extent to the lifetime!, and their
most important use is to interpret the information contain
in the spectra.

The equation for the poles of theS matrix in the MT
approximation was obtained in Ref. 6 and has the form

deti@11 i cotd l
~ j !#d j j 8dLL8

1(
L9

HLL8L9
j , j 8 hl 9

1
~kur j2r j 8u!i50, ~1!

wherek5(E)1/2, r j is the radius vector of thej th nucleus,

d l
( j ) is the phase shift at thej th atomic sphere, andHLL8L9

j , j 8

are the real structural constants. In terms of the method,
poles Si obtained by means of Eq.~1! for the model with
some chosen set of parameters are compared with the ex
mental values ofEi2 iG i /2, whereEi is the energy of thei th
maximum andG i is its half-width, and the set of paramete
is then varied until the functionalF5( i$Si2(Ei2 iG i /2)%2

is minimized.
The geometrical parameters~the internuclear distance

and the bond angles! are chosen as variable parameters in
method, along with the parameters of the MT potential. W
assume that this potential inside the atomic spheres has
form

V~r !5V0~r !1(
n

bnr n ~n50,1, . . .!, ~2!

with a given initial potentialV0(r ) of the atomic or MT type.
The coefficientsbn are variable parameters.

The total number of the variable quantities must not e
ceed the number of experimental characteristicsEi and G i .
Otherwise the problem becomes ill-conditioned and can o
be solved by resorting to additional information~see, for
example, Refs. 3 and 7!. It follows from this that, for a small
number of experimental quantities, the number of varia
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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coefficientsbn must also be small. It was shown in previo
papers that, to reproduce the main characteristics of sh
resonances, it is sufficient to have a model in which
energy and the mean radii of the valence states of the i
vidual atoms of the system are correctly reproduced. In p
ticular, for an atom withm valence states, it is necessary
general to have 2m parameters of the potential availabl
However, if the shape of the initial intra-atomic potentialV0

is chosen approximately correctly, the number of parame
can be substantially reduced~the smaller the size of the
atom, the fewer coefficients are required!. In such a situation,
it can be expected that the available volume of experime
information will be sufficient to solve the problems that ne
to be solved.

2. RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Let us consider theK absorption spectrum of sulfur in
CdS ~Fig. 1a!.8 The origin of the energy readings on th
figure is chosen where the absorption coefficient ri
sharply. In the 0–1 Ry region close to the absorption thre
old, there is a group of maxima, some of which presuma
correspond to transitions to states with a single-electron
gin. Our problem is to choose these states and, by using
characteristics of these states, to determine the crystal la
parameter and the model MT potential of the compound

At the first stage, the density ofp states inside the MT
sphere of the absorbing sulfur atom is calculated for clus
of various sizes, containing as many as eight coordina
spheres~Figs. 1b–1d show the data for small clusters!. The
MT potential from program FEFF7 was used in this ca9

and was taken as the starting potential in what follows. T
potential contains three different atomic potentials: that
the absorbing sulfur atom (V0

S1), that of the remaining~non-
absorbing! sulfur atoms (V0

S), and that of the cadmium atom
(V0

Cd). The internuclear distance in the initial calculation
taken to be equal to the value known for Cd
RS-Cs52.53 Å.10 As can be seen from Fig. 1, all cluste
except the smallest are characterized by the presence of
groups of states, the positions of whose centers of gravity
virtually unchanged as the cluster size increases. Base
this observation, one can restrict oneself in the subseq
computations to a comparatively small cluster, contain
three coordination spheres with a total of 29 atoms; one
then determine the poles of theS matrix for this cluster and
use them to optimize the parameters of the model syste

The filling of the states of the system by electrons w
analyzed at the same stage. It turned out that the boun
between filled and unfilled states lies close toE50, and thus
all the states shown in Fig. 1 are free and must show u
the K absorption spectrum of sulfur.

A comparison of the experimental curve with the dist
butions ofp states in the model makes it possible to assu
that the four maxima in the spectrum that appear in
0–1-Ry region correspond to transitions to single-elect
states. The energies of these states equal 0.15, 0.39, 0.63
0.92 Ry. The main contribution to the first three states com
from thes andp states of cadmium, and the fourth is caus
by the presence of a weakly expressedd resonance in the MT
pe
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FIG. 1. TheK absorption spectrum of sulfur in CdS~a! and local densities
of p states inside the MT sphere of an absorbing atom in the case of a m
cluster with one~b!, two ~c!, and three~d! coordination spheres.
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potential of the sulfur atom. The peak with energy 0.23
cannot be identified in such an approach and evidently is
associated with single-electron transitions.

The following poles of theS matrix correspond to the
maxima of single-electron origin in the case of a 29-at
cluster: 0.1002 i0.0036, 0.3842 i0.047, 0.6272 i0.111, and
0.9112 i0.060. The real parts of these poles are obviou
rather close to the energies of the experimental peaks.
energy of the first peak, for which the difference between
experimental and calculated values is 0.05 Ry, is an exc
tion.

For the best agreement of calculation with experime
the parameters of the model must be optimized. To do thi
is first necessary to choose a set of experimental quantitie
which the results of the calculation will be adjusted and th
to choose a set of variable parameters by means of which
adjustment will be carried out. The set of experimental qu
tities definitely should include the energiesEi of the four
peaks of single-electron origin. The half-widthsG i of these
peaks, however, cannot be determined with sufficient pr
sion in this experiment. The problem arises mainly beca
there is a contribution to the experimental values ofG i not
only from the decay process of the state when an elec
escapes to infinity, which is taken into account in the mod
but also from many factors that are neglected in the mo
~the vibrational structure of the spectrum, instrumental d
tortions, the decay of the resonance state due to the retu
the photoelectron to the initial 1s state of the sulfur atom
etc.!. If there were peaks in the spectrum corresponding
transitions to states of the discrete spectrum, the effec
these factors could be approximately estimated~see Ref. 1!.
However, there are no such peaks in the given spectrum,
we are compelled to refrain from using theG i as adjustment
characteristics and must restrict ourselves to a set mad
only of the fourEi values, determined fairly reliably.

When the variable parameters of the model were cho

FIG. 2. Local density ofp states inside the MT sphere of an absorbing ato
calculated for the optimized potential. For comparison, the dashed c
shows the experimental spectrum.
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it turned out that variations of the potential of the absorb
sulfur atom have an extremely small effect on the charac
istics of the resonances under discussion. For this reaso
is impossible to make potentialV0

S1 more accurate in this
system; the corresponding coefficientsbn were taken to be
equal to zero and in what follows were not varied. Since
total number of variable parameters must not be greater
the number of experimental characteristics, the followi
four quantities were taken as these parameters: the inte
clear distanceRS-Cd, the coefficientsb0 andb1 for the cad-
mium atom, and the coefficientb0 for the nonabsorbing sul
fur atoms ~in accordance with what was said in Sec. 1,
larger number of variable parameters is introduced for
larger cadmium atom!.

The results of the optimization are as follows:RS-Cd

52.548 Å,b051.7476 andb1520.8615~for the cadmium
atoms!, andb050.0277~for the nonabsorbing sulfur atoms!.
The crystal lattice parameter in this case equals 5.884 Å.
difference between the resulting value ofRS-Cd and the value
from Ref. 10 is 0.018 Å~0.8%!, which does not exceed th
errors of this method when determining internuclear d
tances~see above!. However, it should be emphasized th
complete agreement is not in general possible for struc
parameters obtained by means of different experiments~Ref.
10 gives data obtained by means of x-ray structural analys!.
In particular, according to the estimate of Ref. 11, the d
agreement for internuclear distances can be of the orde
0.01 Å, which is indeed observed in our case.

The values of the poles of theS matrix in the optimized
potential are as follows: 0.1502 i0.0076, 0.3932 i0.051,
0.6292 i125, and 0.9182 i0.065. The real parts of thes
poles virtually coincide with the experimental energiesEi .
Figure 2 shows the distribution ofp states in the optimized
potential. The energies of the peaks in this distribution ob
ously coincide with the energies of the spectral maxima, a

,
ve

FIG. 3. The MT potential of cadmium in the compound CdS. The das
curve corresponds to the potential obtained by means of program FE
and the solid curve corresponds to the optimized potential.
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consequently the adjustment has been successful.
Judging from the values of coefficientsbn , the opti-

mized potential of the sulfur atoms differs little from th
original value. More substantial changes occurred in the
tential of the cadmium atoms. This is associated with the
that the optimization was mainly to shift the first peak, co
responding to the transition of a photoelectron into a s
whose main contribution comes from thes state of cadmium.
Figure 3 shows the optimized MT potential of the cadmiu
atoms. It can be seen from this picture that, by compari
with the initial potential, its shape was somewhat changed
became weaker at the internal points of the atom and st
ger close to the sulfur atom.

It is important to emphasize that the empirical poten
obtained here is the best possible potential of the given t
when describing single-electron quasi-stationary states o
compound under investigation. By comparison with any M
potential constructed from first principles, this potential a
automatically allows for multielectron effects, deviations
the actual potential from the MT approximation, etc. T
geometrical parameters of the crystal are determined m
accurately by using this potential. For example, if only t
internuclear distance is varied for CdS, while the initial p
tential V0 is used as the potential, optimization gives t
value RS-Cd52.489 Å, which differs by 0.04 Å from the
known value and is substantially worse than the result
tained by jointly varying the geometrical parameters and
parameters of the potential.
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These results thus confirm that the proposed scheme
analyzing XANES data is capable of giving information co
cerning the geometrical parameters of nonmetallic crystal
bodies and makes it possible to construct an empirical mo
single-electron potential for them. It has been shown t
more accurate values of the geometrical parameters are
tained if, along with the variation of these parameters,
parameters of the potential are varied.

This work was carried out with the support of the Ru
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project No. 96-03-
32204a!.
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Local lattice distortions and ligand hyperfine interactions in Eu 21- and Gd 31-doped
fluorites

A. D. Gorlov, V. B. Guseva, A. Yu. Zakharov, A. E. Nikiforov, A. I. Rokeakh,
V. A. Chernyshev, and S. Yu. Shashkin
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A computer simulation of lattice distortions around an impurity ion Eu21 in MeF2 fluorites
~Me5Ca, Sr, Ba! is reported. ENDOR data on displacements of F2 ions distant from an impurity
center were used to determine the parameters of the Eu21 – F2 short-range interaction
potential. A theoretical study of the effect of hydrostatic pressure on the impurity-center local
structure has been made. A comparison with experimental data permits a conclusion that
the calculated ligand displacements are reliable. An experimental ENDOR investigation of the
ligand hyperfine interaction~LHFI! in MeF2 :Gd31 crystals~Me5Ca, Sr, Pb, Ba! has
been performed. The results obtained in the simulation are used to describe the LHFI of impurity
ions with the nearest-neighbor fluorine environment. The contributions to LHFI associated
with ligand polarization are shown to constitute 10–50% of the experimental LHFI constants. The
inclusion of such contributions results in practically linear dependences of the remaining
short-range part of the LHFI on distance. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!00712-6#
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Many important physical properties of doped crysta
e.g. the mechanisms responsible for impurity-ion lumin
cence and the interaction of impurity ions with lattice vibr
tions, are intimately related to the local lattice distortio
created by introducing an impurity into the crystal. Expe
mental determination of ion positions in the nearest-neigh
environment of an impurity center presents, however, c
siderable difficulties. On the other hand, ENDOR data offe
possibility to measure the ligand hyperfine interacti
~LHFI! for both nearest-neighbor and distant ions. In t
latter case LHFI originates from the dipole-dipole magne
interaction of the impurity electronic moment with th
nuclear moments of host-lattice ions, thus making it poss
to determine the distance to these ions. LHFI for near
neighbor ions is dominated by the overlap and covale
effects, which precludes isolation of the dipole-dipole con
bution to LHFI and determination of the metal-ligand d
tance. This paper reports determination of the near
neighbor environment of the Eu21 impurity ion in fluorites
within a pair-potential model made using experimental LH
data for distant fluorine ions. Because published experim
tal data on the parameters of Gd31-center LHFI with nearest-
neighbor fluorines in fluorite crystals disagree to some
tent, these parameters were redetermined in our work.
calculated distances and dipole moments induced at
ligands permit construction of a phenomenological mode
LHFI in Gd31- and Eu21-doped fluorites which takes int
account the important contribution to LHFI of polarization
the ligand electronic shells.

1. CALCULATION OF THE LATTICE RELAXATION AROUND
AN IMPURITY ION

The equilibrium positions of the nearest-neighbor io
around an impurity center can be found by energy minim
1961063-7834/98/40(12)/6/$15.00
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zation of a lattice with an impurity. The crystal is divide
into two parts, the defect region and the remainder of
crystal. The defect region consists of the impurity ion and
nearest-neighbor ions, which are allowed to displace fr
their positions in the pure crystal. To reduce the calculatio
difficulties, the minimization procedure allows only the io
displacements which do not change the impurity-center lo
symmetry. In the case of a Eu21 center in fluorites, one
should take into account only the displacements that tra
form according to theA1g representation of theOh group.
The defect region breaks up into sets of ions, subseque
called orbits,1 such that all ions in a given orbit can be o
tained by applying to any initial ion in the orbit all point
group symmetry operations of the doped crystal. All orb
are numbered, subsequently, in the order of increasing
tance from the impurity ion. The ions in the remainder of t
crystal are considered fixed. Accordingly, the size of the
fect region should be chosen such that its further incre
does not produce substantial changes in ion positions in
region. Our calculations included 247 ions into the def
region, which, judging from the results obtained, is lar
enough.

The lattice energy was described in terms of t
pairwise-interaction approximation and the shell mod
which considers each ion to consist of a positively charg
core and a negatively charged shell. Then the lattice ene
can be written

U lat5
1

2(i
(

k~Þ i !
Vik1

1

2(i
kid i

2 . ~1!

Here kid i
2 is the energy of core interaction with thei th ion

shell, andVik the interaction energy between thei th andkth
ions, which can be presented in the form
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Vik5
XiXk

r ik
1

YiXk

ur ik2d i u
1

XiYk

ur ik1dku
1

YiYk

ur ik2d i1dku

1 f ik~r ik!1gik~ ur ik2d i1dku!, ~2!

where the function

f ik~r !52Aikexp~2Bikr !/r ~3!

describes the short-range screening of the electrostatic
core interaction, and the function

gik~r !5Cikexp~2Dikr !2l ik /r 6 ~4!

relates to the short-range repulsion between ionic shells w
ten in the form of the Born–Meier potential and the van d
Waals interaction,Xi , Yi are the core and shell charges
the i th ion, d i is the shell shift of thei th ion relative to its
core, andr ik is the core distance between thei th and kth
ions. We used the following core charges:XF515,
XCa,Sr,Ba,Eu518. The F2 – F2 interaction parameters wer
obtained semiempirically by the Hartree–Fock and confi
rational interaction formalisms2. The parameters of the
Me21 – F2 short-range repulsion potential~Me 5 Ca, Sr, Ba!
were derived by fitting the calculated properties of pu
MeF2 crystals to available experimental data~lattice con-
stants, dielectric permittivities«0 and «` , elastic constants
C11, C12, andC44, and the fundamental vibrational freque
ciesvTO andvR), and the electrostatic screening paramet
were obtained by numerical integration of the free-i
electronic-density interaction. The short-range interact
between metal ions was neglected because of their bein
apart. The F2 – F2 and Me21 – F2 interaction potential pa-
rameters calculated in this way can be found in Ref. 3. T
energy of Coulomb interaction of ions in the defected reg
with those in the remainder of the crystal was calculated
the Ewald method.

To check the reliability of the Me21 – F2 potentials thus
obtained, we calculated dispersion curves for the Ca2 ,
SrF2 , and BaF2 crystals along certain high-symmetry dire
tions in the Brillouin zone. A comparison of the calculat
dispersion curves with slow-neutron diffraction measu
ments4–6 showed that our model is capable of fitting a
equately the experimental data.

The main feature of our work consists in using expe
mental data on radial ion displacements in the second to
anion orbits in the doped crystals under study, which w
derived from ENDOR data,7 to find the Eu21 – F2 short-
range repulsion potential parameters. ParametersC and D
were determined from the condition of an optimum fit of t
calculated to experimental radial ion displacements in
second to fifth anion orbits, with experimental errors of i
displacement measurement taken into account. Although
angular displacements of F2 ions in the second orbit wer
measured experimentally, they were not used in fitting of
C and D parameters because of a poor agreement betw
the experimental and calculated values~see below!. The fit-
ting yielded the following values:C5268.3 at. un. and
D51.921 at. un.

Figure 1 compares the radial displacements of host
tice ions around a Eu21 impurity ion calculated for CaF2 ,
n-
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SrF2 , and BaF2 crystals with ENDOR data. Because the e
perimental lattice constants differ from the constants cal
lated by our model, the ion displacements are given in u
of lattice constants@experimental and calculated, respe
tively ~Ref. 3!#. ENDOR data permit high-accuracy determ
nation of distances only to the second anion orbit. The
perimental error increases by more than an order
magnitude for more distant anion orbits, and for BaF2 one
could not derive distances to the fourth and fifth orbits at
It is also evident that the agreement between calculated
experimental displacements for the second anion orbi
good enough, whereas while the ion displacements ca
lated for more distant orbits still lie within experimental err
the agreement with experiment is substantially worse.
believe, however, that experimental data on distant an
orbits, particularly the experimentally predicted behavior
displacements with increasing distance from an impu
center, should be considered with caution. For instance
SrF2 the ionic displacements in the third–fifth orbits are su

FIG. 1. ~1! Experimental and~2! calculated radial displacements of ion
around a Eu21 impurity center~in units of the lattice constant!. ~a! CaF2 ,
~b! SrF2 , ~c! BaF2 .
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stantially larger than those in the second orbit. Interestin
experimental data suggest that the ionic displacements in
second anion orbit in SrF2 and BaF2 crystals are equally
small and opposite in sign, whereas model considerat
based on the concept of ionic radii, as well as calculati
made by the modified Kanzaki method,8 predicted that only
in the case of SrF2 :Eu21 could one expect very small lattic
distortions.

By our calculations, radial displacements in all the cry
tals studied are, on the whole, monotonic~except for the
seventh orbit! and decrease away from the crystal surfa
The ionic displacements are the largest in CaF2 , and the
smallest, in BaF2 , and in BaF2 the displacement does no
exceed about 0.006 in units of the lattice constant. T
monotonic character of ion displacement, as well as the p
tically zero displacements starting with the tenth orbit, a
pear to be a consequence of isovalent substitution. Tab
presents the ligand positions in MeF2 :Eu21 crystals calcu-
lated by us, as well as the results obtained by full-poten
linear muffin-tin orbital method~FP LMTO! with a real form
of the crystal-field potential and charge density9 and by a
modified Kanzaki method8. One readily sees that our calcu
lations agree fairly well with the FP-LMTO results whil
disagreeing markedly with the predictions of Ref. 8. It
essential that both our calculations and the FP-LMTO d
expect the effect of Eu21 introduction to be the smallest i
BaF2 .

Table II presents calculated and experimental7 data for
angular displacements of F2 ions in the second anion orbi
As already mentioned, the calculated angular displacem
do not show good agreement with experiment, which, in
opinion, could be caused by our models lattice energy di
gard of many-particle interactions. On the other hand,
data on angular ionic displacements fit well into the ove
pattern of lattice distortions around a Eu21 impurity center in
fluorites, where one observes a monotonic decrease of
radial and angular ion displacements in going from crys
with a smaller lattice constant to another with a larger o
for all fluorites. The experimental values of angular displa

TABLE I. F2 ion displacements in the first anion orbit in MeF2 :Eu21

crystals~in units of the lattice constant!.

Crystal Calc. FP-LMTO By Kanzaki~Ref. 8!

CaF2 20.0318 20.0288 20.0176
SrF2 20.0204 20.0232 20.0009
BaF2 20.0058 0.0 0.0209

Note: Negative sign means displacement away from the impurity ion.

TABLE II. Angular displacements of F2 ions in the second anion orbit in
MeF2 :Eu21 crystals~in deg.!.

Crystal Calc. Exp.~Ref. 7!

CaF2 20.16 0.07 ~Ref. 9!
SrF2 20.08 0.12 ~Ref. 15!
BaF2 20.01 0.07 ~Ref. 6!

Note: Negative sign means decrease of angle between the direction t
ion andC4 axis.
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ments do not exhibit such a monotonic behavior. Calcu
tions made for more distant orbits predict only insignifica
angular displacements, and therefore the absence of ex
mental data on the angular positions of these orbits is c
nected, most probably, with the impossibility of their expe
mental determination.

We studied also the effect of hydrostatic pressure~up to
3 GPa! on the local structure of the Eu21 impurity center in
fluorites. An analysis of the results obtained can be con
niently done by introducing the concept of local compre
ibility of a crystal determined for any ionic orbit. All ions in
an orbit can be imagined to lie on a sphere with a rad
equal to the distance to ions in the given orbit. Hydrosta
compression of the crystal will change the distance to ion
an arbitrary orbit while leaving the orbit symmetry un
changed. This will entail a change in the volume of t
imaginary sphere, on the surface of which all ions of t
orbit lie. Then the local compressibility coefficient for th
nth orbit, which we denote bykn , can be introduced through
the change in the sphere volumeVn (p) induced by applica-
tion of hydrostatic pressurep in the following way:

kn52
1

Vn~0!

Vn~p!2Vn~0!

p
. ~5!

Expressing the sphere volumeVn (p) through the distance to
the orbit ionsr n (p) yields

kn52
1

r n
3~0!

r n
3~p!2r n

3~0!

p
. ~6!

Obviously enough, in the case of pure crystals, coefficienkn

is the same for any orbit and equal to the volume compre
ibility coefficient for a pure crystal. Introduction of an impu
rity permits one to probe selectively the elastic properties
individual orbits. After calculation of the lattice distortio
around an impurity ion for various hydrostatic pressures,
local compressibility coefficients were determined for ea
orbit by using Eq.~6! for fitting. The results of the simulation
are shown graphically in Fig. 2. Note that impurity introdu
tion results only in insignificant changes of the local co
pressibility coefficient compared to the volume compressi
ity coefficient for pure crystals~particularly compared to the
case of the Gd31 impurity center in the same materials3!. For
a more comprehensive analysis of the data obtained, one
to separate the local compressibility coefficients for cat
and anion orbits. As seen from Fig. 2, the elastic proper
of cation and anion orbits in fluorite crystals are affected
essentially different manner by introduction of an impur
ion. The local compressibility coefficients for cation orbi
remain practically unaffected. Anion orbits turn out to b
much more sensitive to the presence of an impurity ion. T
results obtained are in accord with the preexisting opin
regarding the MeF2 lattice, according to which the catio
sublattice is rigid, whereas the anion sublattice is flexible
feature used, in particular, to account for the phenomeno
superionic conduction10 in these materials. The local com
pressibility coefficients obtained by us can be employed
ENDOR experiments performed on these crystals under
drostatic pressure.11

he
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2. LIGAND HYPERFINE INTERACTION OF Eu 21 AND Gd31

IN THE LOCAL-DISTORTION MODEL FOR FLUORITES

It is known7,12–14that the experimentally measured LHF
of Eu21 and Gd31 impurity centers in fluorites depends no
monotonically on the lattice constants of pure crystals.
the other hand, calculations13 suggest that LHFI should be
monotonic function ofR1 ~distance between the impurity io
and the nearest-neighbor fluorine!. We are going to describe
now the LHFI based on the values ofR1 calculated by us3

both for Eu21 and for Gd31.
LHFI of the cubic Eu21 and Gd31 centers is described

by an isotropicAs and axially symmetricAp contributions.
All contributions to LHFI, except for the magnetic dipo
interactionAd , are determined by covalence and overlap
the 5s and 5p electrons of Eu21 and Gd31 with the 1s, 2s,
and 2p shells of F2, as well as by the induced spin densi
in the 3s and 3p orbitals of the F2 ion.11–15The spin density
in the previously empty fluorine orbitals is due to the mixi
of even and odd states by the low-symmetry crystal fie
which gives rise also to an electric dipole momentD. This
moment is induced both by the impurity center~in the case
of nonisovalent substitution! and, what is more essential, b
displacements of ions from their equilibrium positions; no

FIG. 2. Local compressibility coefficients for~1! anion and~2! cation orbits
~in units of pure-crystal volume compressibility coefficients!. ~a! CaF2 , ~b!
SrF2 , ~c! BaF2 .
n

f

,

that, as shown by our calculations, the lattice distortio
around an impurity ion induce a dipole momentD at ligands
amounting to 10–50% of that generated by the impurity
self.

We shall describe LHFI only with the fluorines neare
to the impurity center, because interaction with more dist
anions involves only magnetic dipole interaction propo
tional to R23, and can be readily measured by ENDOR.
contrast to Refs. 7 and 12, we take into account the con
butions toAs andAp due to ligand polarization without im
posing on them the assumption of their being linearly dep
dent on the displacements of the nearest ligands.

The experimental parameters of LHFI can be describ
phenomenologically in the form used in Ref. 12

As
exp5As,p~R!1As,p8 ~D !, ~7!

whereAs,p (R) is a contribution depending only on distanc
~it is determined by radial dependences of the covalence
overlap parameters in a cluster consisting of the impurity
and the nearest-neighbor fluorines under the assumption
D50), andAs,p8 (D)5Ks,p D (MeF2) is a contribution pro-
portional to the induced dipole moment. Because both im
rity centers have spherically symmetric electron distributio
and the same ground state, we assume that theKs,p coeffi-
cients for Eu21 and Gd31 should be close in magnitude.

Figure 3 displays theAs (R) and Ap (R)2Ad (R) rela-
tions for Eu21 in MeF2 . One readily sees thatAs (R) and
Ap (R)2Ad (R) are linear functions ofR. Similar relations
are obtained for all MeF2 :Gd31 crystals. Both for Eu21 and

FIG. 3. As (R)5As
exp2KsD(MeF2) and Ap (R)5Ap

exp2Ad (R)
2KpD(MeF2) as functions of distance for MeF2 :Eu21 crystals.
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TABLE III. Experimental values of LHFI parameters for MeF2 :Gd31 at 4.2 K, calculated distances to nearest-neighbor fluorines, and dipole mom
induced on them in MeF2:Eu21, Gd31 crystals.

Parameter CdF2 CaF2 SrF2 PbF2 BaF2

As , MHz 21.78~3! ~Ref. 12! 21.876~6! 21.871~5! 21.656~4! 21.808~6!
Ap , MHz 5.16~2! ~Ref. 12! 5.104~4! 4.851~3! 4.771~2! 4.637~4!
R1 , pm 231.9~4! 230.5 237.2 242.9~4! 243.1
D, e•pm 12.8~4! 11.9 11.0 11.7~4! 10.4
A, MHz(Gd157) 16.856~1! ~Ref. 14! 16.8828~13! 16.7534~10! 16.644~2! 16.6398~15!

Eu21

R1 , pm 255.7~6! 253.1 262.1 271.1
D, e•pm 5.65 4.00 2.94 1.83
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for Gd31, the parameters Ks512.3(3)31022 MHz/
(e•pm) andKp57.1(3)31022 MHz/(e•pm) ~e is the abso-
lute value of the electronic charge!. Note that the LHFI pa-
rameters calculated for doped CdF2 and PbF2 crystals like-
wise fit well onto these relations within experimental err
and calculational inaccuracies, although, as evident fr
Table III, the experimental values ofAs and Ap for these
materials fall out of the general trend ofAs andAp variation
with R.

Table III presents experimental values ofAs and Ap ,
both measured by us and taken from literature12,14, as well as
the values ofR1 andD calculated for all crystals. Note tha
our data for Gd31 differ from those quoted in Ref. 7. Th
reason for this lies in that ENDOR experiments were trea
in the above-mentioned works without taking into accou
the contribution of initial splitting to the position of the ele
tronic and nuclear levels. Therefore, as pointed out in Ref
and 12, the sets of the LHFI parameters found in differ
magnetic-field orientations were different. We used in
treatment of experimental data numerical diagonalization
the total energy matrix and obtained for each crystal a co
mon set ofAs andAp parameters describing all angular d
pendences.

The experimental LHFI parameters for MeF2 :Eu21 were
taken from Refs. 12 and 14. The dipole moments at
ligands were calculated in terms of the above lattice rel
ation model.

The electric dipole moments induced at the neare
neighbor fluorines andR1 for the CdF2 and PbF2 crystals
were calculated based on the following considerations.
hyperfine interaction constantA for odd Eu21 and Gd31 iso-
topes were found to depend linearly onR1 determined within
our model. Assuming this to hold for CdF2 and PbF2 as well,
the values ofR1 were derived from the known values ofA
~see Table III!. Such relations were discussed in t
literature12 and are well known. Note thatD(MeF2) depends
substantially both on displacements of the nearest-neigh
ions and on the dipole moments induced at the neighbo
ions. As a result, dipole momentsD and, hence, the contri
butions toAs and Ap due to fluorine polarization can in n
way be proportional toDR5R12R0 , as this was postulate
in Ref. 12. Moreover, the momentsD at the nearest-neighbo
fluorines in the doped crystals CdF2 and PbF2 fall out of a
possible monotonic dependence for other crystals altoge
As a result, in contrast to Ref. 12, the value ofR1 calculated
r
m
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t

7
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for CdF2 :Eu21 and CdF2 :Gd31 is larger than that for CaF2
having the same impurities, andR1 derived for PbF2 :Gd31

is approximately equal to that for BaF2 :Gd31. Thus the final
expressions forAs (R) andAp (R) can be written as follows

As~R!5As
exp2As8~D !5As~0!~11BsR!, ~8!

where

As ~0!5214.39~9! MHz, Bs523.200~7!31023 1/pm

for

Eu21 andAs ~0!527.88~7! MHz,

Bs522.485~10!31023 1/pm for Gd31;

Ap~R!5Ap
exp2Ad~R!2Ap8~D !5Ap~0!~11BpR!, ~9!

where

Ap ~0!527.42~10! MHz, Bp523.53~5!31023 1/pm

for

Eu21 andAp ~0!5211.75~20! MHz,

Bp523.668~12!31023 1/pm for Gd31.

In our opinion, we obtained a fairly good phenomenologic
description for the variation of LHFI parameters for th
whole set of crystals in terms of the simplest model us
calculated distances and, what appears most essential
dipole moments induced at the nearest-neighbor fluorin
Note that such a model of a radial variation ofAs andAp is
not connected in any way to one of the bas
assumptions7,8,12thatR1 cannot be less than the sum of ion
radii of the impurity and fluorine ions. It describes quite we
also our ENDOR data on Gd31 and Eu21 in CdF2 and PbF2 ,
which also supports our assumption of the closeness of
parameters connected with the polarization contributions
LHFI in magnitude.

We can compare the derivatives obtained fro
CaF2 :Gd31 ENDOR experiments on the effect of electr
field and hydrostatic pressure. The values quoted in Ref
are dAs /dR51.0(12)31023 MHz/pm and dAp /dR
57.69(2.5)31022 MHz/pm, and our data are 1.96(70
31022 MHz/pm and 4.4(25)31022 MHz/pm, respectively.
The values of the derivatives depending on dipole mome
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are likewise close to the data of Ref. 15. The valu11

dAp /dP55.5(2.5) kHz/kbar is to be compared with ours
2.4~1.5! kHz/kbar.

To conclude, the displacements of the fluorines clos
to an impurity center and the corresponding induced dip
moments calculated within the crystal-lattice relaxati
model permit description of experimental LHFI data on bo
Eu21 and Gd31 for all isostructural crystals without invok
ing any additional assumptions connected with ionic ra
and with a linear dependence of the induced dipoles on
displacements of the nearest-neighbor ligands only. Note
the linear dependences obtained by us are most likely a
of more complex relations, which allow linear approximati
only within small portions ofR1 variation.
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Monopolarity of extrinsic photoconduction in sillenite-type crystals
A. I. Grachev
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~Submitted May 19, 1998!
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An analysis of available data on the electronic structure of nominally undoped sillenite crystals
and on their surface-barrier photoemf provides a basis for an unambiguous conclusion of
a monopolar~electronic! character of photoconduction in these materials in the blue-green region
of the spectrum. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00812-0#
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The present communication discusses the idea of b
larity of photoconduction in nominally undoped crystals w
sillenite structure Bi12MO20 ~M5Si, Ge, Ti! used by some
authors~see, e.g., Refs. 1–4! to interpret the observed fea
tures of holographic recording in these materials. An analy
based on available data on the electronic structure of sill
tes and on studies of the photovoltaic effect in these crys
suggests that the contribution of minority carriers~holes! to
extrinsic photoconduction in the blue-green spectral regio
of a minor significance. It should be stressed that we
speaking about the photoconduction observed under qu
steady-state illumination. The problem of the extent to wh
holes participate in the photoconduction generated by h
power laser pulses of nano- and subnanosecond duratio
quires a separate consideration.

It is known5 that nonequilibrium conduction become
bipolar under extrinsic excitation as a result of either therm
optical or two-step optical transitions. Let us estimate
contribution of both mechanisms to hole generation in si
nites using a simplified diagram of energy levels and co
sponding electronic transitions~Fig. 1!. Photogeneration o
electrons in the blue-green spectral region (hn;2.5 eV) in-
volves primarily optical transitions from close-to-midgapM
levels with concentrationM;1019 cm23. The criterion of
monopolarity of photoconduction in the case of therm
optical hole ejection fromM levels is the condition5

jM5m0
2/M PvM@1 ~here m0 is the M-level filling in the

dark, PvM5Pv exp@(EM2Eg)/kT#;Pv exp(2Eg/2kT), Pv is
the effective density of states in thev band,k is the Boltz-
mann constant, andT is the temperature!. At room tempera-
ture and for Pv;1020 cm23, PvM is negligible
(;1027 cm23), and thereforejM@1. In principle, athn
;2.5 eV, optical transitions of electrons to thec band can
take place from the lower-lyingA levels as well (A;D
;101621017 cm23). However, even assuming the optic
and thermal electron ionization energies from theA levels
being equal, i.e., thatEA;Eg2hn;0.8 eV, the correspond
ing value PvA;106 cm23 likewise is not large enough fo
the conditionjA;1 to be met.

For hn>1.65 eV, M levels can take part in two-ste
optical transitions. The criterion of monopolarity is dete
mined in this case by the following relation5 between the
electronic (nph) and hole (pph) contributions to photocon
duction:nph/pph5qegem0

2/qhgh(M2m0)2, whereqe andqh
1971063-7834/98/40(12)/2/$15.00
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are the photon capture cross sections for optical transition
the c and v bands, respectively, andge and gh are the re-
combination coefficients for the corresponding reverse tr
sitions. One cannot give a priori the values of the abo
quantities for sillenites. Therefore in order to estimate
efficiency of two-step optical transitions, we shall invoke t
results of a study of steady-state photovoltaic effect
sillenites.6,7

A photovoltaic effect in undoped sillenite crystals, ass
ciated with the existence of a surface barrier for electrons
observed both in the intrinsic and extrinsic excitation
gions. In the latter case the required minority carriers~i.e.,
holes! are generated primarily in two-step optical transition
with the holes excited in the space-charge region~SCR! pro-
viding the predominant contribution.7 As it is known,8 an
alternative situation occurs when the photovoltaic curren
dominated by minority carriers generated at a distance of
order of their diffusion length (Lh) from the SCR. Hence, if
the first of the two mechanisms is operative in the sillenit
this means that either the SCR widthw exceeds by farLh or
the hole generation rate in the SCR is substantially hig
than that in the bulk of the crystal.

In the first case, the upper limit ofLh is determined by

FIG. 1. Diagram of local levels and assumed thermo-optical and two-
optical transitions producing holes in nominally undoped sillenite crys
(Eg;3.323.4 eV) under blue-green excitation. The optical transitions
electrons are denoted by solid arrows, their thermal ejection from thv
band, by dashed arrows, and the dot-and-dash line identifies the approx
position of the Fermi level.
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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w, which permits one to obtain an upper estimate of
productmhth ~wheremh and th are the hole mobility and
lifetime, respectively! using the expression following from
Einstein’s relation:Lh

25mhth(kT/e). In BSO crystalsw
;1025 cm,7 which for kT/e52.531022 V yields the
following estimate:mhth5431029 cm2 V21. This value is
about two orders of magnitude lower than the estimate ma9

for electrons.
If the second mechanism is operative, we can obtain

upper estimate for the rationph/pph5Gemete /Ghmhth

@where Ge and Gh are equal, respectively, toqem0 and
qh (M2m0)] using the following relations7: 1! the electron
(ge) and hole (gh) generation rates in the SCR are equal,!
Ge is at least not smaller~in real fact it is larger! than ge ,
and 3! GhLh<ghw. In this case the relation we are lookin
for can be written asnph/pph5mete /w (mhthe/kT)1/2. As-
suming mhth5mete;1026 cm2 V21 s21, we obtain
nph/pph;103. Clearly enough, if the true value ofmhth ex-
ceeds the above estimate by about, say, a factor 100, w
is extremely unlikely, the hole contribution to extrinsic ph
toconduction of BSO cannot be anything but insignifican

Thus in none of the above scenarios does the existe
of two-step optical transitions in bulk BSO result in destru
tion of monopolarity of extrinsic photoconduction. Th
closeness of all undoped sillenites in electronic structure s
e

e

n

ich

ce
-

g-

gests that this conclusion is valid for BGO and BTO as we
On the whole, taking into account estimates of the efficien
of thermo-optical transitions, the above results show that
model of bipolar extrinsic photoconduction is inapplicable
the crystals under study. Moreover, our analysis~its results
will be published separately! shows that the feature
observed1–4 in holographic recording can be explained b
considering the drift and diffusion processes under con
tions of nonsteady-state and nonlinear photoconduction.
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Dynamics of nanodefects on a loaded gold surface
V. I. Vettegren’, S. Sh. Rakhimov, and V. N. Svetlov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted April 17, 1998!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 2180–2183~December 1998!

The dynamics of defects with linear dimensions from'1 to '100 nm on a Au surface under
load have been studied by means of tunnelling microscopy. It is found that the origin,
growth, and resorption of the defects is caused by displacements of bands of material from 5 to
50 nm wide, parallel to the$111% slip planes. The defects can be separated into two
groups: nonsteady-state defects, whose lifetime does not exceed 15 min, while the depth is
<20 nm, and quasi-steady-state defects, with a lifetime three orders of magnitude greater than the
first. It is assumed that the nonsteady-state defects are formed when the ensemble of
dislocations is being reconstructed, while the quasi-steady-state defects are formed at the instant
of formation of dislocation substructures during the creep of the loaded metal. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00912-5#
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In earlier papers,1–3 tunnel microscopy was used to b
gin systematic studies of submicroscopic defects formed
the surfaces of loaded metals. It was found that the m
defects that appear have the form of an impression of a p
with a definite size and vertex angle for each metal. F
example, Fig. 1 shows a ‘‘primary’’ defect on a Au surfac
formed 2 h after a tensile stress of 350 MPa was applied.
depth of the defect is'20 nm, while the dimensions in th
plane of the surface are'603100 nm. Three walls of the
defect are approximately perpendicular to the plane of
sample surface, while the fourth makes an angle of'30°
with it. The angle at the vertex of the defect is'70°.

The size of the defects increased with time. This proc
has a discontinuous character: The size remained uncha
during some intervalDt, then increased or decreased by se
eral tens of nanometers in a time of'0.1Dt, again stabi-
lized, once again changed, etc. This character of the ev
tion of the defects made it possible to separate them into
groups: One group included quasi-stationary defects wit

FIG. 1. Segment of a topogram of a Au surface with a primary defect.
1971063-7834/98/40(12)/4/$15.00
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lifetime of Dt, while the other included non-steady-state d
fects that lived for an order of magnitude less than the fi
ones. It turned out1,2 that the depthHs of the quasi-steady-
state defects is approximately a multiple of the depthH0 of
the primary defects:Hs'nH0, wheren is a whole number. It
was then found3 that the angles at the vertices of the defe
are close to the angles between the slip planes, while
walls are oriented parallel to such planes. Based on this,
formation of the defects was explained by the emergenc
dislocations at the surface of the loaded metal along in
secting slip planes. The discontinuous character of the de
growth was explained on the basis of a model proposed
Cottrell,4 who assumed that the defects result from the me
ing of dislocations blocked by a sessile dislocation on
intersection line of the slip planes.5

This paper continues this series of studies. If Cottre
model actually describes the formation of the defects, th
must appear with the velocity of sound and have linear
mensions no less than those of a primary defect. This pa
has the goal of checking these assumptions.

The surface profile of rolled foils of Au with a purity o
99.99%, from 30 to 60mm thick, was studied by means of a
RTP-1 scanning tunnelling profilometer, developed at
Physics Institute of the St. Petersburg State University6 and
fabricated by the E´ ra Production Cooperative. Samples in t
form of shovels were cut out along the direction of rollin
were polished using chromium-oxide buffing compoun
were rinsed in acetone, and were loaded by means of a sp
apparatus.1 The chemical composition of the samples befo
and after loading was studied by Auger spectroscopy. Wit
the sensitivity limits of this method, it was impossible
detect the presence of foreign atoms on the Au surfaces

The time to record one topogram by means of the p
filometer is'40 min. Therefore, earlier, only defects who
lifetime was greater than the indicated time interval we
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Evolution of a fine defect on a
Au surface under a load of 350 MP
with time t ~sec!: 1—0; 2—38; 3—76;
4—114. The rectangles show the band
during whose displacement a defect
formed and is resorbed, while the arrow
show the direction and the displacemen
The lower part shows cross sections
the surface 38~2! and 76 sec~3! after
loading, superimposed on each other.
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detected and studied.1–3 In order to elucidate whether defec
with a smaller lifetime exist, the surface profile of a load
sample was recorded in one of the chosen cross sections
time to record a profile in one cross section is 38 sec,
'2 orders of magnitude less than the time to record a c
plete topogram. The scale perpendicular to the surface
simultaneously increased by a factor of from 3 to 10, and
made it possible to reliably record defects with a depth
'1 nm.

The studies showed that the formation of a quasi-stea
state primary defect precedes the appearance of the fine
fects. For example, Figs. 2 and 3 show the evolution of s
defects, while Fig. 4 shows the dependences of their de

FIG. 3. Evolution of the shape of a fine defect on a Au surface under a
of 350 MPa with timet ~sec!; 1—0, 2—38,3—76,4—114,5—152,6—190,
7—228,8—266.
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on time. It can be seen that the defects grow with time a
are then resorbed, with their shape constantly pulsat
These results contradict Cottrell’s model.

To explain the defect-formation mechanism, we co
pared successive recordings of the surface cross section
perimposing them on each other~for example, see the lowe
part of Fig. 2!. It turned out that the defects are formed a
resorbed when bands of the material from 5 to 50 nm w
move at angles of'90 and'30° to the surface. Figure 2
schematically shows the bands and the directions in wh
they move during the evolution of one of the defects. It c
be seen that the band of material in the right part of
picture first moves by'2 nm at an angle of'30° to the
plane of the surface. As a result, a defect with a depth
'1 nm is formed. At'38 sec, a band of material to the righ
of the defect begins to move perpendicular to the plane of
surface. In the next 38 sec, it moves by'3 nm, and the
depth of the defect reaches'4 nm. Afterwards, a band o
material in the left part of the figure moves in the sam
direction. As a result, the defect disappears.

The directions of motion of the bands of material we
'90 and'30° to the plane of the sample surface and w
consequently parallel to the~111! slip planes. Actually, as
already mentioned, pre-rolled Au foils were used for t
studies. It is well known7 that the~111! slip planes in rolled
samples of metals with a fcc lattice lie at angles of'90 and
'30° to the surface. The movements of the bands of m
erial are apparently caused by the displacement of train
edge dislocations. In this case, the number of dislocati
whose emergence at the surface forms a defect can be
mated by dividing the depth of the defect by the Burge
vector. Thus, a defect with a depth of'1 nm is formed when
two or three dislocations emerge at the surface.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the lifetimet of the
defects on the maximum depthHm that they reach during
their evolution. It can be seen that the lifetime is appro
mately directly proportional to the maximum depth of th
defect. By extrapolating the straight line to the depth o
primary defect withH0520 nm, we find that its lifetime
must be'15 min. In actuality, it is significantly greater. In
order to estimate it, let us consider the time dependenc
the concentration of such defects~Fig. 6!. It can be seen tha
it has a bell shape: The concentration of primary defe
increases, reaches a maximum, and then decreases. By
suring the width of the bell at half of the maximum value, w
found that the mean lifetimetor of the primary defects is

d
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'30 h. This value is three orders of magnitude greater t
that found by extrapolating the straight line in Fig. 4
20 nm.

Let us now consider the evolution of defects who
depth is greater than 20 nm. For example, Fig. 7 show
segment of the dependence of the depth of a defect, wh
value at one instant exceeded 20 nm and began to grow
can be seen that the depth stops increasing with time
then decreases to its earlier value ('20 nm!. Measurements
showed that, for all defects whose depth exceeds'20 nm, in
the course of 15–20 min, the depth either decreases to
indicated value or increases in the same time to'40 nm.
However, if the depth of the defect reaches 40 nm, its l
time again increases to'20 h. It is possible to convince
oneself of this if the width of the time dependence of t
concentration of such defects shown in Fig. 6 is measu
For defects with a depth between 40 and 60 nm, the lifet
again decreases to 10–15 min, and, for defects with a d
of '60 nm, it increases to'30 h, etc. It turned out that th
lifetime of all defects whose depth is a multiple of that of
primary defect is 20–40 h, while, for other defects, it is thr
orders of magnitude less. Thus, defects whose depth

FIG. 4. Evolution of the depth of three arbitrarily chosen defects on a
surface under a load of 320 MPa.

FIG. 5. Connection between the maximum depthHm of a defect and its
lifetime.
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multiple of 20 nm behave like attractive trajectories in a no
linear nonequilibrium system.

Analysis shows that the formation, growth, and reso
tion mechanism of all defects with a depth of from'1 to
'700 nm is identical. It consists of disordered movements
bands of material with a depth of from'5 to '100 nm
parallel to the$111% slip planes. Consequently, the differen
of the lifetimes of the defects is not caused by any chang
the defect-formation mechanism.

It is well known8,9 that, during creep, an ensemble
dislocations is reconstructed and forms a series of sta
long-lived substructures. Apparently, mainly nonsteady-s
defects are formed on the surface during the reconstruc
of the ensembles. Conversely, when a stable substructu
formed, mainly quasi-steady-state defects are formed on
surface. In terms of the proposed explanation, the fact
the depth of the quasi-steady-state defects is a multiple of
depth of the primary defect can mean that the stable dislo
tion substructures consist of aggregates that are multiple

u

FIG. 6. Time dependence of the concentration of quasi-steady-state de
with various depths on a Au surface.H ~nm!: 1—20,2—40,3—60,4—120,
5—240. The loading on the sample is 350 MPa.

FIG. 7. Part of the time dependence of the depth of a primary defect.
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the same number. For example, an aggregate of'50 dislo-
cations emerges on the Au surface during the formation
the vertical wall of a quasi-steady-state primary defect.

Thus, all the defects on the Au surface are formed wh
bands of material move parallel to a$111% slip direction.
They can be arbitrarily separated into two groups. One gr
includes quasi-steady-state defects, whose depth is a mu
of that of a primary defect—the smallest of the
('20 nm!—and the lifetime is 20–40 h when the load
350 MPa. The other group includes nonsteady-state def
which live for '3 orders of magnitude less than the form
group and have depths that are not multiples of the dept
a primary defect. The nonsteady-state defects appare
form during the reconstruction of dislocation ensembl
whereas the quasi-steady-state defects form at the insta
formation of stable dislocation substructures.

This work was carried out with the financial support
the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project code
96-02-16874-a!.
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It is established that exposing crystals to a pulsed electric field with an amplitude of;103 kV/m
creates metastable states of the point defects, while a magnetic field with an induction of
7 T causes them to relax. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01012-0#
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It was established in Refs. 1 and 2 that one cause for
plastification of ionic crystals in a weak magnetic field~MF!
with an induction ofB;1 T can be a change of state of th
point defects in the absence of freshly introduced dislo
tions. The nature of these magnetosensitive centers~MCs! is
currently unknown. However, the experimental data of Re
3 and 4 make it possible to assume that they are metas
long-lived complexes whose Gibbs free energy can be
duced under the action of an MF, which in turn affects t
mobility of the dislocations. This hypothesis concerning t
irreversibility of changes of point defects in an MF needs
be experimentally checked.

Moreover, it is not clear what factors cause these me
stable complexes to be formed. Since the MCs and the i
vidual defects of which they consist can possess a charge
electric dipole moment, or a higher-order multipole mome
like many other types of structural defects in ionic crystals
seems very likely that the internal nonsteady-state elec
fields that arise when ionic crystals are plastically deform5

can ‘‘pump’’ point defects into metastable states. This
sumption can be checked and the charge state of the
can be established in experiments in which the crystals
dergo the action of not only an MF but also external elec
fields ~EFs!. The first experiments of this kind were reporte
in Refs. 6 and 7, where it was found that the combined ac
of magnetic and electric fields results in a greater plastifi
tion of the crystals than when they are exposed to only an
or an MF. As proposed by Al’shitset al.,6,7 the role of the EF
in their experiments consisted of a strong influence
charged dislocation segments, as a result of which the c
ditions improve for unpinning the dislocations from loc
stoppers. At the same time, in these crystals, where the p
defects are sensitive to MFs, it can be essential that the
ning centers can themselves alter their state in an EF
reorientation,8 change of the degree of aggregation,9,10

ionization,11 and other methods.
The goal of this work was to study the question of t

possible influence of an EF on the state of magnetosens
point defects in the absence of freshly introduced dislo
tions, as well as to establish the degree of reversibility of
changes introduced by a weak MF into the point-defect s
system.

The effect of an EF and an MF on the state of the po
1981063-7834/98/40(12)/4/$15.00
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defects was studied in nominally pure single crystals held
five days at 700 K and cooled at a mean rate of 1–2 K/m
called NaCl~I!, as well as in crystals of NaCl~II !, which dif-
fered from NaCl~I! by the fact that, after heat treatment, th
were held for a year atT5293 K. Fresh edge dislocation
were introduced by applying scratches to the sample afte
was exposed in these fields. This eliminated the influenc
the EF and MF on the dislocations themselves and the
cess by which they interact with point defects in this phase
the experiment. After the dislocations were introduced, th
movement was initiated by a MF pulse, identical in all t
experiments and having the shape of one half period o
sinusoid of amplitude 7 T and a width of 1022 sec. The
change of state of the point defects was measured by
differenceDL5L02L between the path lengthL0 of the
dislocations in control samples not subjected to the introd
tion of dislocations by external action and the path lengthL
in crystals subjected to preliminary exposure to an EF and
MF, switched on in various sequences. The values ofL0 and
L were determined by double chemical etching and by av
aging the displacement of 100–150 dislocations for e
point on the graphs. To elucidate the character of the in
ence of MFs and EFs on the evolution of the point defec
three series of experiments were carried out, differing in
nature and sequence of the procedures.

In the first series of experiments, a NaCl~I! crystal was
processed with an MF pulse; edge dislocations were t
introduced into it and their motion was initiated at timetp by
a second~the same as the first! MF pulse. The path lengthL
of the dislocations in this case was less than the path len
L0 in experiments in which the crystal was not processed
an MF before dislocations were introduced. As the pausetp

between the first and second MF pulses was increased
value of DL5L02L decreased~Fig. 1!. The inclusion of
additional MF pulses immediately before introducing the d
locations had no effect on the behavior of theDL(tp) depen-
dence~Fig. 1!.

In the NaCl~II ! crystals,DL equalled zero for anytp ;
i.e., aging the crystals caused the sensitivity of the defect
an MF to be lost~Fig. 1!. In the second series of exper
ments, the NaCl~II ! crystals were subjected to processing in
strong EF pulse ~amplitude ;33106 V/m, pulsewidth
;10ms, mean repetition rate;1 kHz) for 15 min. It was
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. DifferenceDL5L02L be-
tween the mean path lengths of dis
locations initiated by MF pulses in
NaCl~I! crystals not subjected (L0)
and subjected (L) to processing in an
MF before the introduction of dislo-
cations vs the duration of the paus
tp between the first processing of th
crystals in an MF and the introduc
tion of dislocations ~1!; the same
when the NaCl~I! sample was sub-
jected to the action of an additiona
intermediate MF pulse before the
dislocations were introduced~2!; and
DL5L02L in NaCl~II ! crystals~3!.
I is the first stage, and II is the sec
ond stage. The inset schematical
shows the sequences of the proc
dures in each type of experiment i
which the deviation of the path
lengths of the dislocations fromL0

was studied. On the diagrams,B is
an MF pulse, an arrow is the intro
duction of dislocations, an asterisk i
etching, andD is aging.
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found that, after the crystals were exposed to an EF,
value ofDL, measured by the same method as in the pre
ous series of experiments, differs from zero~Fig. 2!; i.e.,
under the action of an EF, the point defects become se
tized to the action of an MF. Increasing the pause betw
holding the crystals in an EF and beginning the procedur
measuringDL to 15 min causes the EF-induced sensitivity
the crystals to an MF to disappear; i..e,DL again becomes
zero~Fig. 2!. Processing the NaCl~II ! crystals in a weak sinu
soidal EF with an amplitude of;105 V/m does not cause
them to be sensitized to an MF.

In the third series of experiments, the sequence of
procedures and the samples that were used were the sa
in the first series, except that, in the pause between the
MF pulse and the introduction of dislocations, the cryst
were exposed to a weak sinusoidal EF~amplitude;105 V/m
e
i-

si-
n

of
f

e
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rst
s

and frequency 100 Hz! for time te . It is found that exposing
the NaCl~I! crystals to such a field in the pause between
two MF pulses accelerates~by a factor of;10– 100) the
reconstruction ofL ~Fig. 3!.

The DL(tp) dependence obtained in the first series
experiments~Fig. 1! reflected the kinetics of the magnet
cally stimulated transformations of the point defects, wh
can be characterized by two successive stages. The first s
occurs during the first MF pulse, and its result is to redu
the path lengths of the dislocations stimulated by the sec
MF pulse~Fig. 1!. As a result of the occurrence of the seco
stage, which starts immediately after the first MF pulse en
the path lengths of the dislocations caused by the action
the second MF pulse increase as the pause between the
pulses increases. An analysis of the kinetics of the M
stimulated process in the point-defect subsystem shows
e

-
e

e
e

F
e

FIG. 2. DifferenceDL5L02L be-
tween the mean path lengths of th
dislocations initiated by MF pulses
in NaCl~II ! crystals not subjected
(L0) and subjected (L) to processing
in an MF before the introduction of
dislocations vs the durationte of the
pause between the preliminary expo
sure of the samples in an EF puls
and the procedure of measuringDL.
The inset schematically shows th
sequences of the procedures in th
experiments in which the values ofL
and L0 were determined in crystals
preprocessed in a strong pulsed E
for 15 min. The notation is the sam
as in Fig. 1;E is exposure in an EF.
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monomolecular reactions occur at the first stage, and bi
lecular reactions occur at the second stage.12 This can mean
that the defect complexes decay at the first stage, and tha
decay products recombine with each other or with ot
point defects at the second stage.

The insensitivity of theDL(tp) dependence to switchin
on additional MF pulses at the second stage means that 1! the
first MF pulse changes the state of the point defects irrev
ibly, and 2! the MF pulse that initiated the movement of th
dislocations results in no additional changes of the state
the point defects by comparison with those that w
achieved at the time of the first pulse. Consequently,
cause for the change of the plastic properties of the NaC~I!
crystals in an MF is that it affects the relaxation rate
metastable point defects. Since the path length of the di
cations in an MF does not equal zero even after the re
ation of the MCs, the effect of the field on the process
unpinning the dislocations from the stoppers, which was fi
detected in Ref. 13, should probably be regarded as ano
cause. In the NaCl~II ! crystals, this cause of the plastificatio
is probably the only one, as in Ref. 12. The superposition
two channels of the effect of the MF on the mobility of th
dislocations in the NaCl~I! crystals apparently explains it
complex multistage character.

At first glance, the spontaneous reconstruction of
path lengths of the dislocations as the pause between the
pulses increases~Fig. 1! seems to contradict the assumpti
that the change of the states of the MCs is irreversible. H
ever, in the process of introducing the dislocations, they
quire charge and can create electric fields that sensitize
point defects to the action of an MF; i.e., the sensitization
the crystal to an MF can occur not spontaneously but un
the action of an external perturbation. This assumption
confirmed by the results of the second series of experim
~Fig. 2!, which are evidence that an EF is capable of pum

FIG. 3. DifferenceDL5L02L between the mean path lengths of the d
locations initiated by MF pulses in NaCl~I! crystals not subjected (L0) and
subjected (L) to processing in an MF before the introduction of dislocatio
vs the durationte of the exposure of the samples in a weak sinusoidal EF
the pause between the first processing in an MF and the introductio
dislocations~1!; DL vs the durationtp of the pause between the first pro
cessing in an MF and the introduction of dislocations when there was no
in the pause~2!. The notation in the inset is the same as in Fig. 1.
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ing the point defects into metastable states sensitive to
MF. This suggests that the EFs that arise during the in
duction of the dislocations play a substantial role in formi
the sensitivity of the plastic properties of the crystals to MF

Generalizing these results, the following thermodynam
scheme can be proposed to describe the transitions betw
the energy levels of the point-defect subsystem, wh
change of state during the transitions can consist of disso
tion, recombination, or intracenter transformations. As a
sult of the occurrence of two stages, the MCs make a tra
tion from the initial magnetosensitive state1 ~Fig. 4! to a
lower-energy state: first into state2, in which the mobility of
the dislocations in an MF decreases, and then into a
lower-energy state3, in which the mobility of the disloca-
tions again increases to a level somewhat less than in sta1.
The procedure of introducing dislocations~or of exposing
the crystals to a strong EF! apparently promotes a transitio
of type 3→1, partially returning the defects to the magne
cally sensitive state. If it is assumed that the procedure
introducing dislocations does not affect the point defects
siding in state2, the necessity of pausetp for reconstructing
the sensitivity of the path lengths of the dislocations to
MF ~Fig. 1! can be explained by the expectation of the tra
sition of the defects into state3. The fact that the point de
fects cannot be sensitized to an MF by introducing dislo
tions if they are not in a definite state similar to3 is also
indirectly evidenced by the experiments reported in Ref.
where it was established that the softening of crystals in
MF when they are macroplastically deformed shows up m
clearly in quenched crystals.

In this paper, the sensitivity of the point defects to
MF is detected after the crystals are heat-treated at 70
and subsequent aging at 293 K causes the influence of an
on the point defects to disappear, and this also confirms
considerations expressed above. We should point out tha
excitation mechanism and the type of MCs formed dur
heat treatment and exposure to an EF can be different, s
the relaxation times of the induced metastable states in th
cases~1 year and 15 min, respectively! differ by many orders
of magnitude.

n
of

F

FIG. 4. Schematic energy-level diagram of the subsystem of magnetic
sensitive point defects and the transitions between them caused by the a
of an EF or an MF. The numbers denote the level numbers, and the ar
show the transitions. I — is thefirst stage, and II — is the second stage.
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The thermodynamic scheme developed above make
possible to assume that the third series of experiments
tected the influence of a weak EF on the kinetics of
occurrence of the second~recombination! stage of the relax-
ation process stimulated by an MF in the point-defect s
system. The increase of the sensitization rate of the cryst
an MF in a weak EF~Fig. 3! can be explained in principle in
two ways: by the acceleration of a transition of type2→3, or
by pumping of the point defects from state2 to state1 ~Fig.
4!. The latter seems unlikely, since, for the EF used in
third series of experiments,E;105 V/m, the energy commu-
nicated by the field to the point defects when they are re
ented, dissociated, ionized, and when they undergo o
known excitation methods is several orders of magnitu
lower than the mean thermal-fluctuation energy. At the sa
time, it is known that a weak EF is capable of stimulati
relaxation processes in a point-defect subsystem: the ag
gation of impurity–vacancy dipoles into complexes9,10 as-
sisted diffusion,14 reorientation and dissociation of impurity
vacancy components when the frequency of the external
coincides with the frequency of intrinsic thermally activat
jumps of the complexes to positions equivalent in energ8

etc.
The specific mechanism of the effect of weak and stro

EFs on the point defects is still unclear, but the results
tained here make it possible to propose a simple phenom
logical scheme for the processes that occur in the crys
when they are macroplastically deformed in an MF.15,16Dur-
ing the motion of charged edge dislocations, a variable E
created around them, which keeps the point defects arou
dislocation in a metastable state. It is known that the e
ciency with which a dislocation overcomes point stopp
depends on the state in which they are found.17 Switching on
an MF causes the metastable states induced by the EF o
moving dislocations to relax and consequently changes
efficiency with which the dislocations are pinned by t
point defects. The correlation between the charge of the
locations and the value of the softening effect of the crys
in a constant MF, detected in Ref. 15, confirms this vie
point.
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It has thus been established that an MF promotes
relaxation of metastable point defects. Such defects can
sult from heat treatment or under the action of a pulsed
This elucidates the mechanism by which the nonequilibri
necessary for the point defects to be sensitive to an MF
created and indicates that the MCs studied here and the p
ucts of their relaxation possess uncompensated charge o
pole moment.

This work was carried out with the financial support
the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 97-
02-16074!.
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Distribution of the isotopes produced in the YBa 2Cu3O72x superconductor and
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A study has been made of the concentration profiles of radioactive isotopes produced by
transmutation in the YBa2Cu3O72x superconductor and PbZr0.54Ti0.46O3 ferroelectric by energetic
protons~10 and 15 MeV!, deuterons~4 MeV!, and3He and4He nuclei~20 MeV!. Profiles
of two types have been observed: monotonic and with a maximum. It is shown that the type of
isotope concentration profile is determined by the nature of the cross-section energy
dependence of the nuclear reaction producing a given isotope. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01112-5#
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Nuclear transmutation is widely used in the producti
of radioactive isotopes and analysis of residual impurities
solids. Considerable interest has been expressed recen
transmutation doping of solids by thermal neutrons. In c
trast to neutrons, which possess a high penetrating ab
charged particles penetrate into a solid to a very small de
As a result, transmutation-produced isotopes occur o
within a local near-surface layer, and it is here that the i
tope profiles are formed.

Our earlier studies dealt with the profiles of the isotop
produced in III–V compounds1,2 and chalcopyrite CuInSe2

~Ref. 3 and 4! by energetic charged particles, namely, p
tons, deuterons, and3He and4He nuclei. This work reports
preparation and profile analysis of the isotopes created
such irradiation in the YBa2Cu3O72x superconductor
~YBCO! and PbZr0.54Ti0.46O3 ferroelectric~PZT!.

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Plane-parallel samples 1–2 mm thick and 0.1– 1 cm2 in
area were clamped to a water-cooled brass plate and ir
ated through a 1-cm2 diaphragm in a cyclotron.5 The YBCO
superconductor was irradiated by 10-MeV protons, 4-M
deuterons, 20-MeV3He nuclei, and 20-MeV4He nuclei. The
PZT ferroelectric was subjected to 15-MeV protons and
MeV 4He nuclei. The beam was monochromatic to with
5%. The particle flux was varied from 631011 to
331012 cm22

•s21, and the irradiation time, from 15 min t
4 h. Accordingly, the dose accumulated varied from 1015 to
1016 cm22.

The profiles of transmutation-produced radioactive i
topes were determined by successive removal of thin pla
parallel layers and by measuring their activity. The lay
were ground off, and their activity was measured with a c
brated Ge~Li ! gamma spectrometer. The uniformity of is
tope distribution over the sample cross section was m
tored by autoradiography.
1981063-7834/98/40(12)/4/$15.00
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2. RESULTS AND THEIR DISCUSSION

We measured in the YBCO superconductor the profi
of the radioactive isotopes65Zn, 89Zr, 64Cu, 90Nb, 66Ga,
92mNb, 139Ce, and 141Ce produced by reactions6

65Cu (p,n) 65Zn, 89Y ( p,n) 89Zr, 63Cu (d,p) 64Cu,
89Y ( 3He,2n) 90Nb, 63Cu (4He,n) 66Ga, 89Y ( 4He,n) 92mNb,
136Ba (4He,n) 139Ce, and138Ba (4He,n) 141Ce. As seen from
Fig. 1a21d, the concentration of various isotopes reach
101321014 cm23 in irradiation by protons, deuterons, an
4He nuclei, and is slightly in excess of 1012 cm23 in the case
of 3He nuclei~the quoted concentrations relate to the end
the irradiation!. The profile depth varies from 60 to 170mm.
When irradiated by4He nuclei, the profile depth is the large
for the 66Ga isotope, and the smallest for139Ce. All profiles
fall off monotonically away from the surface, with the ex
ception of the92mNb isotope profile, which exhibits a fairly
flat maximum. Note that irradiation by protons was carri
out under oblique incidence~18° beam angle to the surface!.

In the PZT ferroelectric, we measured the profiles of t
radioactive isotopes48V, 90Nb, 92mNb, 206Bi, 51Cr, 93mMo,
and99Mo produced by the reactions~Ref. 6! 48Ti ( p,n) 48V,
90Zr (p,n) 90Nb, 92Zr (p,n) 92mNb, 206Pb (p,n) 206Bi,
48Ti ( 4He,n) 51Cr, 90Zr (4He,n) 93mMo, and 96Zr (4He,
n) 99Mo. The concentration of various isotopes reach
43101221013 cm23 in irradiation by protons, and
1013– 1014 cm23 when irradiated by4He nuclei~Fig. 2a and
2b!. The profile depth is 70–150mm for 4He nuclei, and
420–650mm for protons. The profiles of the90Nb, 206Bi,
and 93mMo isotopes are monotonic, whereas those of48V,
92mNb, 51Cr, and99Mo pass through a maximum. The PZ
was irradiated by protons under continuous variation of
beam incidence angle.

As follows from the measurements, the concentrat
profiles obtained in the above experimental conditions are
two types, namely, monotonic and with a maximum. Profi
with a maximum are observed for the92mNb, 99Mo, and51Cr
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Depth profiles of radioactive transmutation isotopes produced in irradiation of YBa2Cu3O72x by ~a! protons,~b! deuterons,~c! 3He, and~d! 4He. ~a!
1 — 65Zn, 2 — 89Zr; ~b! 64Cu; ~c! 90Nb; ~d! 1 — 66Ga, 2 — 92mNb, 3 — 141Ce, 4 — 139Ce.
rn
th
isotopes produced by4He nuclei in the (4He,n) reaction, as
well as for92mNb and48V obtained by the (p,n) reaction.

To find an interpretation for the isotope profile patte
consider the expression relating the concentration of
,
e

transmutation-produced radioactive isotopec (x) to the pa-
rameters of the material and irradiation2,7

c~x!5NFs~x!l21@12exp~2lt !# , ~1!
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FIG. 2. Depth profiles of radioactive transmutation isotopes produced in irradiation of PbZr0.54Ti0.46O3 by ~a! protons and~b! 4He nuclei.~a! 1 — 48V, 2 —
90Nb, 3 — 92mNb, 4 — 206Bi; ~b! 1 — 51Cr, 2 — 99Mo, 3 — 93mMo.
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where N is the concentration of the stable isotope of t
material, F is particle flux, s is the cross section of th
nuclear reaction,l is the isotope decay constant,t is the
irradiation time, andx is the coordinate~the distance from
the sample surface!. c (x) is the concentration at the end o
irradiation.

Assuming the particle flux to be coordinate independe
F5const, and taking into account thatN5const, one
readily sees that the isotope profile pattern is determined
the variation of the reaction cross section with coordina
i.e., by the behavior of functions (x), namely, c (x)
}s (x). The reaction cross section is an indirect function
coordinate, because it depends on the local energy of
particles,s5s (E), and the latter, in its turn, varies wit
coordinate,E5E (x). Thus we haves5s @E (x)#. The par-
ticle energy decreases monotonically with depth, whereas
s (E) dependence may follow a more complex course.
particular, thes (E) function for (4He,n) reactions is a
curve with a maximum.8 In this case the pattern of thec (x)
dependence will be determined by the relative magnitude
Em, which is the position of the maximum in thes (E)
curve, and byE0 , the initial energy of4He nuclei. If E0

,Em, the reaction cross section will decrease monotonic
with decreasing particle energy, i.e., with depth (ds/dE
.0), which implies a monotonic decrease of the transmu
tion isotope concentrationc (x). And conversely, if E0

.Em, the reaction cross section will initially increase wi
decreasing particle energy (ds/dE,0), to begin a mono-
tonic fall-off after the local energy of particles has dropp
to Em. The concentrationc (x) of the transmutation-
produced isotope will behave in the same way, namely
t,
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FIG. 3. Energy dependence of nuclear reaction cross secti
1 — 63Cu (4He,n) 66Ga, 2 — 89Y ( 4He,n) 92mNb, 3 — 96Zr (4He,n) 99Mo,
4 — 90Zr (4He,n) 93mMo.
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will increase with distance from the surface, reach a ma
mum at a certain depth, and decrease subsequently.
maximum for the (4He,n) reactions lies usually at energie
exceeding the reaction thresholdEth by about the same
amountDE, Em5Eth1DE, where DE.11 MeV.8 Hence
for the isotopes forming in the (4He,n) reaction with a low
thresholdEth the inequalityE0.Em will hold, and the pro-
files for such isotopes should have maxima. By contrast,
isotopes with a high thresholdEth the inequalityE0,Em will
be upheld, thus making their depth profiles monotonic.
deed, the profiles obtained in our experiments for isoto
with a low reaction threshold, namely,92Nb (Eth

57.2 MeV, Em518.2 MeV), 99Mo (Eth55.1 MeV, Em

516.1 MeV), and 51Cr (Eth52.9 MeV, Em513.9 MeV)
pass through a maximum~at E0520 MeV), see Figs. 1d and
2b!, whereas the other isotopes exhibit monotonic profi
Similar considerations can apparently be used for interpr
tion of the depth profiles of isotopes forming in other nucle
reactions.

As for the concentration profile depth, it correlates w
the particle range and increases with decreasing thresho
the nuclear reaction involved. Indeed, as evident from F
1d, the profile depth is the largest for the66Ga isotope, which
is characterized by the lowest threshold (Eth56.9 MeV),
and the smallest, for139Ce with Eth57.9 MeV.

We used the transmutation isotope profiles to determ
the cross-section energy dependences (E) for the nuclear
reactions producing the given isotopes. The procedure
ployed to finds (E) was as follows.9 First the experimenta
i-
he

r

-
s

.
a-
r

of
.

e

-

dependencec (x) was used to derive the functions (x), af-
ter which s (E) was determined by means ofE (x). The
E (x) dependenceE (x) was calculated from data10 on the
retardation power of elements, taking due account of
principle of additivity. The results obtained are illustrated f
a few reactions in Fig. 3.
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Local structure of the rhombic Fe 31 center in KTaO 3

V. V. Laguta
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A study is reported of the effect of high-temperature annealing in oxygen, an inert gas, and
water vapor on EPR spectra of the Fe31 center of different local symmetries in the incipient
ferroelectric KTaO3. An analysis of the relations obtained permits one to propose and
substantiate a model of the rhombic Fe31 center, by which Fe31 substitutes for Ta51 near two
oxygen vacancies~Fe31-2VO). Calculations of the crystal-field parameters performed
within the Newman superposition model showed in the rhombic center the Fe31 ion is displaced
along @011# from the Ta51 position it occupies within the tetrahedron formed by four
oxygens, to a distance of about 0.25 Å. Some of the recent results obtained in second-harmonic
light scattering in iron-doped KTaO3 samples are interpreted. It is shown that, within the
temperature range of 4.2–300 K, rhombic Fe31 centers are static electric dipoles, and that they
cannot therefore be a source of dielectric losses in KTaO3 at T'40 K, as suggested
earlier in some publications. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01212-X#
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Recent years have been witnessing increasing intere
the investigation of Fe31 paramagnetic centers in KTaO3 in
connection with observation in this crystal at low tempe
tures (T,40 K) of second-harmonic light scattering,1 weak
first-order Raman scattering,2 and dielectric losses,3 phenom-
ena atypical of its cubic centrosymmetric structure. Beca
all these phenomena turned out to be dependent on the a
sample type, they were assumed to be due to defects.
impurity centers were most frequently discussed as poss
candidates among some residual impurities and intrinsic
fects occurring in KTaO3. The Fe31 ion substitutes for both
K1 and Ta51 cations to form a number of low-symmetr
paramagnetic centers, which may serve as sources of p
regions at low temperatures, where the polarization corr
tion length becomes large.

The least studied among all known Fe31 centers in
KTaO3 is a center of rhombic symmetry first described
Ref. 4. This observation was followed by a comprehens
study of EPR spectra of these paramagnetic impurities.5,6 In
particular, there were even found two different Fe31 EPR
spectra of rhombic symmetry, one of which was assume
be associated with Fe31 occupying a Ta51 site, and the
other, a K1 site. Quite recently, however, it has been sho
that in actual fact there is only one rhombic Fe31 center, but
it exhibits strongly temperature-dependent parameters of
spin Hamiltonian.7 Despite such comprehensive studies
EPR spectra of this center, its local structure remained, n
ertheless, unclear. The model proposed earlier,5 namely,
Fe31 occupying a Ta51 site with a charge-compensating in
terstitial ion nearby, did not find experimental confirmatio
as this will be shown below.

The present work studies the effect of high-temperat
1981063-7834/98/40(12)/5/$15.00
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annealing in He, O2 , and water vapor ambients on the EP
spectrum of the rhombic Fe31 center. An analysis of the
relations obtained, as well as the crystal-field parameters
culated within the superposition model of Newman permit
us to propose and substantiate the model by which F31

substitutes for Ta51 with formation of two oxygen vacancie
(VO) on the adjacent faces of the KTaO3 cubic lattice. A
discussion is given of the role of iron rhombic centers
such low-temperature phenomena occurring in the c
trosymmetric cubic KTaO3 as second-harmonic light scatte
ing, first-order Raman scattering, and dielectric losses.

1. EXPERIMENTAL

Most of the EPR measurements were made in the 9 G
range on KTaO3 samples exhibiting the strongest rhomb
Fe31 spectrum~Fig. 1a!. The analysis of rhombic Fe31 spec-
tra was based on the spin Hamiltonian of the type

Ĥ5gbBŜ1b2
0Ô2

01b2
2Ô2

2 , ~1!

where for T5300 K, g52.00, b2
050.440(2) cm21, b2

2

50.196(2) cm21 coincide with the values quoted5 earlier.
The principal axesZ andX of the centers are always oriente
along thê 011& directions, and theY axis coincides with one
of the ^001& cubic directions of the crystal. There are s
magnetically nonequivalent rhombic Fe31 centers altogether
which differ in the direction of their principal axes. As th
temperature is lowered,b2

0 and b2
2 decrease substantially t

reach 0.485 cm21 and 0.277 cm21, respectively, atT54.2
K. The temperature dependencesb2

0 (T) andb2
2 (T) obtained

by us ~Fig. 2! are similar to those reported7 earlier.
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. EPR spectra of Fe31 in KTaO3 :
~a! as-grown, ~b! after annealing in O2
ambient,~c! after annealing in water va-
por. n59.4 GHz,T5300 K.
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To establish the type of the defects lowering the lo
symmetry of the Fe31 ion in KTaO3 and acting at the sam
time as compensators of its deficient positive charge, we
ried out a number of high-temperature anneals in O2, He,
and H2O ambients. As demonstrated earlier~see, e.g.,
Ref. 8!, such treatment of crystals has a very strong influe
on impurity charge compensation and permits one there
to test reliably various models of the local structure of pa
magnetic centers. The high-temperature annealing of
crystals was carried out at 950–1000 °C for three to six
with a slow (;10 °C/min) cooling and heating of sample
EPR spectra were recorded at 295–300 K.

Annealing a crystal in the O2 ambient for five to six h
reduced the EPR signal intensity of rhombic Fe31 by about
two times and brought about the appearance of a str
Fe31 –VO spectrum, which was practically absent before
anneal, and of a weak spectrum of cubic Fe31 in the Ta51

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of spin-Hamiltonian parametersb2
0 andb2

2

of rhombic Fe31 center in KTaO3 .
l

r-
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re
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e

site ~Fig. 1b!. Repeated anneal of the crystal in an inert e
vironment ~Ar or He! restored the original rhombic spec
trum. Annealing the crystals with a rhombic Fe31 in water
vapor produced still stronger changes in EPR spectra.
ready after a 2–3-h anneal, the rhombic Fe31 spectrum dis-
appeared completely, to be replaced by strong signals
Fe31 –VO and cubic Fe31 in the Ta51 site ~Fig. 1c!. Subse-
quent annealing in an inert atmosphere likewise restored
original rhombic spectrum. The above changes in Fe31 EPR
spectra are displayed schematically in Fig. 3. One can se
particular, that the total concentration of all Fe31 centers
remained practically constant in all crystal treatments, wh
implies that the only factor that did change was the mec
nism of iron charge compensation in the lattice. It may be
interest to note in this connection that treatment of a cry
in a hydrogen ambient results in disappearance of all F31

spectra. This behavior of spectra under annealing in hyd

FIG. 3. Dependence of EPR spectral intensity of Fe31 in KTaO3 on anneal-
ing in O2 , He, and H2O ambients.T5300 K.
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gen attests to a change of the charge state of the iron im
rity itself, rather than of its local environment.

Let us consider to what extent the model of a rhom
Fe31 center with a positively charged interstitial compens
ing ion proposed earlier can be reconciled with the ab
experimental data. Obviously enough, in order to account
the spectral changes observed under annealing in oxygen
H2O vapor with this mechanism of compensation of the
ficient Fe31 charge one has to assume removal of the cha
compensating ion from the paramagnetic ion and its sub
quent return under annealing in an inert atmosphere.
probability of such a process can be very low, because
KTaO3 lattice does not have free channels for transport
interstitials. It would be difficult also to explain the rise
Fe31 –VO concentration under annealing in H2O, which usu-
ally drops noticeably in the absence of rhombic Fe31

centers8.
In our opinion, the consecutive transformation of t

rhombic to axial Fe31 –VO to cubic Fe31(Ta51) center un-
der annealing in oxygen clearly implies its connection w
oxygen vacancies. It is obvious also that the rhombic sy
metry of the center may be due to the two oxygen vacan
in the vicinity of Fe31, as this is shown schematically in Fig
4. The charge of the Fe31 – 2VO center is not compensated
the crystal lattice, and therefore formation of this defect
quires the presence of impurities with smaller valence t
Ta51, for instance, of Al31 or Sn41, and, possibly, of a K
vacancy.

Annealing in water vapor also changes the compensa
mechanism of the deficient Fe31 charge. Such annealing i
known9 to entail saturation of the crystal by protons bound
oxygen in OH2 molecular groups, which compensate ef
ciently the positive charge deficiency in the lattice due
their high mobility. As a result, the oxygen vacancies are
longer operative and become filled by the oxygen forming
water decomposition on the crystal surface, which leads
the transformation of the rhombic Fe31 – 2VO center first to
the trigonal Fe31 –VO, and, finally, to the cubic Fe31 center.

Formation of two oxygen vacancies near Fe31 shift the

FIG. 4. Model of rhombic Fe31 – 2VO center in KTaO3 .
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remaining four oxygens and the Fe31 ion itself from their
sites toward new equilibrium positions. Further calculatio
made within the Newman superposition model show that i
this rearrangement in the environment of Fe31 and its dis-
placement that govern the symmetry and magnitude of
crystal field. The model of Newman was chosen by us
cause it is simple and was used extensively in studies of
behavior of Fe31 in octahedral structures. It was applied
advantage before in the investigation of the local structure
iron centers in SrTiO3 ,10 BaTiO3 ,11 PbTiO3 ,12 and other
crystals.

It is known that the Newman superposition model
based on a linear summation of contributions due to e
ligand to the quantitiesbn

m :

bn
m5(

i
b̄n~Ri !Kn

m~u i ,w i !, ~2!

whereKn
m (u i ,w i) are spherical functions of polar anglesu

andw. For instance, forn52

K2
05

1

2
~3 cos2 u21! and K2

25
3

2
sin2 u cos 2w. ~3!

The model function of distanceR between the paramagnet
ion and a ligand,b̄n (Ri), is usually assumed to be a powe
law function of the interatomic distance

b̄2~Ri !5b̄2~R0!~R0 /Ri !
t2, ~4!

where exponentt2 is of the order of eight,R0 is the origin for
distance reckoning, and is usually chosen equal toc/2 (c is
the lattice constant!, and b̄2 (R0) is a model parameter. Th
values oft2 and b̄2 (R0) can be obtained for each type o
ligand and lattice structure from an experimental study of
effect of axial pressure on EPR spectra. Because these
are not available for KTaO3, parameterb̄2 (R0) was calcu-
lated by us in the same way this was done11 for BaTiO3 ,
namely, by assumingb̄2 (R0) to behave with distance as i
Eq. ~4!, and using the parameters obtained10 for MgO:

b̄2~R0!5b̄2~2.101 Å!F2.101~Å!

R0
G8

, ~5!

where

b̄2 ~2.101 Å!520.412~25! cm21,

and

R05c/251.994 Å.

Applying Eqs.~2!–~5! to the rhombic Fe31 – 2VO center with
due account of its geometry shown in Fig. 4, we obtain
dependences of the spin-Hamiltonian parametersb2

0 and b2
2

on the magnitude and direction of displacement of the o
gen ions and of the Fe31 itself. Some of these relations
which approach closest the experimental values ofb2

0 and
b2

2, are presented graphically in Fig. 5. As seen from
figure, in order to reconcile the latter with calculations, t
Fe31 ion should be displaced from the Ta51 position at the
center of the oxygen octahedron into the quasi-tetrahed
made up by four oxygens, as shown in Fig. 4. ForT
5300 K, the displacementD50.25 Å. The oxygens nea
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the Fe31 ion likewise undergo positional changes. The tw
of them lying on theY axis shift toward one another to
distanced'0.044 Å, whereas the other, by contrast, mo
away through about the same distance.

The presence of two oxygen vacancies near Fe31 makes
the position of this ion unstable, which becomes manifes
a strong variation of the crystal-field parameters with te
perature ~Fig. 2!. These temperature-induced variatio
b2

0 (T) andb2
2 (T) can be readily derived by making the Fe31

and oxygen displacements temperature dependent. As sh
by calculations,b2

0 depends primarily on the displacement
the oxygens lying on the@001# axis, whereasb2

2 is deter-
mined by movements of both the oxygens and of the F31

itself ~Fig. 5!. As the temperature decreases, bothb2
0 andb2

2

increase, as does their ratiob2
2/b2

0, which corresponds to in
creasingD andd.

This pattern of ionic displacements in the Fe31 – 2VO

rhombic center is not in full accord with purely ionic Cou
lomb interactions, because a Fe31 ion occupying the Ta51

position carries an effective negative charge and, he
should be attracted toward the positive vacancyVO. Such a
center can apparently be configurationally stable only in
presence of strong covalent interactions, and an analys
its electronic structure should preferably be done in terms
a more rigorous shell model.

2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A rhombic Fe31 center, similar in symmetry, exists i
SrTiO3 as well,13 where it was supposed to be associa
with an interstitial ion~possibly Na1) located in the@011#
direction. This model of the center has a number of inc
sistencies, the most significant of them being that the dis
tions introduced by the interstitial ion into the cubic latti

FIG. 5. Calculated crystal-field parametersb2
0 and b2

2 of rhombic Fe31

center in KTaO3 vs off-center Fe31 displacement. Solid lines correspond
T54.2 K, and dashed lines, toT5300 K. Vertical sections identify Fe31

displacement forT54.2 and 300 K.
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near Fe31 should be axially symmetric relative to the@011#
axis. Obviously enough, the lower rhombic symmetry of
paramagnetic center in a cubic lattice requires the prese
of two rather than one additional defect. Therefore the mo
of a rhombic Fe31 center in SrTiO3 requires refinement.

The rhombic Fe31 – 2VO center in KTaO3 is an extended
defect which has an electric dipole moment in addition
disrupting locally the inversion symmetry. At low temper
tures (T,40 K), the local distortions induced by this defe
in KTaO3 is characterized by a high polarizability and ma
be as large as a few lattice constants, thus giving rise to w
first-order Raman and second-harmonic light scatteri
Consider in this connection some results on second-harm
scattering obtained4 recently on Fe-doped KTaO3.

It was established14 that Fe doping of KTaO3 in amounts
up to 5,000 ppm does not bring about a noticeable incre
in second-harmonic light scattering, as could be expec
and does not bear out, therefore, the contribution of Fe c
ters to the low-temperature anomalies. In our opinion, t
result could be due to the low concentration of low
symmetry ~non-cubic! Fe31 centers in the samples unde
study, because a Fe impurity produces in KTaO3 a variety of
paramagnetic centers of different symmetries. The conc
tration ratios among these centers depend very strongly
the doping level and crystal growth technology. As a ru
the concentration of low-symmetry iron centers~Fe31 –VO,
Fe31 –O22, Fe31 – 2VO) is small and constitutes 100–20
at. ppm only. Their number is determined by the amount
defects compensating the deficient~extra! Fe31 charge, such
as oxygen vacancies and interstitial oxygen. The numbe
such defects in crystals grown under proper conditio
should be small. As a result, the total number of cent
capable of locally distorting the cubic symmetry in the pre
ence of an iron impurity may not change compared to th
number in an undoped crystal. Annealing iron-doped KTa3

in a hydrogen environment, as already mentioned, redu
the valence of Fe31, and therefore, all other conditions bein
equal, one should expect in such crystals a smaller numbe
defects involving oxygen vacancies and, hence, a lower
tensity of second-harmonic scattering, i.e., exactly what w
observed in the experiment.

Rhombic Fe31 centers were invoked also to explain th
dielectric losses in KTaO3 at T'40 K (n51 kHz).3 The fre-
quency dispersion of the losses was described by the Arrh
ius law with an activation energyEa'0.078 eV and a pref-
actor t0'10213 s21. The dielectric loss peak in crystal
containing rhombic Fe31 centers was found to increase. A
already pointed out, these centers have indeed an ele
dipole moment, but they are static, non-orienting dipoles
least within the 4.2–300 K temperature range, because
ther the EPR line widths nor the spectrum symmetry vary
these temperatures. It is clear also that reorientation o
dipole impurity with Ea50.078 eV and t0510213 s21,
which has a magnetic spin moment, would produce a str
broadening of EPR spectra already atT'100 K. In a general
case, for such a dipole impurity one should expect the val
of Ea and t0 derived from dielectric-loss dispersion an
variation of EPR spectra with temperature or frequency
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coincide, as this occurs, for example, for Mn21 in KTaO3

~Ref. 15! and KCl ~Ref. 16!.
Thus rhombic Fe31 centers cannot be responsible f

dielectric losses in KTaO3 at T'40 K, as this was assume
earlier, and the origin of these losses remains unclear.
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Dielectric relaxation in the weak ferroelectric Li 2Ge7O15 near the ferroelectric phase
transition
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The dielectric permittivity of Ni-doped Li2Ge7O15 crystals was studied in the vicinity of the
ferroelectric phase transition. Introduction of Ni has been shown to suppress the dielectric anomaly
and to reduce substantially the transition temperature. A temperature hysteresis in« (T) has
been observed in nominally pure and Ni-doped Li2Ge7O15 crystals near the transition point.
Measurements performed under cooling from the paraphase reveal dispersion of dielectric
permittivity at Debye relaxation frequencies of the order of 1042105 Hz atTc . It is proposed that
the hysteresis phenomena and the low-frequency dispersion are caused by residual defects
~of the type of random local fields!, which become polarized in the ferroelectric phase and become
disordered aboveTc . © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01312-4#
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The Li2O–GeO2 system comprises a number of com
pounds with interesting physical properties. For instan
Li2GeO3 is a pyroelectric crystal, Li2Ge4O9 is a ferroelectric
exhibiting fairly high spontaneous polarization, an
Li2Ge7O15 is classed among weak ferroelectrics.

Lithium heptagermanate Li2Ge7O15 ~LGO! crystals un-
dergo a second-order transition atTc5283.5 K from a high-
temperature paraelectric to a polar phase, which entai
change in symmetryD2h

14→C2v
5 .1–3 A Raman and submilli-

meter-range spectroscopic study of lattice vibrations reve
a soft mode responsible for the phase transition.4,5 On the
other hand, the Curie-Weiss constant of LGO
very small, and the phase-transition temperature
observed to increase strongly with hydrostatic press
(;14.2 K/kbar).3,6 Thus the properties of LGO in the vicin
ity of Tc combine features characteristic of classical disp
cive and order-disorder transitions.

The dielectric permittivity«M at the transition pointTc

exceeds by far the value accounted for by the soft-m
contribution,5 due to the small effective charge of the mod
The dielectric dispersion revealed in the GHz frequen
range showed« to be dominated by relaxation-type dynam
ics.7

A number of studies have dealt with the LGO structu
and its changes induced by the phase transition.1,8,9 The
framework of the LGO lattice is formed by GeO6 octahedra
and GeO4 tetrahedra, which share corners. Neutron diffra
tion measurements8,9 permitted one to assign the GeO4 tet-
rahedron vibrations to an oscillator mode and to relate
major contribution to the anomaly in dielectric permittivi
to Li1 dynamics exhibiting an ordering pattern.

Essential information on the phase-transition mechan
can also be derived from studies of the effects of substitu
an impurity for the host-lattice atoms. Such investigatio
were made on doped LGO crystals.10–12 It was shown that
isovalent substitution of Ge41 ions shifts substantially the
phase-transition temperature, while Li1 substitution affects
1991063-7834/98/40(12)/4/$15.00
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only weakly Tc . These data fit qualitatively into the abov
ideas about the role of Ge and Li ions in the LGO latti
rearrangement during the transition.

1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEIR DISCUSSION

This work reports on a study of dielectric permittivity o
undoped and Ni-doped LGO crystals in the vicinity ofTc .
LGO:Ni single-crystals were grown by pulling from the me
by the technique described elsewhere.13 The crystals ob-
tained with Ni concentrations up to 0.2% were of sufficie
quality to permit measurements of their electrical and opti
properties. The observed crystal coloring suggests that
impurity enters the LGO lattice are Ni21 ions.

Plane-parallel samples with a large-area surface orien
normal to the@001# polar axis were prepared for dielectr
studies. Platinum electrodes deposited in vacuum allow
dielectric permittivity measurements. Within the 273–293
interval,« was measured by the bridge and resonance m
ods at frequencies from 700 Hz to 1 MHz. The rate of te
perature variation in the cooling and heating runs w
;0.3 K/min. The temperature was stabilized to with
0.1 K.

The results obtained for nominally undoped and N
doped LGO crystals~0.1 and 0.2%! are presented graphicall
in Fig. 1a and 1b. We readily see that Ni doping~a! shifts
strongly the phase-transition temperature~by ;37 K per 1%
addition!, which exceeds substantially the concentratio
inducedTc shifts observed to occur under isovalent substi
tion ~Table I! and ~b! reduces markedly and washes out t
dielectric anomalies at the phase transition. For the 0.
impurity content, several poorly resolved dielectric-perm
tivity peaks appear near the Curie temperature, which m
be due to a nonuniform Ni distribution throughout the cry
tal.

The temperature dependence of spontaneous polariza
Ps was extracted from dielectric hysteresis loops. Figure
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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shows that the saturation polarizationPs decreases slightly
with increasing impurity content, and its temperature dep
dence becomes smoother.

A comparison of the relations displayed in Figs. 1 and
shows that introduction of Ni suppresses noticeably the st
dielectric response while affecting much weakerPs , which
is determined by displacements in the Ge-O framework
the LGO structure.

A characteristic feature in the relations is the tempe
ture hysteresis of« (T) ~Fig. 1b!, which manifests itself in
the difference between the maximum dielectric permittivit

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the dielectric permittivity of L
crystals:1 — nominally pure,2 — 0.1%Ni, 3 — 0.2%Ni; ~a! cooling run,
~b! heating run.

TABLE I. Concentration-induced shift ofTc ~in K! under isovalent substi-
tution.

Impurity Tc shift per 1%

Na 20.24
Si 210
Ti 210
Ni 237
Cr 270
-

2
ic

f

-

s

measured under cooling («M
C ) and heating («M

H ) of a sample.
It should be stressed that the temperature hysteresis is
served both in nominally pure and on Ni-doped sampl
Therefore there are no grounds to associate the hyste
phenomena with the presence of Ni in the LGO lattice. T
dielectric permittivity measurements were carried out
samples differing in domain structure, its state being deriv
from studies of the pyroelectric effect. The results of the
studies suggest that single- and polydomain samples do
differ in the hysteretic behavior of« (T).

Measurements of the dielectric permittivity made with
the 700 Hz–1 MHz range revealed the existence of a con
erable frequency dispersion. Note that this dispersion is c
nected directly to the hysteresis of« (T) and is observed
only in the cooling runs. When measured under heating,
course of« (T) does not depend on measuring frequen
within the range studied. Therefore we studied the freque
dependence of the dielectric peak under cooling«M

C . The
measurements were performed in the following way. T
sample was maintained at a temperatureTc110 K for 1–2 h
to reach equilibrium, and only after this«M

C was measured
under cooling at the chosen frequency. The results plotte
Fig. 3 show«M

C to decrease with increasing frequency. F
frequencies above 105 Hz, «M

C approaches in magnitude«M
H .

Thus for both undoped and Ni-doped crystals frequency
persion involves only the part of the dielectric permittivi
D« (T)5«C (T)2«H (T) which freezes in during the time
the sample resides in the ferroelectric phase. The freque
dependence of«M

C has a pattern typical of relaxation mech
nisms. Unfortunately, the small magnitude of dielect
losses in the samples did not permit measuring the imagin
part of the dielectric permittivity with sufficient accuracy t
permit obtaining additional information on the observed
laxation. As follows from the relations displayed in Fig.
the relaxation times observed in undoped and doped sam
are of about the same order of magnitude, 102421025 s.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the spontaneous polarization of
crystals:1 — nominally pure,2 — 0.1%Ni, 3 — 0.2%Ni.
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These data show also that the hysteresis phenomena an
low-frequency dispersion observed in all samples have
same nature, which is not associated directly with the
impurity.

As already mentioned, to return a sample to the ini
state after it had been in the ferroelectric phase it had to
annealed above the Curie temperature. To determine the
rameters of crystal recovery under annealing in the parae
tric phase, the kinetics of variation of dielectric permittivi
with temperature and anneal time were studied. Unfo
nately, it is difficult to perform these experiments in pu
form, because the difference between the dielectric per
tivities measured under heating and cooling is within exp
mental error already atTc11 K. Taking into account that the
Ni impurity is not connected directly with the hysteres
and relaxation effects, we performed measurements
LGO:Ni ~0.1%!, a composition whose dielectric anoma
width permitted reducing the experimental errors connec
with inaccuracies in maintaining the temperature regim
The measurements were carried out in the following w
The sample was cooled from the equilibrium state throu
the transition and maintained in ferroelectric phase atTc

210 K for 30 min, then was heated toT* 5Tc1DT and
maintained at this temperature a certain time~which was
increased in each cycle!, after which it was cooled, and«M

C

was measured in the process. Measurements were made
different anneal temperaturesT* . The results of these mea
surements are plotted in Fig. 4. Since reaching the trans
point under cooling fromT* takes a certain time, the dat
presented in Fig. 4 should be considered only as qualita
Nevertheless, the dependence of«M

C on anneal time can be
fitted fairly well by an exponential, with the recovery timetR

decreasing with increasingT* 2Tc . The case of annealing a
T* 5Tc ~stabilization of the sample temperature at the tr
sition point after a holdup in the ferroelectric phase! corre-
sponds to an infinitely long timetR ~curve1 in Fig. 4!.

Figure 5 plots the dielectric-permittivity recovery tim
tR vs (T* 2Tc). We readily see thattR depends essentiall

FIG. 3. Frequency dependences of the dielectric permittivity («M
C ) of LGO

crystals:1 — nominally pure,2 — 0.1%Ni, 3 — 0.2%Ni.
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on how close the anneal temperatureT* is to the transition
point. The experimental values obtained can be fitted b
power-law relation 1/tR5(T* 2Tc)

p with the exponentp
50.5460.03.

In considering the effect of Ni impurity on the phas
transition in LGO, we note that the ionic radius of Ni21 is
0.74 Å, which should make its substitution by Li1, whose
ionic radius is 0.7 Å, highly probable. In this case th
concentration-induced decrease of« at the peak for Ni-doped
crystals can be associated with the influence of impurity io
on the Li1 relaxation dynamics. The pronounced shift of t
transition point is apparently connected with Ni being non
ovalent, which, in accordance with the charge-neutra
principle, produces complex defects of the type impuri
ion–excess-charge-compensator. Because Ni21 has a spin
moment, one should not overlook the possibility of identi
cation by EPR of the defect states forming in the lattice.

FIG. 4. Recovery of the frozen-in part of dielectric permittivity vs dela
time at temperatureT* : ~1! Tc , ~2! Tc11 K, ~3! Tc12.5 K, ~4! Tc15 K.

FIG. 5. Recovery timetR of the frozen-in state vs annealing temperatu
Plotted along the vertical axis is the differenceDT5T* 2Tc .
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It may be conjectured that the temperature hysteresis
the low-frequency dispersion of dielectric permittivity orig
nate from residual defects, which distort locally the latti
symmetry and can be classed among perturbations of
type of local random fields14. The defect-induced local field
are randomly oriented in the paraphase and do not af
noticeably any anomalies in thermodynamic properties14 de-
tected under cooling. The delay in the ferroelectric phase
the appearance of a nonzeroPs orients the local fields of
defects. Thus the phase transition induced by heating oc
in the presence of an internal bias field generated by a sys
of polarized defects. This results in a partial suppression
the dielectric anomaly. When it passes throughTc in the
absence of orienting interaction by the local fields of str
tural distortions in the low-symmetry phase, the system w
polarized defects becomes unstable. The recovery to
equilibrium ~disordered! state depends exponentially on th
delay time and occurs faster as one moves away from
transition point toward higher temperatures. If the abo
conjectures are correct, the low-frequency (1042105 Hz)
dielectric-permittivity dispersion can be assigned to the
laxation dynamics of the defect regions of the crystal.
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The anomalous changes of the low-frequency elastic and inelastic properties of single-crystal
(NH4)2SO4 accompanying the phase transition from the paraelectric to the ferroelectric
phase have been studied by the reverse torsion-pendulum method at 223 K and in the temperature
region where the spontaneous polarization changes sign. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01412-9#
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It is well known ~see, for example, Refs. 1 and 2! that
ammonium sulfate (NH4)2SO4 at a temperature o
Tc5223 K undergoes a structural phase transition from
high-temperature rhombic (D2h

16–Pnam) to a low-
temperature rhombic (C2v

9 –Pna2) phase, accompanied b
the appearance of spontaneous polarization along thec axis.
In the ferroelectric phase, the spontaneous polarizationPs

has an unusual temperature dependence: having abruptl
peared atTc , upon further cooling, the spontaneous pol
ization, after a brief increase, begins to gradually decre
passes through zero close to a temperature of;85 K, and
changes sign below this temperature.3 The sign change of the
spontaneous polarization implies a complex phase-trans
mechanism, associated, for example, with the appearanc
ferroelectricity in two different sublattices, so that the to
polarization of the crystal depends both on the direction
on the temperature evolution of the spontaneous polar
tions of the sublattices.4

The presence of an unusual ferroelectric phase trans
and the appearance of spontaneous-polarization compe
tion phenomena associated with it at some temperature
low Tc makes ammonium sulfate an interesting object
study among compounds of the family A2BX4.

This paper discusses the structure-sensitive lo
frequency elastic and inelastic properties of single-cry
(NH4)2SO4 in the temperature region that includes bothTc

and the spontaneous-polarization compensation tempera
A single crystal of (NH4)2SO4 was grown for the study

by evaporation at a temperature of 303 K from a satura
aqueous solution withpH54. Twice-recrystallized materia
was used to prepare the ammonium sulfate solution.

The low-frequency elastic~shear modulusG) and inelas-
tic ~internal friction Q21) properties were measured b
means of a reverse torsion pendulum at a frequency
;10 Hz for a strain amplitude of the sample of;1024. The
measurements were made on samples in the form of rec
gular 232318 mm bars oriented in such a way that th
1991063-7834/98/40(12)/4/$15.00
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long side coincided with one of the crystallographic axes
the crystal:a, b or c (x, y and z orientation, respectively!.
The relative errors of measuringG andQ21 did not exceed 2
and 10%, respectively. The temperature was measured
means of a chromel–alumel thermocouple with an error
60.2 K.

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependences of the s
modulus and the internal friction of samples withx, y andz
orientation in the neighborhood of the ferroelectric pha
transition, recorded in a cooling regime with a rate of 0.2
min. It can be seen that samples of all three orientati
demonstrate qualitatively identical behavior in theG(T) and
Q21(T) dependences. In the paraelectric phase, the mo
of elasticity and internal friction are virtually independent
temperature. At the transition to the ferroelectric pha
moduli Gx ,Gy , andGz sharply decrease in magnitude an
as the temperature is reduced further, gradually increase
that the temperature dependences of the moduli of elast
have minima atTc . Sharp peaks ofQ21 are observed on the
temperature dependences of the internal friction, correspo
ing to the minima of theG(T) dependences. WhenT,Tc ,
the values of the internal friction are significantly higher a
the moduli of elasticity are significantly lower than their va
ues whenT.Tc ; this is evidence of the appearance of
additional contribution to the low-frequency elastic and
elastic properties of (NH4)2SO4 in the ferroelectric phase.

The existence of significant anomalies of the elastic a
inelastic properties at the ferroelectric phase transition
rather unexpected in the compound (NH4)2SO4. Such
anomalies could be observed at a ferroelectric phase tra
tion when a change of the point symmetry results in
appearance of a shear component or causes the breakdo
the equality of certain components in the elastic-complia
matrix. The ferroelectric phase transition in (NH4)2SO4 is
accompanied only by the appearance atTc of spontaneous-
polarization caused by the cooperative change of the or
tations, positions, and magnitudes of the distortions of
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the shear modulus~a! and the internal friction~b! of single-crystal ammonium sulfate for a sample withx ~I!, y ~II !, and
z orientation~III ! in the neighborhood ofTc5223 K.
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SO4 groups. The elastic-compliance matricesSi j , however,
have identical form for both the paraelectric phase~symme-
try point group mmm) and for the ferroelectric phas
(mm2), and it consequently does not seem possible to
scribe the change of the elastic properties during themmm
→mm2 phase transition on the basis of an analysis of
behavior of certain components ofSi j absent in one phas
and appearing in the other.

It must be recalled that the spontaneous polarization
companying the ferroelectric phase transition can ca
strain in the crystal, with this strain having either an electr
trictive or a piezoelectric nature. However, the matrices
the electrostriction coefficients of crystals of rhombic stru
ture are identical, and indeed the electrostrictive strain it
is usually significantly less than the strain caused by
piezoelectric effect. It is consequently necessary to ana
the change of the piezoelectric properties of (NH4)2SO4 ac-
companying the ferroelectric phase transition. (NH4)2SO4

possesses no piezoelectric effect in the paraelectric ph
whereas there is a piezoelectric effect in the ferroelec
phase, and the matrix of piezoelectric modulidi j for point
symmetry group mm2 contains the component
d15,d24,d31,d32 andd33.5 Here componentsd15 andd24 de-
termine the appearance in the crystal ofP1 andP2 polariza-
tion under the action of a mechanical shear stress, w
componentsd31,d32 and d33 establish the connection be
tween polarizationP35Ps and the mechanical stressess1,
s2 and s3 for the direct piezoelectric effect. As a cons
quence of the inverse piezoelectric effect, however,
e-
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existence of polarizationP3 must lead to strainsX1, X2 and
X3 ~along thea, b and c axes of the unit cell!, associated
with P3 via the piezoelectric modulig31,g32,g33, and must
result in the corresponding anomalous changes atTc of the
elastic compliancesS11,S22 andS33. Both the strainsX1, X2

and X3 and the abrupt change of theS11,S22 and S33 com-
ponents were actually detected in (NH4)2SO4 during a ferro-
electric phase transition of the first type.6,7

We now take into account that torsional strain was p
duced in our experiments, resulting in a complex stres
state of the sample. In a torsion process, the elastic prope
are characterized by the so-called shear modulusGk of an
anisotropic material under torsion, which is defined both
the corresponding shear components of the elastic com
ance tensor and by a longitudinal component, which cha
terizes the strain of the sample along the torsional axis.8 An
analysis of the stressed state of the crystalline rod gives
following expression for the inverse value of modulusGk

2 :8

Gk
21~q!5@q•Z•q2E21~q!#, ~1!

whereq is the unit vector along the axis around which t
torsion of the sample is produced,E21(q) is the inverse of
Young’s modulus, andZ is a symmetric material tensor o
second rank, whose components are determined by the c
ponents of the elastic compliance tensor according to the
Zji 5Sk jkl , taking into account the symmetry of the crysta
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the shear modulus~I! and the internal friction~II ! of single-crystal ammonium sulfate for a sample withy orientation in
a broad temperature interval~a! and in the temperature region where the spontaneous polarization changes sign~b!.
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For a rhombic system, tensorZ has the form

S S111
1

4
S651

1

4
S66 0 0

0 S221
1

4
S661

1

4
S44 0

0 0 S331
1

4
S441

1

4
S55

D .

~2!

Here the diagonal components correspond to the tor
of the crystal around thex, y and z axes, respectively. The
elastic properties of the crystal under torsion can con
quently depend not only on the shear but also on the lo
tudinal componentsSii in Eq. ~1! both in Young’s modulus
and in the components of theZ tensor.

It is obvious that the anomalous behavior of the mod
of elasticityGx ,Gy andGz ~which in this case are the she
moduli of an anisotropic material under torsion! can be de-
termined for the (NH4)2SO4 crystal by the correspondin
strain of the sample along thex, y andz directions, caused by
the presence of polarizationP3 via the piezoelectric modul
g31,g32 and g33. Since ammonium sulfate breaks up in
ferroelectric domains belowTc , torsion of the samples ca
displace the domain boundaries. The internal friction m
then be higher in the ferroelectric phase~since a new energy
scattering mechanism appears, associated with vibration
the domain boundaries in varying mechanical fields!, while
n

e-
i-

li

t

of

the shear modulus is lower~since the sample can be pu
under strain by displacing the grain boundaries! relative to
their values in the paraelectric phase. This pattern has ind
been observed in experiment.

If our assumption that the low-frequency elastic and
elastic properties of (NH4)2SO4 in the ferroelectric phase ar
associated with spontaneous polarization is valid, it would
interesting to study the temperature dependences ofG and
Q21 close to the temperature of the sign change of the sp
taneous polarization (;85 K!. The G(T) and Q21(T) de-
pendences recorded for the sample withy orientation in a
wide temperature region when it was cooled into the fer
electric phase are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that, as
temperature decreases, the internal friction monotonic
decreases, while the shear modulus increases. Upon co
to the temperature of the spontaneous-polarization comp
sation region, the internal friction begins to sharply dro
while the shear modulus begins to rapidly increase~Fig. 2b!,
Such behavior can be explained by taking into account
the dynamics of the domain boundaries make a substa
contribution to the temperature dependences ofG andQ21.
At the polarization-compensation temperature,Ps50. The
sample will consequently not break up into domains, and
domain contribution, which provides high values of the i
ternal friction and low values of the shear modulus in t
ferroelectric phase, will be absent.
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The averaged dielectric, piezoelectric, and elastic constants of thin polycrystalline barium titanate
and lead titanate films are calculated within a modified effective-medium approximation,
which takes fully into account piezoelectric interactions between crystallites. Films withc- or
a-type crystal texture resulting from mechanical interaction with the substrate are
considered when the film becomes ferroelectric under cooling of the heterostructure. The
dependences of the effective material constants of textured films on the residual macroscopic
polarization of a film are described. An analysis is made of the effect of two-
dimensional clamping of a film on a thick substrate on measurements of dielectric and piezoelectric
constants. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01512-3#
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Material systems, which include thin ferroelectric film
grown on metallized substrates, belong to heterostruct
with considerable practical potential.1 The interest in such
systems stems from the high dielectric permittivity and la
piezoelectric coefficients of ferroelectric films.2,3 Experimen-
tal studies of the physical properties of films are mostly do
on polycrystalline samples. This accounts for the renew
interest in theoretical calculations of the effective dielect
constants and piezoelectric coefficients of polycrystalline
roelectrics.

Effective material constants of a polycrystal can be c
rectly calculated from data on the physical properties of
corresponding single crystal by means of the effecti
medium approximation. This method was used previously
calculate the constants of bulk ferroelectric ceramics4–9

Physical properties of a ferroelectric film may differ substa
tially, however, from those of a bulk polycrystal even f
grains of the same size. The reason for this lies in the
chanical interaction between the film and the substr
which brings about 2D clamping of the ferroelectric layer10

As a first consequence, this clamping should result, in a g
eral case, in texturing of the polycrystalline film in the cour
of preparation of a heterostructure. Second, the geom
parameters of the ferroelastic domain structure of gra
should change, depending on the actual misfit strains
tween the film and the substrate,11,12up to complete suppres
sion of ferroelectric polydomain formation13 typical of bulk
tetragonal ceramics. And finally, third, the observed diel
tric and piezoelectric responses of a thin polarized film
modified by 2D clamping compared to a free polycrystal.

This has stimulated our present calculation of the eff
2001063-7834/98/40(12)/7/$15.00
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tive dielectric, piezoelectric, and elastic constants of t
polycrystalline films of two classical ferroelectrics, name
BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 . The calculation is based on the mo
rigorous formulation of the effective-medium approximatio
which takes full account of the piezoelectric interaction b
tween crystallites. The calculations are carried out in lin
approximation, which permits one to use for starting data
experimental constants of BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 single crys-
tals ~see Sec. 1!.

We are going to consider two types of crystal structu
characteristic of films, which are induced by external m
chanical stresses, viz., 1! the c texture, where the four-fold
axes of crystallites forming in the ferroelectric phase dur
cooling are oriented closest to the surface normal, and 2! the
a texture, in which the four-fold grain axes deviate by t
minimum possible amount from the plane parallel to t
film-substrate interface. These two textures are typical of
compressive and tensile substrates, respectively~see Sec. 2!.
We shall study the dependence of the effective constant
textured films on the macroscopic residual polarizationPr of
the film, under the assumption that a change inPr is the
result of 180° switching of polarization of individual crysta
lites, which were initially in single-domain state or had a 9
layered domain structure stabilized by mechanical clamp
of the film to the substrate.

1. SELF-CONSISTENT APPROXIMATION OF EFFECTIVE
PIEZOELECTRIC MEDIUM

We shall limit ourselves to considering polycrystallin
films with fine-grained microstructure1. In this case the prop-
erties of a polycrystal can be calculated in the model o
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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material system consisting of a single crystallite~an inclu-
sion V) embedded in a homogeneous piezoelectric med
~matrix!. Because we are interested only in the behavior
our system on the mesoscopic level, which is given by
grain size, and the macroscopic level, the material prope
of the inclusion will be assumed uniform both for singl
domain grains and in the typical case of a layered 90° st
ture with a period much smaller than the grain size. In lin
theory, weak-signal response of crystallites to external f
tors are assumed to be independent of the internal mech
cal and electric fields usually existing in ferroelectric po
crystals. Therefore the properties of a single crystallite
be prescribed through material constants measured or c
lated in a single-crystal sample. We are going to use her
starting parameters for the single crystal~inclusions! elastic
rigidities ci jkl

E at a constant electric fieldE, piezoelectric co-
efficientseikl , and dielectric permittivities« i j

S at a constant
strain S ( i , j ,k,l 51,2,3). The matrix constantsci jkl* E , ei jk* ,
and« i j*

S should be considered, in their turn, as effective m
roscopic constants of the polycrystalline material, which
to be determined by calculation.

We now assume that the inhomogeneous system con
ing of a matrix and an inclusion is subjected to an exter
electromechanical action which produces in the sys
strainsSkl and an electric fieldEl , and that far from the
inclusionV these fields are uniform and equal toSkl

a andEl
a ,

respectively. IfV is ellipsoidal in shape, the strainsSkl and
the fieldEl inside it will retain their uniformity while differ-
ing from Skl

a andEl
a .14,15 The uniform fieldsSkl andEl in-

duced by the external action, as well as the mechan
stressesTi j and electric inductionDi inside the inclusion,
can be calculated by the equivalent-inclusion approach
posed by Eshelby16 and generalized recently15 to the piezo-
electric case. As shown later, this will permit us to calcul
the effective polycrystalline-film constants we are looki
for.

To find the fields inside an ellipsoidal inhomogeneityV,
we replace it with an equivalent ellipsoidV* of the same
initial shape and volume but having material constantsci jkl* E ,
ei jk* , and« i j*

S which coincide with those of the matrix. W
also assume that the inclusionV* undergoes an irreversibl
uniform strainSkl

0* and acquires a constant uniform polariz
tion Pi

0 in the absence of mechanical stresses and of a d
larizing field. Because the material constants in the new s
tem are everywhere the same, the total elastic and ele
fields here will be equal to a sum of the uniform extern
fields and of additional fields, which are induced by the p
larization chargesr52div P0 on the surface of the inclu
sion, and by the change of its size and shape as a result o
inelastic strainSkl

0* . Inside the ellipsoidal inclusionV* these
additional fields are uniform and can be readily calculated
functions ofPi

0 andSkl
0* .15,17,18

For the sake of convenience, we use the four-dim
sional formulation accepted in the theory of piez
electrics17–19 and introduce the following notation

TiJ5H Ti j , J51,2,3,

Di , J54,
SKl5H Skl , K51,2,3,

2El , K54,
m
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ciJKl55
ci jkl

E , J,K51,2,3,

eli j , J51,2,3; K54,

eikl , J54; K51,2,3,

2« i l
S , J,K54.

~1!

Then the piezoelectric equations can be recast in a com
form TiJ5ciJKlSKl , with the summation running over re
peated indices~in K from 1 to 4!. The equations relating
stressesTi j* and inductionDi* inside the equivalent inclusion
V* to strains and the electric field can be presented i
similar form

TiJ* 5ciJKl* ~SKl* t2SKl
0 !, ~2!

where Skl*
t is the total strain in the inclusionV* which is

equal to the sum of the elastic and inelastic compone
S4l*

t52El* are the components of the total electric fieldE*
insideV* taken with the opposite sign,Skl

0 5Skl
0* 1DSkl

0 , and
S4l

0 52El
0 . We have renormalized here the inelastic stra

Skl
0* and introduced a fictitious electric fieldE0 inside the

ellipsoid so as to satisfy the coupled equations

ci jkl* E DSkl
0 2eli j* El

050,

eikl* DSkl
0 1« i l*

SEl
052Pi

0 . ~3!

This transformation is valid because the quantitiesDSkl
0 and

El
0 are uniquely determined by Eqs.~3! as linear functions of

components of the polarization vectorP0. Accordingly, Skl
0

andEl
0 can be introduced in place ofSkl

0* andPi
0 as param-

eters ensuring the equivalence ofV* andV.
The fieldsSKl* t entering Eq.~2! can be calculated from

the expression

SKl* t5SKl
a 1SKlMn* SMn

0 , ~4!

where (KlMn* are the electromechanical tensors
Eshelby17,18 for an ellipsoidal piezoelectric inclusion embe
ded in a matrix with the same constantsciJKl* . The quantity
(KlMn* is a set of four tensors~corresponding to
K51,2,3,4), which can be prescribed by the following int
gral relations

SKlMn* 5
a1a2a3

8p
ciJMn* E

V

zi@~zz!Jk
21zl1~zz!Jl

21zk#

~a1
2z1

21a2
2z2

21a3
2z3

2!3/2
dV,

~5!

S4lMn* 5
a1a2a3

4p
ciJMn* E

V

zi~zz!J4
21zl

~a1
2z1

21a2
2z2

21a3
2z3

2!3/2
dV, ~6!

Here the integration is performed over the surfaceV of a
unit sphere,zi are components of a unit vectorz, (zz)JK

21 is a
matrix inverse to a symmetrical fourth-rank square mat
(zz)MJ whose elements are (zz)MJ5ziciJMn* zn , and
a1 ,a2 ,a3 are the ellipsoid semi-axes. Equations~5! and ~6!
were constructed under the assumption that the constan
the mediumciJMn* are defined in the coordinate frame wi
axes parallel to the major axes of the ellipsoid.

The quantitiesSMn
0 in Eq. ~4! should be chosen so as t

preserve the same total strains and electric fields for
equivalent inclusionV* and piezoelectric inhomogeneityV:
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SKl* t5SKl . The condition of the strains and electric inductio
being also the same in the equivalent and initial inclusio
(TiJ* 5TiJ) leads us to the relation

~ciJKl2ciJKl* !SKl* t52ciJKl* SKl
0 . ~7!

Substituting Eq.~4! for SKl* t into ~7! yields nine coupled
equations

@ciJMn* 1~ciJKl2ciJKl* !SKlMn* #SMn
0 5~ciJKl* 2ciJKl !SKl

a ,
~8!

permitting one to find the nine unknown parametersSMn
0 of

inclusionV* , which make it equivalent to the inhomogenei
V embedded in an external fieldSKl

a .
We may recall that the self-consistent solution to t

problem of effective constants of a polycrystal is sought
the method of successive approximations~see, e.g., Ref. 8!.
In doing this, the constantsciJKl* of the matrix are assigne
definite values in each iteration. Accordingly, paramet
SMn

0 of an equivalent inclusion can be calculated for giv
external fieldsSKl

a numerically by means of the couple
equations~8!. This permits one to find from Eq.~4! the quan-
tities SKl* t , which yield the strainsSkl and the electric fieldEl

inside the inhomogeneityV ~crystallite! we have been look-
ing for. Finally, using the piezoelectric equations one c
readily calculate the stressesTi j and the electric inductionDi

induced withinV by the external fieldsSkl
a andEl

a from the
found values ofSkl andEl

a .
We shall limit ourselves in what follows to a conside

ation of polycrystals having grains with equal axes, wh
can be simulated by spherical inclusions (a15a25a3). In
this case the stressesTi j and the inductionDi inside a trial
crystallite will be functions of only three Euler angles, whic
specify the grain lattice orientation relative to the mat
frame. By calculatingTi j and Di in this system for various
Euler angles and averaging them subsequently over all
sible lattice orientations in the polycrystal~see Sect. 2!, one
can determine the average stresses^Ti j & and average induc
tion ^Di& in a polycrystalline material. Having establishe
further the dependence of these quantities on external fi
Skl

a and El
a , one comes finally to the effective constants

the polycrystal in the form

ciJKl* 5
]^TiJ&

]SKl
a

5^ciJKl&1
]^ciJMn~SMn2SMn

a !&

]SKl
a

. ~9!

The first term on the right-hand side of~9! is the result of
direct averaging of the constantsciJKl , which can obviously
serve as a first approximation to constantsciJKl* . The other
terms take into account the elastic, electric, and piezoele
interactions between the crystallites and the surround
polycrystalline medium. Their contribution is refined by
erative procedure. To do this, the effective constants~9! ob-
tained in the preceding iteration are used as matrix const
ciJKl* in the subsequent iteration, which permits one to cal
late the changesSMn2SMn

a of the external fields in the tria
crystallite.
s
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2. EFFECTIVE MATERIAL CONSTANTS OF TEXTURED
BaTiO3 AND PbTiO 3

The effective piezoelectric-medium approximation h
been used by us to calculate the dielectric, piezoelectric,
elastic constants of thin polycrystalline barium titanate~BT!
and lead titanate~PT! films at room temperature. The startin
data were taken from experimental measurements20 of elastic
compliancessi j

E at constant electric field, piezoelectric coe
ficientsdi j and dielectric permittivities« i j

S at constant strain
made on single-domain BT and PT single crystals.~We are
going to use in this Section the matrix notation of Voigt21 for
the elastic and piezoelectric constants.! These data were use
directly to calculate the properties of films with singl
domain crystallites, and the elastic rigiditiesci j

E and piezo-
electric coefficientsei j entering Eqs.~1!–~9! were derived
from si j

E and di j using the well-known relations21 ci j
Esjk

E

5d ik andei j 5dikck j
E (d ik is the Kronecker symbol!.

The calculations were performed for a number of mo
distributions of grain-lattice orientations relative to the su
strate. These distributions were described by means
F(u,w,c) functions of the three Euler angles specifying t
orientation of the crystallographic axes in a crystallite w
respect to the substrate frame. The distribution functio
F(u,w,c) corresponding to the crystalline textures chara
teristic of ferroelectric films prepared usually at temperatu
above the Curie point1 were found based on the followin
considerations.

It was assumed that all grain-lattice orientations in
forming paraelectric film are equally probable. In this ca
the film becomes textured in the course of the ferroelec
transition and is induced by the internal stresses create
the film by the 2D clamping at the substrate. The stres
state existing in the film directly before the transition d
pends primarily on the difference between the therm
expansion coefficients of the paraelectric film and of the s
strate.~The stresses generated during the film growth on
substrate surface may provide an additional contributi
Ref. 22.! If the substrate is an amorphous solid or a crysta
cubic, tetragonal, or hexagonal symmetry with the surfa
perpendicular to the highest-order symmetry axis (x3 axis!,
then only normal stressesT11 and T22, which are equal in
magnitude, will be, on the average, nonzero. In this typi
situation the actual form of the texture will depend only
the sign of these stresses.

In a compressed film, spontaneous polarization in
single crystallite should arise along the pseudocubic a
which is the least misoriented with respect to the subst
surface normal~the c texture!. This is energetically prefer-
able, because it reduces the elastic energy built up in
film. ~In BT and PT, the lattice is extended along the po
axis and compressed in transverse directions.23! If the effec-
tive misfit strain in a heterostructure has a large enou
negative value, the resultingc texture will be stabilized un-
der further cooling of the film.10

For the same reason, crystallite polarization in a fi
under tensile stress should align with the pseudocubic
oriented closest to the substrate surface~the a texture!. Be-
cause our analysis is made using linear theory, we ass
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the crystallites in thea texture to transfer to the tetragon
state typical of free BT and PT crystals at roo
temperature.23 Accordingly, we ignore the possibility of a
transformation of the stable phase under two-dimensional
tension of the film.10

We can thus assume that the polar-axis orientation
crystallites in an unpolarizedc-textured film are distributed
uniformly within two solid angles specified by the inequa
ties 0<u,u** 5arctanA2 andp2u** ,u<p ~for any w
and c), whereu is the angle made by the polar axis of
single-domain crystallite with the surface normal of the su
strate. In the case of thea texture, the grain polar axes wi
be distributed uniformly outside the above solid angles.
describe the changes in the corresponding distribution fu
tionsFc andFa in a film polarized by an external fieldE, we
shall use the following simplest model of polarizatio
switching. Since 90° turns of the spontaneous polariza
vector Ps in crystallites are energetically unfavorable b
cause of the 2D clamping of the film which stabilizes t
initial orientations of the four-fold axes, we shall assume
switching to occur only in 180° turns ofPs . Neglecting fur-
ther the effects due to electrostatic interaction among
crystallites, we shall assume that the polarization in a cr
tallite switches simultaneously throughout the crystallite v
ume as soon as the external fieldE cos (p2w) along its polar
axis has reached a critical valueE* . Then, for a given field
strengthE.E* , thePs vectors will reorient in all crystallites
where the initial deviationu of the polar axis from the field
direction E exceeds the threshold valueu* 5p
2arccos (E* /E). This model yields the following relation
for the distribution functionFc of crystallites in orientation
in a poled film withc texture:

FIG. 1. Theoretical dielectric constants« i i*
T of a c-textured BT film vs

normalized residual polarizationPr /Ps . The curve labeled«33*
f (Pr /Ps)

describes the effective film permittivity measured in a standard experim
x-

of

-

o
c-

n

e

e
s-
-

Fc~u* !55
1

4p2~12cosu** !
, 0<u,u* ,

1

8p2~12cosu** !
,

u* <u,u**
p2u** <u,p2u* ,

0, u** <u,p2u** ,

p2u* <u<p,
~10!

where the threshold angleu* increases from zero tou**
5arctanA2 in the course of the film polarization. For pole
films with a texture, the distribution functionFa has the form

Fa~u* !55
0, 0<u,u** , p2u* <u<p,

1

4p2cosu**
, u** <u,u* ,

1

8p2cosu**
, u* <u,p2u* ,

~11!

where the threshold angle varies fromu** to p/2.
Equations~10! and ~11! were used to calculate the e

fective material constants of textured BT and PT films w
various degrees of polarization. The latter was character
by the residual macroscopic polarizationPr determined as
Pr5(12cos 2u* )/4(12cosu** ) for the c texture, and as
Pr5(cos 2u** 2cos 2u* )/4cosu** for the a texture. The re-
sults of the calculations are presented in Figs. 1–4
Tables I and II only for the dielectric permittivities« i j*

T at
constant stresses, piezoelectric coefficientsdi j* , and elastic
compliancessi j*

E , which are usually measured experime
tally. These constants were determined by means of
relations21 si j*

Ecjk*
E5d ik ,di j* 5eik* sk j* E , and « i j*

T5« i j*
S

1dik* djl* ckl*
E using the theoretical values ofci j*

E (Pr),
ei j* (Pr), and« i j*

S (Pr) calculated from Eq.~9!. ~Numerical

t.

FIG. 2. Theoretical permittivities« i i*
T of a c-textured PT filmvs residual

film polarization. The curve labeled«33*
f illustrates the observed dielectri

response of the film.
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calculations made by successive approximations require
to 15–20 iterations to reach a self-consistent result.!

Turning now to a discussion of the results obtained,
note first of all that the material properties of textured film
are naturally anisotropic. The degree of anisotropy is part
larly large for the dielectric properties of BT films because
single-crystal BT having a large ratio«11/«33'16.20 The
anisotropy depends on the type of crystalline texture
manifests itself stronger inc-textured films. In contrast to BT
films, PT films exhibit a considerable anisotropy in elas
properties, because for this single crystals33

E /s11
E '5.20

As seen from Tables I and II, the dielectric permittivi
«33*

T of c-textured films grows substantially with polarizatio
whereas ina-type films all dielectric constants remain pra
tically unchanged. Note also that the«33*

T (Pr) relation ex-
hibits a certain nonlinearity~Figs. 1 and 2!. The piezoelectric
coefficientsdi j* of c-textured films increase in absolute ma
nitude practically linearly with residual polarizationPr ~see
Figs. 3 and 4!, and the maximum polarization-induced valu
of di j* reached in these films turn out to be substantia
larger than those in films with thea texture~Tables I and II!.
The weaker effect of polarization on the dielectric and pie
electric constants ofa-textured films is due primarily to the
fact that 180° switching produces a much smaller maxim
polarization ina-textured films (Pr /Ps>0.29) than it does
in films with c texture (Pr /Ps>0.8).

FIG. 3. Theoretical piezoelectric coefficientsdi j* of a c-textured BT film vs
normalized residual polarization. The curve labeledd33*

f (Pr /Ps) describes
the effective piezoresponse of the film observed in a standard measure
procedure.
up

e

-
f

d
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The results obtained fora-type films may need refine
ment, however, because they describe an ensemble of si
domain crystallites whereas, for the grain whose four-fo
axis oriented parallel to the surface of an extending subst
crystallite, twinning is energetically preferable.11,24,25In con-
nection with, this we have calculated material constants fo
model polydomaina texture, where all crystallites have
layered 90°-domain structure. It was assumed that the tr
verse dimensions of all 90° domains are the same and s
compared to grain size, and that the domain walls are fix
We used as starting data the theoretical values of the ef
tive material constants for polydomain crystallites, whi
characterize the response of a crystallite as a whole to ex
nal actions. These constants were calculated by the dom
structure averaging procedure26 using experimental values20

on single-domain tetragonal BT and PT crystals. The ma
ces obtained by this averaging procedure relate already to
rhombic rather than tetragonal crystal symmetry. Und
these conditions it appears reasonable to describe the te
by prescribing the grain distribution in orientation of th
twinning axis, which is perpendicular to the four-fold axes
domains of both types, and in orientation of the polar gr
axis, along which its mean polarization vector is directed

Obviously enough, in the course of domain-structure f
mation the twinning axis of a grain in a film fixed to a
extended substrate will be the pseudocubic axis which is
least misoriented with respect to the substrate normal~in a

FIG. 4. Theoretical piezoelectric coefficientsdi j* of a c-textured PT film vs
residual film polarization. The curve labeledd33*

f describes the observed
piezoresponse of the film.ent
TABLE I. Effective dielectric permittivities« i i* /«0 , piezoelectric coefficientsdi j* ~in pm/V!, and elastic compliancessi j*
E ~in 1023 GPa21) of polycrystalline

barium titanate films.

Film «11
T «33

T «33
f d15 d31 d33 d33

f s11
E s12

E s13
E s33

E s44
E s66

E

c-texture,Pr50 1793 701 701 0 0 0 0 5.23 21.93 22.19 6.68 17.3 14.3
c-texture,Pr50.79Ps 1933 829 694 252 245.4 114 53.5 5.33 21.87 22.33 6.92 19.9 14.4
a-texture,Pr50 1089 2032 2032 0 0 0 0 6.29 22.31 22.2 5.34 15.2 17.21
a-texture,Pr50.29Ps 1082 2080 1995 38.6 238.6 81.9 38.9 6.31 22.3 22.23 5.40 15.3 17.23
Twinneda-texture,Pr50 894 1513 1513 0 0 0 0 6.25 22.26 22.11 5.32 16.6 17
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TABLE II. Effective dielectric permittivities« i i* /«0 , piezoelectric coefficientsdi j* ~in pm/V!, and elastic compliancessi j*
E ~in 1023 GPa21) of polycrystalline

lead titanate films.

Film «11
T «33

T «33
f d15 d31 d33 d33

f s11
E s12

E s13
E s33

E s44
E s66

E

c-texture,Pr50 107 74 74 0 0 0 0 4.78 21.45 21.34 8.37 16.0 12.46
c-texture,Pr50.79Ps 116 93 91 51.3 24.8 50.2 46.2 4.80 21.43 21.40 9.10 16.8 12.45
a-texture,Pr50 87 113 113 0 0 0 0 6.77 21.30 21.53 4.57 13.5 16.13
a-texture,Pr50.29Ps 88 115 115 16.7 20.56 12.8 12.5 6.78 21.29 21.54 4.63 13.6 16.14
Twinneda texture,Pr50 82 101 101 0 0 0 0 7.14 20.32 21.10 4.83 14.6 14.9
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structural transition, the lattice can undergo only compr
sive strain along the twinning axis!. One may therefore as
sume that the crystallite twinning axes in an unpolarized fi
with polydomaina texture will be oriented uniformly within
two solid angles given by the inequalities 0<u,u**
5arctanA2 andp2u** ,u<p, whereu is now the angle
between the twinning axis and the substrate normal. As
the polar axes of the crystallites, they should be uniform
distributed in all directions compatible with the give
twinning-axis orientation.

We used the corresponding distribution function to c
culate the effective constants of an unpolarized film w
polydomaina texture. The results obtained~see Tables I and
II ! show that grain twinning practically does not affect t
elastic compliancessi j*

E of BT and PT films. At the same
time this process may reduce substantially the transvers
electric permittivity«33*

T of the film, as this is seen for a BT
film ~Table I!.

In conclusion, let us analyze the effect of the substr
on the results of experimental measurements of the diele
and piezoelectric constants of ferroelectric films. It
known10 that 2D film clamping generates mixed bounda
conditions, because dielectric measurements leave
changed the strainsS11, S12, and S22 and the stresse
T13, T23, andT33. Accordingly, the observed film dielectri
permittivities« i j*

f should differ both from the« i j*
T constants

at fixed stress and from the permittivities« i j*
S at constant

strain. By writing piezoelectric equations relating the stres
and electric induction in a film to strains and electric field
macroscopic level, and using the appropriate boundary c
ditions, one can readily derive expressions connecting,
instance,« i j*

f with « i j*
S . The dielectric response along th

substrate normal, which is usually measured experiment
for heterostructures with the symmetry of macroscopic pr
erties under study here can be written

«33*
f5«33*

S1
e33*

2

c33*
E

. ~12!

Equation ~12! was used by us to calculate the dependenc
«33*

f on residual polarization in textured BT and PT film
The results of the calculations, presented in Figs. 1 and 2
Tables I and II, show that 2D clamping, as expected, redu
the observed film permittivity«33*

f compared to the permit
tivity «33*

T at constant stress. The difference between«33*
f and

«33*
T increases with increasing piezoelectric constants of
-
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film, and in BT films with a large residual polarization,«33*
f

turns out to be even smaller than that in an unpolarized fi
~Fig. 1, Table I!.

The observed piezoelectric response of a thin film sho
differ also from that of the corresponding bulk sample27

When studying the inverse piezoelectric effect, this is due
an electric-field-induced change in internal stresses in
film. One can readily show that the effective film piezoele
tric coefficientd33*

f , which has recently become a subject
intensive investigation,27,28 can be calculated within our ap
proach asd33*

f5e33* /c33*
E . Calculations ofd33*

f show that 2D
clamping of a film brings about a decrease of its piezoelec
coefficient compared to the theoretical value ofd33* ~see Figs.
3 and 4 and Tables I and II!, so that in BT films, for instance
d33*

f may differ by more than two times fromd33* .
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Model of the lattice dynamics and study of the vibronic structure of intracenter
transitions in ZnO : Ni 12 crystals

A. N. Kislov* and V. G. Mazurenko
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This paper presents a calculation of the defect vibrations induced in a ZnO : Ni crystal by the
Ni12 impurity. The computations are done by a recursive method in the shell model.
Based on the model calculations, the vibronic structure in the absorption spectra of the intracenter
d–d transitions in the ZnO : Ni crystal is interpreted. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01612-8#
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Crystals of zinc oxide ZnO doped with impurities of th
3d transition metals are widely used in various areas of te
nology because of the features of some of their chemical
physical properties. The study of the vibrational properties
these crystals is of special interest. Extensive experime
material has been accumulated on the vibrational spectr
ZnO crystals with impurities of the 3d elements.1,2 However,
the experimental data do not always make it possible
study in detail the change of the phonon spectrum whe
defect is introduced into the crystal. Numerical methods t
depend on definite theoretical models must be used.
most promising method for studying the vibrational prop
ties of crystals with defects is the recursive method of Ref
This has proven to be one of the few suitable methods
modelling the lattice dynamics of ionic crystals in which
substantial role is played by the long-range Coulomb in
action with charged defects. Calculations by this method
the vibrational spectrum of certain defect crystals with io
bonding have been reported in a number of papers.4,5

The goals of this paper are to model the vibrational sp
trum of the ionic–covalent crystal ZnO with a nickel imp
rity Ni12 (3d8) in a neutral state relative to the crystal latti
and to use this calculation as a basis for interpreting
vibronic structure of the zero-phonon line of the followin
intracenter d–d transitions: A123T1(F)→A123T1(P),
A123T1(F)→E23T1(P),2,6 A123T1(F)→A123T2(F),
andA123T1(F)→E23T2(F).7

1. TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

The essential problem in modelling the structure and
tice dynamics of crystals with impurities is to correctly d
scribe the interaction not only between the ions of the cry
matrix but also between the impurity and the other ions
the crystal. Because of the complexity of this problem,
approach is widely used in practical calculations for the
ides of many elements8–10 in which it is assumed that th
interaction between the ions is pairwise and central, wh
the polarizability of the ions is taken into account by usi
2001063-7834/98/40(12)/4/$15.00
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the shell model. In this phenomenological model, the io
ion, ion–shell, and shell–shell interaction potentialUi j (r ) is
represented by a sum of short-rangeVi j (r ) and long-range
Coulomb terms,

Ui j ~r !5Vi j ~r !1ZiZj /r ~1!

in which, when writing the Coulomb part, it is assumed th
the ions are points and that their charges are constant.
short-range partVi j (r ) consists of the Born–Mayer term
which describes the repulsion of the ions because of ove
of their electron shells, and a term responsible for
dipole–dipole interaction of the ions:

Vi j ~r !5Ai j exp~2r /r i j !2Ci j /r 6, ~2!

where subscriptsi and j number the ions and the shell
which lie at a distancer from each other, andAi j ,r i j , and
Ci j are constants of the interaction potential that depend
the type of ion.

For the ZnO crystal, the parametersAi j ,r i j , andCi j , as
well as the charges of the shells and the coupling const
of the nucleus and the shell, are given in Ref. 9. The para
eters of the short-range part of the interaction poten
Vi j (r ) in that paper were fitted to the elastic constants a
permittivity. In doing so, the stability of the ZnO crystal wa
determined for the case in which it has cubic structure. T
results of our calculations of the dispersion curves for a nu
ber of highly symmetrical directions of the Brillouin zone o
the basis of these parameters showed that it was impos
to use them in further theoretical calculations, since the
havior of the acoustic and optical branches qualitatively d
fers from the experimental data.11 In this paper, we used an
approach in which the parametersAi j ,r i j , and Ci j in the
ZnO crystal were determined on the basis of the kno
short-range potential for a pair of ions with a similar electr
structure, namely nickel Ni21 and oxygen O22 ions. Starting
from different sets of parameters of the short-range poten
presented in Refs. 8–10 for the NiO crystal, and fitting t
results of the calculation to the experimental frequencies
high-symmetry directions of the Brillouin zone, we obtain
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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a set of parameters~Table I! that gives a good description o
the dispersion curves for the ZnO crystal~Fig. 1!. We should
point out that, when the parametersAi j ,r i j , andCi j ~Table
I!, the charges of the shells, and the coupling consta
~Table II! were chosen, the stability of the crystal lattic
relative to the lattice parametersa53.25 Å andc55.21 Å
was taken into account in terms of the method of molecu
statics.12

It is well known that zinc oxide crystallizes in the he
agonal wurtzite structure with four ions in the primitive ce
and is characterized by a space group of symmetryC6v

4 . Its
phonon spectrum consists of nine optical and three acou
branches, which, when the wave vectorq is zero, are classi-
fied in four types:A1, B1, E1, and E2, determined by the
irreducible representations of space groupC6v

4 . The vibra-
tions of symmetryB1 are inactive in the Raman spectru
and the IR absorption spectrum. The vibration of typeE2 is
active only in the Raman spectrum. A vibration of typeA1,
polarized along the hexagonalC axis, and a vibration of type
E1, polarized perpendicular to theC axis, are observed in th
IR absorption and Raman spectra. The phonon branche
the optical dipole vibrations that transform as a polar vec
under symmetry operations and are active in the IR abs
tion spectra split because of interaction with the electrost
Coulomb field into longitudinal (LO) and transverse (TO).
It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the calculatedLO–TO split-
ting is somewhat different from the experimentally observ
value.

When physical processes that occur with the partici
tion of phonons are being interpreted, important informat

TABLE I. Parameters of the interionic interaction potentials in ZnO.

Interacting ions Ai j , eV r i j , Å Ci j , eV•Å 26

Zn12– Zn12 890 0.3 0
Zn12– O22 1934 0.2792 0
O22– O22 88760 0.149 0

FIG. 1. Results of the calculation of the dispersion curves for a ZnO cry
The squares show the experimental values.10
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comes from local vibrations of definite symmetry, which a
characterized by the symmetrized local densities of sta
~SLDS! of the phonons. In the recursive method, the diag
nal elements of the Green’s function, associated with
dynamic matrix of an ion cluster in real space, are used
calculate the SLDS of the phonons. The accuracy with wh
the SLDS of the phonons is calculated in the recurs
method is determined by the size of the cluster under c
sideration. A study of the phonon spectrum by the recurs
method in the rigid-ion model showed that, when the Co
lomb long-range interaction is explicitly taken into accou
the necessary accuracy of the calculations is achieved f
cluster made up of 1000–1500 ions. In the shell mod
computer-time expenditures substantially increase when
computations involve a dynamic matrix. The technology
sparse matrices currently makes it possible to consider c
ters of up to 1000 ions.

When a Ni12 impurity is introduced into the ZnO crys
tal, the crystal vibrational states that show up in actual p
cesses are distorted. The defect has a substantial influen
the motion of the nearest-neighbor ions. Because of this,
most significant information concerning the vibrations of
crystal with a defect comes from the SLDS of the phono
projected onto the region made up of the first coordinat
sphere~CS!. The Ni12 impurity that replaces the Zn12 ion in
the ZnO crystal breaks the translational symmetry, and
point group of the positional symmetry of the impuri
~groupC3v) must be taken into account when describing t
vibrations. The 15-dimensional vibrational representation
the defect region that includes the first CS breaks up i
irreducible representations of point groupC3v :

G~15!54A11A215E. ~3!

Choosing the basis vector of the irreducible represen
tion, obtained by the standard methods of group theory,
the initial vector, we calculate by the recursive method
SLDS of the given symmetryG for an ideal crystal,GG

0(n),
or for a defect crystal,GG(n). The maxima in theGG(n)
spectrum that do not coincide with the features inGG

0(n)
determine the vibrations of symmetryG induced by the Ni12

impurity in ZnO.
The static distortion of the crystal field by the Ni12 im-

purity was computed in the approximation of the method
molecular statics. The calculations showed that the shif
the equilibrium position of the nearest neighbors of t
nickel is very insignificant and can be neglected. This
explained by the similarity in the behavior of the short-ran
part of the interaction potential for Zn12 and Ni12 ions in a
ZnO crystal and consequently by the small difference of
matrices of the force constants for the given ions used in
method of molecular statics.

TABLE II. Parameters of the shell model for a ZnO crystal.

Ion Charge of shell,ueu Coupling constant, eV•Å 26

Zn12 3.7492 116.40
O22 22.9345 51.78

l.
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The technique described above was used to calculate
SLDS of phonons with symmetryA1, A2 andE. Figure 2, for
example, shows the calculated SLDS of the vibrations p
jected onto the displacement of symmetryA1 of the Zn12 ion
in a ZnO crystal and of the Ni12 ion in ZnO :Ni12. It can be
seen that two resonance vibrations appear at frequen
nNi(A1)52.8 and 6.8 THz in which the impurity itself par
ticipates. The calculations do not predict the existence
defect vibrations of typeA1 in which the impurity is at rest.

2. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

When a nickel impurity is introduced into the ZnO la
tice, a perturbation responsible for the distortion of the cr
tal lattice appears. This perturbation can be represented
set of phonons with which the electronic ground state of
impurity interacts. The symmetry of these vibrations is d
termined by the irreducible representations present in the
composition of the symmetrized product of the irreducib
representation@Ga

2# according to which the wave function o
the electronic ground state (a) transforms under symmetr
operations. For Ni12 in a ZnO crystal, the ground state of th
d8 configuration isA1. Therefore, the change of the equilib
rium positions of the ions when a Ni12 impurity in the
ground state is present in the ZnO crystal is associated
vibrations of symmetryA1.

The study of optical transitions in which phonons pa
ticipate provides an understanding of the actual picture of
internal interaction processes of radiation with matter. Int
center transitions between the impurity levels are possibl
a ZnO : Ni12 crystal. The zero-phonon line of such a tran
tion is accompanied by vibrational satellites caused by
emission of a phonon due to electron–phonon interact
The intensity of these satellites depends on the square o
matrix element of the perturbation operatorf that translates
the system from one electron state~a! to another (b), on the
value of the electron–phonon coupling of the transition, a

FIG. 2. SLDS of the vibrations projected onto a displacement of typeA1

symmetry of a Zn12 ion in a ZnO crystal~solid curve! and a Ni12 ion in
ZnO : Ni12 ~dashed curve!.
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on the density of the phonon states of a crystal with an
purity. Moreover, limitations determined from well-know
selection rules are imposed on an intracenter transition.

For ZnO : Ni12 crystals, the low-temperature absorptio
spectra for intracenterd–d transitions of typeA123T1(F)
→A123T1(P) and A123T1(F)→E23T1(P) are shown in
Refs. 2 and 6, and those for transitions of typeA123T1(F)
→A123T2(F) and A123T1(F)→E23T2(F) are given in
Ref. 7. The presence of such transitions is caused by split
of the 3F and3P states of the free Ni12 ion by a tetrahedral
crystal field of symmetryTd . The resulting states are d
vided by spin–orbit coupling into a series of energy lev
that in turn, under the action of the actual trigonal fieldC3v ,
are again split into sublevels of definite symmetry. T
ground state from which transitions occur for a Ni12 ion in a
ZnO crystal is theA123T1(F) state; at liquid-helium tem-
peratures, only the zeroth vibrational level is occupied in

If the radiation that interacts with the vibronic state a
produces the vibronic transition hasp polarization, i.e., if it
is polarized in the orientationEiC ~whereE is the electric
vector of the radiation!, the electric dipole moment operato
transforms according to irreducible representationA1. For
radiation withs polarization (E'C), the electric dipole mo-
ment operator that determines the transition probabi
transforms according to an irreducible representation of t
E. In this case, according to the selection rule, states of s
metry A1 andE can be dipole-active. AnA1→A1 transition
is then allowed forp-polarized radiation, whileA1→E is
allowed for s-polarized radiation. Moreover, for an intrac
enter transition of typeA1→A1, the zero-phonon line is ac
companied by a phonon sideband consisting of vibrations
A1 symmetry. With a transition of typeA1→E, a vibration
of E symmetry contributes to the creation of the vibration
satellite.

Reference 7 shows the absorption spectra of a Z
crystal doped with Ni12 for the transitionsA123T1(F)
→A123T2(F) andA123T1(F)→E23T2(F). The intensity
of the vibrational background is insignificant in these sp
tra. Strengthening of the structure of the spectrum associ
with vibrations of typeA1 is observed in the region of fre
quencies 3.1, 7.4, and 16.4 THz, while that associated w
type-E vibrations is observed around 4.8, 14.4, 16.4 THz.
rigorous analysis of the vibronic satellites is difficult in th
case. However, it can be noted that maxima close to th
frequencies are present in the calculatedGG(n) spectra for
the corresponding symmetriesA1 ~Fig. 3! andE.

A more detailed interpretation can be carried out for a
sorption spectra involving the transitionsA123T1(F)
→A123T1(P) and A123T1(F)→E23T1(P).6 The vibra-
tional background of the spectra possesses a rich struc
Table III shows the frequencies corresponding to the po
tions of the most intense peaks. This table also gives
frequencies of the positions of the features in the calcula
GG(n) spectra of the SLDS for vibrations of symmetryA1

and E. Good correlation is observed between the frequ
cies. It can be asserted that the two lines in the vibro
structure determined by vibrations of symmetryA1, at fre-
quencies 3.2 and 7.0 THz, are caused by the interactio
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resonance vibrations of the Ni12 impurity with the electronic
transition. The interpretation of the other lines is analogo
to the interpretation of those in Ref. 6, where the position
the lines was compared with the position of the critic
points of the dispersion curves at the frequency of whic
Van Hove singularity is observed in the total density of ph

FIG. 3. Calculated SLDS of vibrations of symmetryA1 projected onto the
defect region bounded by the first CS for a ZnO : Ni12 crystal.

TABLE III. Frequencies of the maxima in the absorption spectra and SL
in a ZnO : Ni12 crystal ~in THz!.

Vibrations of symmetryA1 Vibrations of symmetryE

Calculation Experiment6 Calculation Experiment6

2.8 3.2 2.2 3.0
4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
••• 4.9 6.0 5.8
••• 5.3 8.8 8.6
6.8 7.0 13.6 13.1
8.6 8.1 14.2 15.5

13.6 13.0 16.2 17.3
16.2 16.4
s
f
l
a
-

non states of an ideal ZnO crystal. The analysis of the vib
tional background of the zero-phonon line makes it poss
to assert that its structure qualitatively reflects the form
the SLDS of the phonons, obtained in numerical calculatio
for a crystal with a defect.

The calculations carried out here for defect vibrations
various symmetries for zinc oxide ZnO doped with nick
Ni12 have thus made it possible to connect the obser
vibronic peaks in the spectrum of the intracenter transitio
with the vibrational spectrum of ZnO : Ni12. In analyzing the
vibronic peaks, such an approach is more correct than
approach in which the analysis of the experimental data
based on information concerning the vibrational spectrum
an ideal crystal and neglects the appearance of defect v
tions induced by the impurity.

The authors express their gratitude to A. N. Varaksin
checking the stability of the ZnO crystals with the para
eters of the potentials of the interionic interaction used in
calculations.
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The initiating action of continuous heating on structural remodeling in Ag 3AsS3 crystals
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Russia
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The effect of continuous heating on the characteristics of phase transformations in proustite
(Ag3AsS3) is established. It is shown that continuous heating, like continuous cooling, stimulates
structural remodeling, in this case reducing the temperature of the known phase transitions.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01712-2#
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Phase transformations in crystals are usually stud
with the experimental conditions as close as possible to e
librium. Special attention in this case is paid to therma
stabilizing the sample and eliminating temperature gradie
since the latter produce macroscopic mechanical strain
the crystals and consequently change the temperature or
the phase transitions. However, structural effects are
quently observed that appear as the temperature change
that cannot always be explained by the action of macrosc
strains or relaxation processes during the transition to a
equilibrium state. In this respect, it is interesting to stu
structural processes during continuous cooling and heati

Incommensurately modulated phases are especially
sitive to temperature changes. They show changes in the
havior of the wave vector, the refractive index, the perm
tivity, the global hysteresis characteristics, etc., depending
the history of the sample and the path over which the te
perature is varied in the region of the phase transitions1–3

The resulting anomalies have been associated with the
completeness of the relaxation processes in the defect
system of the crystal and with manifestations of the pinn
of modulations on these defects.

The effect of a continuous temperature variation on
structural characteristics of crystals containing incommen
rately modulated phases was first systematically studied
proustite crystals in our papers.4–6 It was established that
when the samples are continuously cooled, the temperat
of all three phase transitions known for this material
crease, the more so, the higher the cooling rate. The initia
action of continuous cooling was later confirmed on cryst
of thiourea (SC(NH2))2, Rb2ZnCl4, and TMA– ZnCl4 ~the
A2BX4 family!, which also contain incommensurate
modulated phases.7,8 It was also shown that the initiatin
action of cooling is associated neither with mechani
stresses caused by a temperature gradient in the sample
ing cooling, nor with changes in the electron subsystem,
with a change of the dielectric~pyroelectric! characteristics,
nor with any other known factors. However, these results
still insufficient for the detected effect of the induction
structural transformations by continuous temperature va
tion to be regarded as a new physical phenomenon. To ro
out the picture of the physical phenomenon, studies of
influence of continuous heating on the structural characte
2011063-7834/98/40(12)/4/$15.00
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tics of these and other compounds are also necessary.
anomalous influence of continuous heating on phase tra
tions was noted in crystals of gadolinium molybdate and le
orthophosphate,9,10 for which a significant reduction ofTc

was observed when the temperature was rapidly increase
this case, the interpretation of the reduction ofTc was based
on the assumption that the experiment was carried out un
nonequilibrium conditions. The authors explained the red
tion of the transformation temperature in the gadolinium m
lybdate, which is ferroelastic, as the result of the appeara
of tensile stresses in the sample because of inhomogen
heating.

Since, in the case of modulated systems, the anoma
of the physical properties involved incompleteness of
relaxation processes in the defect subsystem of the cry
and manifestations of the pinning of modulations on the
defects, the setup of the experiments becomes the deter
ing factor, with the heating being carried out from a low
temperature phase in which the heterophase fluctuation
the modulated phases are temperature-suppressed. Su
setup prevents the pinning of fluctuations of the incomm
surate phase at the defects, and the initiating effect, if ther
such a thing, must appear in pure form.

The influence of continuous heating on the characte
tics of phase transitions in crystals with incommensur
phases was studied for this paper, using as an example p
tite, which has three phase transitions: normal phase↔ in-
commensurate phase at 60 K, incommensurately modul
↔ commensurately modulated at 48–50 K, commensura
modulated↔ ferroelectric phase at 28–30 K. The pha
transition at 60 K is a second-order phase transition, wh
the phase transitions at 48–50 K and 28–38 K are first-or
phase transitions. The same samples on which experim
were done on the influence of continuous cooling were u
here. The heating from the low-temperature phase was
ried out from liquid-helium temperatures, at which fluctu
tions of the modulated phases are energetically of low pr
ability.

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Thin chips of proustite 13130.02 mm, with the surface
of the chip parallel to the~10.1! plane, were studied. The
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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experiments were run on a DRON-4 x-ray diffractomet
which we automated to allow the temperature and
diffracted-beam intensity to be simultaneously record
while the temperature was continuously varied. The crys
were placed in the well of a liquid-helium cryostat that ma
it possible to continuously heat the sample at an adjust
rate. The heating rate was varied by varying the current
the helium-vapor heater in the well of the cryostat. The te
perature was measured with a thermocouple whose cold
was placed next to the sample, while the second end wa
0 °C. The diameter of the welded ball was 0.5–0.7 mm.

The structural state of the crystal was analyzed from
temperature dependence of the peak intensity of th
(260.6) Bragg reflection. To do this, the detector of t
diffractometer was adjusted to the position of the reflect
close to the phase transition in the high-temperature~or low-
temperature! phase and remained fixed during the heati
When the phase-transition temperatureTc (;30 K! is
reached, because of the sharp change of the
parameters,11 a misadjustment of the sample from the exa
Bragg position occurs, and consequently there is an ab
change of the intensity of the Bragg reflection. This jum
served as a reference point for measuringTc in experiments
with continuous heating. As an example, Fig. 1 shows h
the temperature and the intensity of the Bragg reflection v
ied in one of the experiments. The jump in the intensity
the Bragg reflection corresponds to the phase-transition t
peratureTc .

With rapid heating~cooling!, it was not always possible
to keep the rate of temperature variation (dT/dt) constant. In
this case, the method of least squares was used to mak
estimate of the mean heating rate, which was then use

FIG. 1. Temperature variation~a! and the corresponding intensity variatio
of the (260.6) Bragg reflection~b! for one of the experiments.
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constructing the main characteristics of the process. W
the interval of the temperature variation was large~for 4.2 to
120–140 K, for example!, the estimated heating rate wa
taken as the temperature difference of the beginning and
of the heating, divided by the heating time. However, t
estimated rates of temperature variation were not used
construct the dependences of the transformation charact
tics, but were used only to qualitatively confirm the pr
cesses as they occurred.

It should be especially pointed out that, before beginn
each temperature experiment, the sample was held at
beginning temperature of the heating~cooling! for a long
time, in order to ensure relaxation of possible diffusion p
cesses with characteristic times comparable with the time
one heating~cooling! cycle.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Before carrying out experiments with continuous he
ing, we made certain, as before,4 that continuous cooling
increasesTc above the equilibrium value. For example, wh
the crystal is cooled from a temperature of 35 K from t
commensurately modulated phaseR3c to the ferroelectric
phaseCc at a rate of 20.9 K/min,Tc increases by 3.8 de
grees. It should be pointed out that no pinning of the mo
lation can explain the increase ofTc in this case, since it
would reduce and not increaseTc , just as in the case of the
‘‘instrumental effect,’’ in which the temperature of th
sample does not go beyond the temperature of the coo
vapor.

With continuous heating, a decrease of the transit
temperatureTc heatby comparison with the equilibrium valu
Tc equ is observed; i.e., like continuous cooling, continuo
heating stimulates in proustite crystals phase transformat
that result in an earlier transformation from the low tempe
tureCc phase to the modulatedR3c phase. The dependenc
of (Tc heat–Tc equ) on the heating rate is shown in Fig. 2a.
can be seen from this figure that, as the heating rate
creases, the reduction ofTc first increases and then, begin
ning with a rate of 8–10 K/min, decreases.

The decrease of the inducing action of heating at h
heating rates has, in our opinion, the following explanatio
To make a transition into a new phase state, nucleation c
ters must be formed. In the case of ordering-type phase t
sitions, which we are dealing with here,12 their formation
requires a definite time. If the heating~cooling! rate is large,
while the temperature-variation interval from the beginni
of the heating toTc , as in our case, is small, a number
nucleation centers of the new phase state sufficient for
phase transition either simply cannot form in the time of t
temperature variation~and the structural remodeling occu
at the usual temperature! or forms close to the equilibriumTc

~and then the effect of the stimulating action of continuo
heating is less pronounced!. This conclusion is supported b
the observed dependence of the effect on the initial temp
ture for a constant heating rate~Fig. 2b!. It can be seen tha
the closer the temperature of the beginning of the heatin
to Tc equ, the smaller is the decrease ofTc heat. This result of
a decrease of the effect at high rates also repudiates the
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equilibrium heating mechanism, as we mentioned above.
opposite phenomenon would be observed in that case:
higher the heating rate, the larger the effect would be.

Heat-stimulated structural states are unstable and re
to the initial low-temperatureCc phase after some characte
istic time ~several minutes!. As an example, Fig. 3 shows th
temperature and structural path of an experiment in wh
immediately after a heating-initiated phase transition,
sample was temperature-stabilized~the horizontal section on
the dependence of the thermocouple readings!. It can be seen
from this figure that the crystal returns to the original lo
temperature phase in 16 min.1!

Continuous heating, like continuous cooling, not on
stimulates theCc–R3c transition, but also reduces temper
tureTlock-in ~the lock-in transition! and the temperatureTi of
the transition from the incommensurately modulated phas
the paraphase~the IC transition!. Figure 4 shows the time
dependences of the Bragg reflection (260.0) in the region of
the lock-in andIC transformations for different rates an
initial temperatures of cooling. The steps in the dependen
of the intensity correspond to the lock-in andIC transitions.
For these transitions, as for theCc↔R3c transition, the ac-
tual temperature reduction depends on the heating rate
has a form analogous to that shown in Fig. 2.

The results concerning the stimulating action of contin
ous heating on phase transitions in proustite obtained in
paper, combined with our earlier results concerning
stimulating action of continuous cooling in various crysta
thus give a basis for asserting that continuous tempera
variation is a new, previously unknown factor that acts

FIG. 2. Shift of Tc (Tc heat–Tc equ) vs heating rate~a! and vs the starting
temperature of heating with a constant sample-heating rate equal to 9
min ~b!.
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phase transitions. These results do not provide an expl
tion of the nature of this action. Since all the preceding e
periments were done on crystals containing modulated c
mensurate and incommensurate phases in defi
temperature regions, it is hoped that the nature of the sti
lating action of continuous temperature variation on the ch
acteristics of phase transitions can be explained by carry
out similar studies on crystals that do not contain modula
phases but that undergo phase transformations of the o
ing and shift type.

K/

FIG. 3. Temperature variation~a! and the behavior of the intensity of th
(260.6) Bragg reflection~b! in experiments to determine the characteris
decay time of heat-stimulated metastable states.

FIG. 4. Characteristic behavior of the intensity of the (260.6) Bragg re-
flection in the region of the lock-in andIC phase transitions. The heatin
rate is 16.8~1! and 22.9 K/min~2!. Ti equ560 K andTlock2in equ550 K.
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R3c→Cc transition is caused by the diffraction-extinction effect produc
by microscopic strains of the lattice when heterophase precipitates fo
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The effect of a magnetic field on Jahn–Teller ordering in the monoclinic crystal
RbDy „WO4…2

V. P. D’yakonov, V. I. Markovich,* V. L. Kovarski , and A. V. Markovich
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This paper presents the results of a study of the thermal properties of monoclinic single-crystal
RbDy(WO4)2 at temperatures of 2–15 K and in magnetic fields up to 6 T. From the
results of measurements of the heat capacity and thermograms, two structural phase transitions
are detected, atTc154.9 K and Tc259.0 K. The transformation from the high-
temperature phase to the low-temperature phase occurs via an intermediate phase. The field
dependences of the critical temperatures are found for various magnetic-field orientations.H –T
phase diagrams are constructed forHia andHic. An anomalous increase~by almost an
order of magnitude! of the relaxation time of the system, associated with structural instability of
the crystal lattice, is detected in the region of the structural phase transitions. A symmetry
analysis is carried out, and possible crystal structures of the low-temperature phase are indicated.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01812-7#
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Structural phase transitions caused by the coopera
Jahn–Teller effect can occur in crystals that have a subla
of ions in which the electronic ground state is degenerate
pseudo-degenerate.1 For a dysprosium-ion sublattice, suc
transitions actually occur in a number of compounds: mol
dates, vanadates, and arsenates.1–4 A lowering of the sym-
metry and a reconstruction of the energy spectrum of
Dy31 ion usually occurs in such a transition.

A test that characterizes the Jahn–Teller nature of st
tural phase transitions is the magnetic-field dependenc
the transition temperatures. There is special interest in
case of antiferrodistortion ordering of the distortions in lo
symmetry dysprosium compounds. Thus, in potassiu
dysprosium tungstate KDy(WO4)2, which has a monoclinic
structure in the high-temperature phase, a structural ph
transition of Jahn–Teller type, withTc56.38 K, shows anti-
ferrodistortion behavior and is characterized by strong
isotropy in the magnetic-field dependence of the transit
temperature.5 Moreover, when single-crystal KDy(WO4)2

was studied calorimetrically, an anomalous increase was
tected in the relaxation time of the system after a therm
pulse in the temperature region aboveTc ; this showed that
the crystal lattice is unstable and was an argument in favo
the existence of an incommensurate phase forT.Tc .

The theoretical treatment of Ref. 3 shows that, when
antiferrodistortion structure is disturbed by a magnetic fie
the transition temperature in the low-field region decrea
proportionally to the fourth power of the magnetic field, b
as it approaches the critical value ofHcr , it rapidly decreases
to zero.

The goal of this paper is to carry out calorimetric stud
of monoclinic single-crystal RbDy(WO4)2 in the low-
2011063-7834/98/40(12)/4/$15.00
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temperature region of 2–15 K and at magnetic fields up
6 T in order to detect and study the features and nature of
structural phase transitions.

1. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Rubidium dysprosium tungstate RbDy(WO4)2 belongs
to the class of tungstates of the alkali and rare-ea
elements.6,7 The structure of RbDy(WO4)2 at low tempera-
tures has not yet been studied~only the data for room tem-
perature are known!. The low-temperature phase of rubidiu
dysprosium tungstate undergoes a polymorphic transition
a high-temperature phase at 1098 K. Therefore, single c
tals of RbDy(WO4)2 were grown using a modified Czochra
ski method on an oriented@110# seed crystal. The growth
rate was about 0.05 mm / h.8

Rubidium dysprosium tungstate crystallizes into t
monoclinic a-KY(WO4)2 structure (C2h

6 2C2/c) typical of
a number of double rare-earth tungstates at room temp
ture. The lattice parameters area510.66 Å,b510.45 Å, and
c57.569 Å. The monoclinic angle equalsb594.5°. The unit
cell of RbDy(WO4)2 contains four formula units. The Dy31

ion is surrounded by eight oxygen atoms and has local s
metry C2. The Dy31 cations are located on twofold axes
(L2) symmetry~coinciding with the@010# crystallographic
directions! inside a distorted eight-pointed figure made up
oxygen atoms, in which two of the Dy–O distances exce
the other six, which are similar to each other. The density
single-crystal RbDy(WO4)2 is about 7.79 g / cm3. The
ground state of the dysprosium ion is6H15/2. In the crystal
field of monoclinic symmetry, the multiplet is split into eigh
Kramers doublets.
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The details of the experimental apparatus for measu
the heat capacity and the methodological features of the m
surement were described in detail earlier.8,9 Besides the heat
capacity measurements, quasi-static thermograms were
sured on the same apparatus; the temperature-scanning
was varied over a wide range~0.1–1 K / min! as the tempera
ture was increased but was not adjusted as the temper
was decreased, when it equalled about 0.2 K / min.

The measurements were made on a RbDy(WO4)2

sample with dimensions of about 43330.5 mm and a mass
of 0.0493 g. The sample was mounted on a sapphire subs
20 mm in diameter and 0.3 mm thick, using 0.2 mg of Ap
ezon N vacuum grease. The measurements were made
the magnetic field oriented along thea andc axes of a single
crystal of RbDy(WO4)2.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the temperature depende
of the heat capacityC(T) has singularities in the neighbo
hoods of 4.9 and 9.0 K. TheC(T) anomalies are apparentl
associated with structural transitions, since the rare-e
sublattice becomes magnetically ordered at lower temp
tures (TN50.818 K!.9 They have different characters: Th
first is a delta function atTc154.9 K and is typical of first-
order phase transitions; the second is a wide lambda ano
with a peak atTc259.0 K and is typical of second-orde
phase transitions. The features of the transitions can be m
more precise by using quasi-static thermograms. Actua
the thermogram shows the presence of an area assoc
with a hidden thermal transition in the region ofTc1 ~Fig. 2!
and the absence of such in the neighborhood ofTc2. Figure 2
also shows the dependence of the time derivative of the t
perature,dT/dt, from which the transition temperature wa
determined more accurately than from a thermogram, e
cially when measured in magnetic fields. In the region
Tc2, the derivativedT/dt also made it possible to reliabl
record the transition temperature from the inflection po

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the heat capacity of single-crysta
Dy(WO4)2. The arrows show the positions of the phase-transition temp
tures.
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The thermodynamic characteristics of the first-order ph
transition were determined by the thermogram method: T
interval of the transition is'1 K, the temperature hysteres
is '0.4 K, the change of the enthalpy isDH'0.15 J/mol,
and the corresponding entropy change isDS/R'0.02.

In an earlier investigation of the heat capacity
KDy(WO4)2, we detected a sharp increase~by almost an
order of magnitude! in the relaxation time of the temperatur
of the sample after applying a heat pulse atT.Tc56.38 K.
The relaxation timet in this case was about 20–30 sec f
T,Tc , whereas it was about 150–200 sec forT.Tc . The
situation is similar in RbDy(WO4)2. In the region ofTc1, t
sharply increases from 10–20 sec to 250–300 sec and
only increases very weakly with increasing temperature.

The existence of two phase transitions, of first and s
ond order, as well as the anomalous increase oft for
T.Tc suggests that it is possible that a modulated struc
exists in this temperature region. As follows from an inve
tigation of the thermal10,11 and optical properties,4 such a
phase with modulated order not commensurate with the
tice parameter actually exists in the compositionally simi
compounds MDy(MoO4)2 ~M5Cs,K!. There is also a first-
order phase transition@Tc1542 K for CsDy(MoO4)2 and
Tc1511.5 K for KDy(MoO4)2# and a second-order phas
transition@Tc2559.4 K for CsDy(MoO4)2 and Tc1514.3 K
for KDy(MoO4)2] in these compounds, while the intermed
ate phase is an incommensurate superstructure. When
incommensurate phase is formed, additional phonon sca
ing occurs at spatial structural inhomogeneities. The size
these inhomogeneities is comparable with the free p
length of the phonons. Estimates of the effective mean f
path of the phonons in CsDy(MoO4)2 in the region of exis-
tence of the incommensurate phase gives a value of a
80 Å.11 The appearance of the incommensurate phase
CsDy(MoO4)2 is accompanied by an abrupt decrease~by
about a factor of 2.5! of the thermal conductivity in the re
gion of Tc1. The sharp increase oft in the region ofTc1 in
RbDy(WO4)2 and KDy(WO4)2 is probably also associate
with the jump in the thermal conductivity caused by the fo
mation of the incommensurate phase.

One more feature of theC(T) dependence in

Rb
a-

FIG. 2. Thermogram of RbDy(WO4)2 in the region of a first-order phase
transition. The inset shows the time derivative of the temperature,dT/dt.
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RbDy(WO4)2 is the following: A comparison of the hea
capacity of RbDy(WO4)2 ~Fig. 1! and KDy(WO4)2 ~Ref. 8!
shows that, atT515 K, the heat capacity of the former com
pound is about a factor of 5 greater than that of the lat
Since these compounds have similar composition and st
ture ~at least in the high-temperature phase!, this difference,
in our opinion, can be caused by the presence
RbDy(WO4)2 of additional singularities on theC(T) curve,
associated with the structural transitions forT.15 K.

The effect of a magnetic field on the temperature of
structural transitions was also studied for this paper. T
magnetic field vector was parallel to thea and c crystallo-
graphic axes. The results for the field dependences ofTc1

and Tc2 are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The very existence
structural phase transitions in a magnetic field is evidenc
the antiferrodistortion ordering of the distortions. Measu
ments in the direction of thec axis were made in fields up t
3.5 T. This is associated with the fact that applying lar
fields Hic damages the sample. This phenomenon is ap

FIG. 3. Transition temperatureTc1 vs magnetic field during heating an
cooling along two crystallographic directions.

FIG. 4. Transition temperatureTc2 vs magnetic field along two crystallo
graphic directions. Fitted to Eq.~1! with n52 ~solid curve! and n54
~dashed curve!.
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ently associated with the occurrence of the metamagnetoe
tic effect in RbDy(WO4)2, in which the strain in the crysta
increases sharply when critical magnetic fields are reache
a definite orientation relative to the crystallographic axes.3,12

When this occurs, the magnetic field can induce strain w
the same symmetry as the strains of the sublattice. There
in this effect, the magnetic field, when it reaches a va
comparable with the intersublattice interaction paramet
can transport the crystal into a ferrodistortion phase. It w
predicted earlier that the metamagnetoelastic effect can o
in crystals of double rare-earth tungstates and molybda
and estimates were obtained for the critical magnetic fi
that causes metamagnetoelastic behavior.12 These estimates
gave values ofH;3 –10 T, and this agrees well with ou
experimental results.

We should point out that strong anisotropy of th
magnetic-field dependences ofTc1 and Tc2 is observed in
RbDy(WO4)2, as well as in KDy(WO4)2. It should be
pointed out that the area on the thermogram for the lo
temperature first-order structural transition decreases with
creasing magnetic field, while the value of the hystere
increases. In magnetic fields greater than 3 T, it is imposs
to determine transition temperatureTc1 from dT/dt. The
points on Fig. 4 for the cooling and heating thermogra
coincide, which is evidence that the second-order transi
at Tc2(H) is maintained in a magnetic field.

It is of interest to study the character of the variation
the critical temperature with magnetic field. The experime
tal dependences ofTc1,2(H) were compared with calculate
curves of the form

Tc~H !5Tc~O!2aHn, ~1!

where n52,4. The best agreement with the experimen
points is observed forTc1(H) and TC2(H) curves with
n52. Figure 4 shows the calculated dependences forn52
~solid curve! andn54 ~dashed curve!. As can be seen from
this figure, when the magnetic field is along thea axis in the
low-field region~up to 3 T!, the experimental points are be
described by the curve withn52. With Hic in fields up to
3.5 T, the transition temperatureTc2 is virtually constant, and
therefore such a comparison was not carried out in this c
The field dependence ofTc1(H) in the low-field region is
also best described by Eq.~1! with n52. It should be
pointed out that, in the KDy(WO4)2 crystal, the field depen-
dence of the transition temperature withHia is also best
described by a dependence of the form of Eq.~1! with
n52. Note that, for the curve on the phase diagram co
sponding to the breakdown of the antiferroelastic struct
by a magnetic field, an analytical expression of the form
Eq. ~1! with n54 is obtained in the region of relatively wea
fields.3 Such a dependence is actually confirmed in the c
of the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal,4 in which magnetically in-
equivalent Dy31 centers arise during the transition to th
antiferrodistortion state. As follows from the results of EP
measurements, magnetically inequivalent Dy31 centers do
not appear in RbDy(WO4)2,13 and this is possibly the reaso
for the different behavior of theTc(H) dependences in crys
tals of rare-earth tungstates and molybdates. The behavio
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Tc1,2(H) can also be affected by the lower symmetry of t
crystal lattice of the tungstates relative to the molybdates

As already indicated, there are currently no lo
temperature structural measurements for single-crystal
Dy(WO4)2, and this paper therefore provides a symme
analysis in order to determine the possible types of the l
temperature phase and the symmetry properties of the o
parameter.

We shall start from the fact that the high-temperatu
phase has a monoclinic, base-centered lattice and is
scribed by the space group of symmetryC2h

6 .6,7 There are
five irreducible representations for which a phase transi
is possible in which the volume of a primitive cell double
i.e., the lattice breaks up into two equivalent sublattic
These representations are shown in Table I. For two-ray s
4 and 5, a two-sublattice structure results when a phase
sition occurs over a one-ray channel. Stars 7 and 9 ass
Lifshitz invariants of the form

h1

]h2

]x
2h2

]h1

]x
,

h1

]h2

]y
2h2

]h1

]y
, ~2!

wherex andy are the Cartesian coordinates in a plane p
pendicular to theC2 symmetry axis. Therefore, in the case
stars 7 and 9, the phase transition necessarily goes thr
an incommensurate phase. When a phase transition oc
over stars 4, 5, and 8, a transition through an incommen
rate phase is possible only in a certain region of values of
parameters, where the coefficient of the terms quadrati
the gradient in the Landau functional becomes negat
Moreover, when a transition occurs over the two-ray star
and 5, there is a possibility that four-sublattice structures w
also be formed. As follows from the experimental results
the magnetic-field dependences ofTc1,2 ~Figs. 3 and 4!, the
boundaries of the incommensurate phase do not display
dencies to converge in both directions studied here. This s

TABLE I. Wave vector stars corresponding to a phase transition wit
doubled unit cell.

Symmetry Number of Rays of
point wave-vector star wave-vector star

V 4 (1/2;0;1/2);
(1/2;0;21/2)

L 5 (1/2;1/2;1/2);
(1/2;1/2;21/2)

A 7 (0;1/2;0)
Y 8 (1;0;0)
M 9 (1;1/2;0)
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gests that the phase transition most likely goes along star
7, with the incommensurate structure being modulated i
plane perpendicular to theC2 axis.

The calorimetric studies of RbDy(WO4)2 have thus
shown that the transition from the high-temperature to
low-temperature phase results from at least two struct
phase transitions: atTc154.9 K and atTc259.0 K. This tran-
sition is apparently caused by antiferrodistortion ordering
the distortions and occurs via an intermediate incommen
rate phase. It is found that the low-temperature phase tra
tion is a first-order phase transition, whereas the absenc
hysteresis and flat spots on the thermograms makes it
sible to assume that the second transition is a second-o
phase transition. The results of a study of how a magn
field applied along thea andc crystallographic axes affect
the temperatures of the structural phase transitions sho
strong anisotropy in theTc1,2(H) dependences and also co
firm the antiferrodistortion character of the ordering of t
distortions. As a result of these studies,H –T phase diagrams
have been constructed. A symmetry analysis has been ca
out, and all the wave-vector stars along which a transition
possible into a two-sublattice structure have been indica
The wave-vector stars for which a Lifshiftz invariant exis
have been indicated. Possible structures of the lo
temperature phase have been determined.
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Excitation spectra of a system of two coupled quantum wells
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Quasi-particle spectra, reconstructed by e-h pairing, have been calculated for a system of
spatially separated electrons (e) and holes (h) in ground state. The regions of strong pairing
interaction and significant correlation effects are reached by abandoning the BCS
approximation and using instead interpolation expressions for correlation energies, which depend
functionally on the coefficients of theu2v transformation, with subsequent minimization
of the total energy of the reconstructed state with respect to the parameters of theu2v
transformation. The dependence of the spectra on quantum-well separation and particle
concentration in a system of two coupled quantum wells is discussed. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01912-1#
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Systems with spatially separated electrons (e) and holes
(h) in a system of coupled double quantum wells are pr
ently attracting considerable interest of experimenters,1–4 in
particular, in connection with the prediction of the existen
of superfluidity in this system,5 quasi-Josephson pheno
mena,5,6 and unusual properties in strong magnetic fields7–9.
Phase transitions occurring in systems with spatially se
rated electrons and holes were studied.10,11 One considered
in particular, the formation of a superfluid liquid and th
metal-insulator transition in these systems.

It is of interest to find excitation spectra of spatial
separated electrons and holes in a system of coupled do
quantum wells within a broad range of carrier concentrati
n and quantum-well separationsD, including the regions
with sufficiently strong interactions, where correlation e
fects are essential and the BCS approximation fails. In p
ticular, one can obtain spectra in the liquid exciton phase
well. Observation of these spectra would permit one to f
low the rearrangement in the system associated with spo
neous symmetry breaking. It is calculation of spectra for t
system within a broad range ofD andn that is the objective
of this work.

The Hamiltonian of a system of spatially separatede and
h can be written in the secondary quantization representa

Ĥ5 (
p50

` F S p2

2me
2meDap

1ap1S p2

2mh
2mhDbp

1bpG
1

1

2 (
pp8k

$V~k!@ap
1ap8

1 ap81kap2k1bp
1bp8

1 bp81kbp2k#

22Ṽ~k!ap
1bp8

1 bp81kap2k%, ~1!
2021063-7834/98/40(12)/3/$15.00
-

e

a-

ble
s

r-
s

l-
ta-
s

n

where
ap

1 andbp
1 are the electron and hole creation operato

me5mh are the effective electron and hole masses;
V (k)52pe2/ek is the Coulomb interaction in a layer;

Ṽ (k)5(2pe2/ek) e2kD is the interaction between a
electron and a hole located in different layers;

D is the distance between thee andh layers;
e is the static dielectric permittivity;
me andmh are the chemical potentials determined by t

normalization conditions~we assume thee andh concentra-
tions equal,Ne5Nh5N);

(
p

^ap
1ap&5(

p
^bp

1bp&5
1

2
n,

where n5N/S is the surface particle concentration in th
system, andS is the system area.

Introduce the units e2/e5m5\51, where m
5(memh)/(me1mh) is the reduced particle mass.

The pairing of electrons and holes makes the grou
state of the system unstable.12,13 Spontaneous breaking o
symmetry in a system results in a rearrangement of the
citation spectrum, which is associated with the formation
a nonzero gap in the spectrum caused by electron and
pairing.

The reconstructed quasi-particle spectrum in the Hartr
Fock approximation, renormalized with inclusion of pairin
can be written10,11
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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whereEe (p)5Eh (p)5 1
2E (p), andzp5up /vp is a function

related to the Bogolyubov transformation coefficientsup and
vp , which will be determined by variational techniques. T
momenta in Eq.~2! are measured in units ofp̃F5pF /p0 ,
wherepF5(2pn)1/2, andp05@2*0

` qdq/(11zq
2)#1/2.

To determine the zero-temperature excitation spect
for a liquid consisting of spatially separated electron-h
pairs one has to calculate the dependence of ground-
energy on concentration.

The total energy of the systemEt can be written

Et5EH2F1Ecorr, ~3!

whereEcorr is the correlation energy, andEH2F is the energy
of the system in the Hartree-Fock approximation renorm
ized with inclusion of pairing:10,11

2
EH2F

n
5

4

r s
2p0

4E0

` p3dp

11zp
2

2
A2

p2r s
2p0

3

3E
0

`

pqdpdqE
0

2p

df
V~p2q!1V~p2q!zpzq

~11zp
2!~11zq

2!
,

~4!

wherer s5A1/pn is the mean distance between particles.
We minimized the total energy of the system, which is

sum of the Hartree-Fock and correlation energies, on a c
of trial functions foru for v.

For small momentum transfers, the correlation ene
E1

c is calculated with the use of RPA diagrams construc
based on Green’s functions with inclusion of thee-h
pairing.11 Introducing the notation

Vee
eff~p,p8,q!5Vhh

eff~p,p8,q!5V~q!~upup8up81qup2q

1vpvp8vp81qvp2q

22e2qDupup2qvp81qvp2q!, ~5!

and

Veh
eff~p,p8,q!5V~q!~upvp8up81qvp2q

1vpup8vp81qup2q

22e2qDupup2qvp81qvp2q!, ~6!

we obtain

E1
c5E qdqI1 ,
m
e
ate

l-

ss

y
d

I 152
2

p0
2r s

2F E0

` dv

2p
lnS 11

8p0r s

A2p
E

0

p0
pdpVeff~p,p,q!

3
Ẽ~p!

v21~2Ẽ~p!!2D 1
p0r s

A2
E

0

p0
pdpVeff~p,p,q!G .

~7!

For large momentum transfers, the Green’s funct
should be constructed in second-order perturbation theo11

In this case the quasi-particle energy can be written

E2
c5E qdqI2 ,

I 252
1

4p3r sp0
2E0

p0
pdpkdk

Veff~p,k,q!

E~q!
, ~8!

where

Veff~p,p8,q!52Vee
eff~p,p8,q!1Veh

eff~p,p8,q!,

The correlation energyEcorr for all momentum transfers
can be constructed by harmonic joining, an interpolat
used by Brinkman and Rice14 ~see also Refs. 10,12! to cal-
culate the metallic electron-hole liquid:

I 5
I 1I 2

I 11I 2
. ~9!

Taking into account the correlation effects yields the f
lowing contribution to the energy per pair of particles

Ecorr5E
0

`

qdqI~q!,

and the chemical potential in Eq.~2! can be presented in th
form

m5Et1n
dEt

dn
,

where the total energy of quasi-particlesEt ~a functional of
zp) is given by Eq.~3!.

In contrast to a one-component electron gas, the vert
in these diagrams for calculation of the total ground-st
energy Et of the system are renormalized because
electron-hole pairing, and depend on the transformation
efficientsup andvp .

The variational calculation of the total energyEt @Eq.
~3!# was performed numerically. All expressions were p
liminarily made dimensionless using for the units of leng
and energy the radius and energy of a two-dimensional
citon, respectively: a2* 5«0\2/2me2 and Ry2* 5me4/
2«2\2, wherem5(memh)/(me1mh) is the reduced mass.
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The total ground-state energyEt of the system, which is
a sum of the Hartree-Fock and correlation energies,
minimized using a trial functionzp

zp5AS 11
p2

4 D 3/2

1B, ~10!

whereA and B are variational parameters10. The trial func-
tion ~10! was chosen so that, forB50, functionzp

21 coin-
cides with the Fourier transform of the wave function of t
two-dimensional Wannier–Mott exciton~for the semimetal-
lic state,vp50, i.e.,zp→`).

Minimization with respect to the variational paramete
A andB was done by the Monte Carlo technique. The valu
of A andB were chosen at random to calculate the energy
the system. Next the incrementsDA andDB of parametersA
andB were prescribed. At the next step, parametersA andB
were assigned the valuesA1kDA andB1kDB, where the
random numberk50, 1, or 21. The new values of param
etersA andB were accepted if the corresponding energy w
less than the one obtained with the previous values of
parameters, otherwise the new values ofA or B were re-
jected. DA and DB ~the lattice periods on which random
walk takes place! were chosen equal to 102321022 of the
values of the corresponding parametersA andB.

This variational procedure was used to calculate the t
ground-state energy of the systemEt for different values of
parameterr s and different distancesD between thee andh
layers. The value ofzp corresponding to the minimum valu
of the ground-state energy functional was substituted into
expression for the quasi-particle spectrum~2! to obtain fi-
nally excitation spectra for this system with inclusion
electron-hole pairing and electron and hole correlations~see
Fig. 1!.

For D50 andr s→` ~i.e., for concentrationn→0), the
ground-state energy~per onee-h pair! approaches the two
dimensional exciton energy. An earlier publication15 calcu-
lated the dependence of the energy of one exciton in a
tem of a spatially separated electron and hole on interpla

FIG. 1. Reconstructed quasi-particle spectrumE (p) ~in units of Ry2* , p is
the momentum in units ofpF). r s andD: 1 — 2.2, 0;2 — 1.6, 0;3 — 1.0,
0; 4 — 2.2, 0.5;5 — 1.6, 0.5.
s

s
f

s
e
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distance. The results obtained in the present work for qu
particle spectra~Fig. 1! demonstrate in the limit of larger s a
good agreement with the energy of an exciton with a s
tially separated electron and hole~in the limit of small r s ,
the BCS approximation5 holds!. An analysis of the calcula-
tions shows that the influence of correlation effects on qu
particle spectra falls off rapidly with increasing interlay
distance to become negligible already forD*a0* . The val-
ues ofA andB obtained variationally indicate that the exc
ton phase is stable in the abovee-h system for allD ~in an
anisotropice-h system, a Mott transition occurs11!.

The spectrum of new quasi-particles has a gap atT50
for all n andD; this gap decreases with increasing densityn
and increasing interlayer distance, which is associated wi
weakening of thee-h attraction responsible fore-h pairing
with increasingD, and with the screening of thee-h attrac-
tion which increases with increasing densityn. For n→0,
this gap becomes equal to the binding energy of the tw
dimensional exciton. This means that the isotropice-h sys-
tem under study behaves as an insulator for alln and D.
Note that, for large momenta, the spectrum approaches
free-particle spectrumE (p)5p2/2m for all n andD.
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Exciton states in short-period GaAs/AlGaAs superlattices have been studied by optical
orientation and optical dipole-moment alignment methods. The effect of magnetic field in the
Faraday and Voigt geometries on the degree of linear and circular polarization of
photoluminescence have been studied under resonant and nonresonant excitation. The constants
of electron-hole exchange interaction in the exciton have been determined. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02012-7#
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Applying optical carrier-orientation methods to studi
of such quasi-two-dimensional semiconductor objects as
erojunctions, quantum-well~QW! structures, and superla
tices ~SL! permits one to determine a number of importa
parameters characterizing the carrier spectrum in such s
tures. The optical orientation method was used success
to measureg factors, lifetimes, and spin relaxation times
electrons,1 electron-momentum relaxation times;2,3 and, in
short-period SLs, carrier localization processes w
investigated4 and the cross section of exciton formation w
determined5. The exciton optical orientation and alignme
methods were used to advantage in combination with tim
resolved spectroscopy.6–8

Optical orientation of carriers by circularly polarize
pump light produces electron-hole pairs with a giv
angular-momentum projection. The electron and the h
created under nonresonant photoexcitation with photon
ergy in excess of the gap width relax independently of o
another. The degree of circular polarization of the second
luminescence is determined by the sum of the degree
orientation of electrons,re , and holes,rh :

Pcir5
re1rh

11rerh
,

where re5ts
e/te1te (re

0), rh5ts
h/ts

h1th (rh
0) , te and th

are the electron and hole lifetimes,ts
e andts

h are the electron
and hole spin relaxation times, andrh

0 andre
0 are the initial

hole and electron orientations, respectively.
Information on the exciton states can be obtained

studying the degree of circular~linear! photoluminescence
~PL! polarization under resonant circularly~linearly! polar-
ized photoexcitation, as this was demonstrated on b
semiconductors.9,10

Resonant photoexcitation with an energy close to tha
the exciton resonance results in direct creation of the exci
In the case of circularly polarized excitation, the degree
polarization of the secondary luminescence is dominated
the spin relaxation of the exciton as a whole. The differen
2021063-7834/98/40(12)/7/$15.00
t-
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between the degrees of the exciton PL polarization un
resonant and nonresonant photoexcitation is determined
the difference between the mechanisms by which the e
tons and carriers undergo spin relaxation.

Resonant excitation of excitons by linearly polariz
light results in population of a linear combination of exc
tonic states with an angular-momentum projection of11
and21,

u1/2,23/2&6u21/2, 3/2&,

i.e. of states with a given dipole moment.
The degree of linear polarization of the secondary lum

nescence is determined by the processes involving relaxa
of the exciton dipole moment. This phenomenon is cal
optical alignment of exciton dipole moments. Optical alig
ment is possible only under resonant, linearly polarized p
toexcitation.

Investigation of the effect of magnetic field on PL pola
ization under exciton optical alignment conditions is t
most promising tool to probe the structure of excitonic stat
In this way one can determine such exciton parameters as
g factor, the exciton lifetimet, and the electron-hole ex
change interactionD in the exciton.

This work uses the methods of resonant optical orien
tion and optical alignment of exciton dipole moments
magnetic fields oriented in the Faraday and Voigt geomet
to probe free and localized excitons in short-period Ga
AlGaAs SLs and to determine the exciton parameters.

1. THEORY

We are using here the density matrix formalism to d
scribe the optical orientation and alignment of excitons. U
der continuous photoexcitation, the componentsrmm8 of the
exciton density matrix satisfy the equation11

2S ]r

]t D
rec

2S ]r

]t D
sr

1
i

\
@Hexchr#1

i

\
@HB r#5G. ~1!
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The terms on the left-hand side describe the exciton rec
bination, spin relaxation, exchange interaction, and Zeem
effect in the presence of an external magnetic fieldB, andG
is the generation matrix. The electron and hole spins of
e1 –hh1 heavy-hole exciton stateus, j & are us561/2& and
j 563/2, respectively. Electron-hole exchange coupling
systems with symmetryD2d results in a splitting of the
fourfold-degenerate ground state of the exciton (n51) into
three states,A11A21E. The doubly-degenerate stateE with
angular-momentum projectionsu1/2,23/2& andu21/2,3/2& is
dipole active. TheA1 and A2 states with momentau21/2,
23/2& andu1/2, 3/2& are dipole forbidden. Recalling that th
heavy-hole transverseg factor is small enough to be ne
glected, the Hamiltonian linear in magnetic field can be w
ten

HB5
1

2
m0~ge

i sezBz1ge
's'B'1gh

i shzBz!, ~2!

where s la are the Pauli matrices for electrons (l 5e) and
holes (l 5h). In a general case, the electrong factor in a
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs SL is anisotropic,ge

i Þge
' .12 The recom-

bination term (]r/]t)rec is diagonal in the basis of th
A1 ,A2 , andE states,

S ]rn,n8
] t D

rec

52
1

2S 1

tn
1

1

tn8
D rn,n8 , ~3!

wheretn is the lifetime of staten. Obviously enough, the
lifetime t of the dipole-active stateE is shorter than the
lifetime t0 of the dipole-forbidden statesA1 andA2 . If the
relaxation of the electron and hole spins in the exciton p
ceeds independently, and the exchange splitting is sm
compared to temperaturekBT, the term describing spin re
laxation in thes, j basis takes on the form

S ]rs j,s8 j 8
] t D

sr

52
1

ts
eS rs j,s8 j 82

1

2
dss8(

s9
rs9 j ,s9 j 8D

2
1

ts
hS rs j,s8 j 82

1

2
d j j 8(

j 9
rs j9,s8 j 9D . ~4!

The actual form of the generation matrixGmm8 depends es-
sentially on the excitation conditions, namely, whether
excitation is resonant, i.e. the incident-photon energy is cl
to the excitonic resonance energy, or nonresonant, where
citons form through binding of photoexcited electrons a
holes.

Using Eqs.~1!–~4!, one can readily calculate the com
ponentsrmm8 , as well as the luminescence intensityI , cir-
cular polarization of the luminescence

Pcir5
I s12I s2

I s11I s2

~5a!

and linear polarization

Plin5
I 12I 2

I 11I 2
, Plin8 5

I 182I 28

I 181I 28

~5b!
-
n

e

-

-
all

e
e
x-

d

with respect to the orthogonal axes1,2 and1’, 2’, with the 1’
axis turned through 45° relative to axis1. For the secondary
luminescence emitted along the normal to the interface
can write the following relations

I}r1,11r21,21 , Pcir5
r1,12r21,21

r1,11r21,21
,

Plin5
2Re$r1,21%

r1,11r21,21
, Plin8 5

2Im$r1,21%

r1,11r21,21
. ~5c!

Section 2 presents experimental data obtained o
type-I SL and compares them with theory. We are going
use the following simplifying assumptions: we neglect t
term describing the spin relaxation of excitons in Eq.~1! and
take into account only that of free carriers before they co
bine to form the exciton~under nonresonant optical excita
tion!.

2. EXPERIMENT

We studied type-I GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As SLs grown by
MBE on ~100!GaAs. The structures were not doped inte
tionally, and the background impurity concentration w
1015 cm23. The SL period varied from 35 to 50 Å, and th
number of periods in all samples was 50. To reduce t
minimum the effect of the surface, the SLs were coated b
2000-Å thick AlxGa12xAs cap layer. Low-temperature (T
51.6 K) PL, PL excitation, optical orientation, and refle
tance spectra in Faraday and Voigt geometries were stu
in magnetic fields up to 7 T. The degree of circular and line
polarization was measured by means of a quartz modul
operating as al/4 plate. Time-resolved PL spectra were o
tained under excitation with 2-ps long pulses generated b
mode-locked Ar laser. The PL was measured with a str
camera with 25-ps resolution.

A. Optical alignment of excitons

PL spectra of the studied structures under continu
unpolarized excitation by a HeNe laser at a power level
100 mW/cm2 exhibit a stronge1–hh1 PL line associated
with heavy-hole exciton recombination. We measured refl
tance spectra of these structures and determined the res
frequencies of the excitonic transitions. It was establish
that the Stokes shift between the PL line maximum and
resonant frequency\v0 of the excitonic transition in our
samples does not exceed 1 meV~Fig. 1a!.

No optical alignment effects are observed under n
resonant PL excitation by linearly polarized light with ph
ton energy in excess of the SL gap width (\v.Eg). The
degree of optical orientation under circularly polarized ph
toexcitation is also small and does not exceed 5%.

Resonant excitation with photons of energy\vex,Eg ,
where photon absorption results in direct creation of an
citon, produces optical alignment of excitons if the light
linearly polarized~Fig. 1b!.The observed linear polarizatio
of the excitonic PL exhibits a strong spectral depende
originating from exciton localization processes. The line
PL polarization disappears when\vex is increased aboveEg

of the SL.
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Resonant excitation also brings about a noticeable
crease of the degree of exciton optical orientation as a re
of suppression of the spin relaxation of the carriers form
the exciton. The maximum degree of observed linear
circular polarization is;30% in place of the expected 100%
~Fig. 1b!. This value varies from one sample to another b
does not exceed 40% in our structures. We believe this
crease in the degree of PL polarization to be caused by
polarization in scattering from surface roughness, as the l
enters or leaves the sample. This effect can be taken
account by multiplying the true degree of polarization by
depolarization factorf d,1.

Figure 2a plots the degree of linear polarization of ex
tonic PL obtained in Faraday geometry under quasi-reson
linearly polarized photoexcitationvs longitudinal magnetic
field. Curve1 was taken in the (x,y) axes coinciding with
the pump-light polarization direction, and curve2, in the
(x8,y8) axes, turned through 45° relative to the pump pol

FIG. 1. ~a! Spectrum of a GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As, (20/20 Å)350 superlattice in
the heavy-hole exciton region obtained under He-Ne laser excitation a
K at a power level of 100 mW/cm2. Dashed line shows the position of th
exciton resonance derived from reflectance spectra.~b! Spectral behavior of
the degree of linear polarization of the luminescence,Plin , obtained under
linearly polarized quasi-resonant excitation, and of the degree of circ
polarizationPcir , under circularly polarized excitation, plotted in units
detuning (E02E), whereE is the detected energy, andE0 is the position of
the exciton resonance. Dashed line identifies the position ofEg . The arrow
refers to the excitation energy.
-
ult
g
d

t
e-
e-
ht
to

-
nt,

-

ization. Magnetic field applied in Faraday geometry splits
exciton states with the angular momentum projectionum&
561 and effective excitong factor gexc

i 5uge
i 1ghh

i u. This
results in both a turn of the polarization plane of the linea
polarized light and in its depolarization. The density mat
formalism~see Sec. 1! permits one to derive expressions f
the degree of linearPlin ~circular Pcir) polarization of lumi-
nescence under linearly~circularly! polarized resonant exci
tation in a longitudinal magnetic field:

Pcir~Bz!5Pcir~0!, ~6!

Plin~Bz!5
Plin~0!

11~V it!2
, Plin8 ~Bz!5

Plin~0!V it

11~V it!2
, ~7!

where\V i5gexc
i m0Bz ,t is the exciton lifetime,Bz is thez

component of the magnetic field, andPlin8 is the degree of
linear polarization measured in the (x8,y8) frame. For sim-
plicity we have neglected in Eq.~7! the spin relaxation of the
exciton. Relations~7! describe the magnetic-field-induce

.6

ar

FIG. 2. ~a! Magnetic-field dependence of the degree of linear polarization
the photoluminescence under linearly polarized excitation,Plin (H i), ob-
tained in Faraday geometry. Curve1 was taken in the (x,y) axes coinciding
with the pump polarization, and curve2, in the (x8,y8) axes, turned through
45° with respect to the (x,y) frame. ~b! Magnetic-field dependence of th
degree of linear polarization of the photoluminescence under linearly po
ized excitation,Plin (H'), obtained in Voigt geometry~curve3!; magnetic-
field dependence of the total luminescence intensity~curve4!.
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rotation of the plane of light polarization and its partial d
polarization ~the Hanle effect!. The width of thePlin (Bz)
curve can be written

B1/25~ ugexc
i um0t!21.

Knowing the excitong factor, one can thus determine th
exciton lifetime t, and conversely, by measuring indepe
dently the lifetime, one can derive theg factor. The half-
width of the depolarization curve determined from Fig. 2a
0.2 T. Taking for an estimateugexc

i u'1 yields t5350 ps,
which appears reasonable and can be reconciled with d
measurements of the kinetics. The sign ofgexc

i can be readily
established knowing that of thePlin8 (Bz)/Plin (0) ratio. The
maximum degree of polarization in the (x8,y8) axes reaches
as high as 0.5 of that in the (x,y) frame, which implies the
absence of noticeable in-plane anisotropy.

In Voigt-geometry experiments (B'z), the magnetic
field mixes the dipole-active exciton statesu21/2,3/2& ~or
u1/2,23/2&) with angular momentum61 with the dipole-
forbidden statesu1/2,3/2& ~or u21/2,23/2&) with momentum
62. The amount of this mixing is determined by the relati
magnitude of the Zeeman splittinggexc

' m0B' of the E and
A1 ,A2 states in a transverse magnetic field and the exc
exchange-interaction constantD. Because of the large split
ting of the light- and heavy-hole states, only the electronig
factor contributes togexc

' .
Figure 2b displays the depolarization of optical excit

alignment in a transverse magnetic field~curve 3!. Besides
the depolarizing influence of transverse magnetic field,
observes also an increase in the luminescence inten
~curve 4 in Fig. 2b!. This effect directly demonstrates th
mixing of dipole-active and dipole-forbidden excitonic stat
by transverse magnetic field and implies a large differe
between the lifetimes in these states. The total PL inten
and the degree of linear polarization of the PL in a transve
magnetic field are given by

I ~B'!5I ~0!

11
t

t0
1~11h!u

S 11
t

t0
D ~11u!

, ~8a!

Plin~B'!5Plin~0!

11
t

t0
1u

11
t

t0
1~11h!u

, ~8b!

where

u5
V'

2 tt0

11~Dt̄/\!2
>

1

4S \V'

D D ~t1t0!

tt0
, ~9!

t̄52tt0 /(t1t0), \V'5uge
'um0B' , and it is assumed tha

\/ t̄!D. For simplicity, we have neglected in Eq.~8! the
exchange splittingD1,2 between theA1 and A2 states (D1,2

50 corresponds to cylindrical symmetry, andD1,2Þ0, to
tetragonal symmetry!. In order to obtain the variation ofPlin

in a transverse magnetic field, we assumed that even u
-

-

s

ct

n

e
ity

e
ty
e

er

resonant excitation some excitons are created in the optic
inactive stateu62&, so thatG2,2,G22,22 , and the ratio

h5
G2,21G22,22

G1,11G21,21
~10!

are nonzero. As follows from~8!, I (B')/I (0),(11h) and
Plin (B')/Plin (0)>(11h)21. Besides, becauset0 is much
greater thant, the productPlin (B') I (B') does not depend
on magnetic fieldB.

The fitting of the relationsPlin (B') and I (B') to Eqs.
~8a! and ~8b! is shown in Fig. 2b with a solid line. The fi
yielded the following exciton parameters:

D50.05 meV, gex
' 50.05, gex

i 51, t53.5310210s.

Thus the exciton optical-alignment method permits o
to isolate states within the comparatively broad exciton
minescence band that are responsible for free-exciton rec
bination, and to determine the exciton parameters, nam
the lifetime, g factor, and electron-hole exchange-coupli
constant.

B. Optical orientation of excitons and carriers

In contrast to optical alignment, optical orientation c
be observed both on excitons and free electron-hole pa
i.e., under both resonant excitation involving direct excit
creation and nonresonant optical pumping, where the exc
forms by binding ‘‘nongeminate’’ electrons and holes.
these conditions, the degree of PL polarization is determi
by the spin relaxation of excitons and carriers and can di
strongly, depending on the actual photoexcitation conditio
The circular PL polarization observed under resonant exc
tion with photons of energy 2 meV above the exciton re
nance was 30%, whereas that measured under nonreso
excitation aboveEg of the SL, only 5%. The small degree o
circular polarization in this case is accounted for by t
strong spin relaxation of electrons and holes@note that the
spin relaxation rate of holes is an order of magnitude hig
than that of electrons~see Ref. 13!# due to the linear-in-K
terms in the SL electron miniband.

Figure 3a shows the dependence of the degree of
circular polarization, Pcir5@Pcir(s

1,Bz)2Pcir(s
2,Bz)#/2,

on longitudinal magnetic fieldBz for two different regimes
of photoexcitation by circularly polarized light.

In the case of nonresonant excitation of an SL w
\v.Eg ~curve 1 in Fig. 3a! one observes a substanti
growth of the degree of circular PL polarization,Pcir , in a
longitudinal magnetic field. The degree of polarization i
creases from 5 to 30%, the value observed under reso
excitation with \v'Eg . We associate the small value o
Pcir with the efficient operation of the precession mechani
of spin relaxation by Dyakonov–Perel’. The growth ofPcir

in a weak longitudinal magnetic field is due to suppression
this mechanism and is described by the expression14

1

ts~B!
5S b

\ D K K'
2 tp

11~Vctp!2L .

Here ts is the spin relaxation time,tp is the electron-
momentum relaxation time,Vc5eBz /m'c is the cyclotron
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frequency,m' is the effective electron mass in the lowe
miniband, m'5mxx5myy , and bK' is the electron mini-
band splitting, which is linear inK. The angular brackets
denote averaging over the stationary photoelectron distr
tion function. The halfwidth of thePcir (Bz) curve can be
used to determine the electron momentum relaxation t
tp . For our structuretp'10 ps.

The degree of circular PL polarization under reson
exciton creation directly by photons is maximal and is ind
pendent of the longitudinal-magnetic-fieldBz ~curve2 in Fig.
3a!. The explanation for the absence of a longitudin
magnetic-field effect on the exciton luminescence polari
tion lies in that the Dyakonov–Perel’ mechanism of carr
spin relaxation by precession is no longer effective for loc
ized excitons and is suppressed by free-exciton exchang
teraction. The coincidence of the maximum degrees of
larization in curves 1 and 2 of Fig. 3a supports the
conclusion that the difference of the maximum degree
polarization from 100% is due to some extraneous reas
~for instance, surface roughness!.

In a transverse magnetic field, one observes the Ha
effect on excitons and carriers in Voigt geometry. Figure
plots the degree of circular PL polarization,Pcir , vs trans-
verse magnetic field for two regimes of optical excitation

FIG. 3. Magnetic-field dependence of the degree of circular polarizatio
the photoluminescence under circularly polarized excitation obtained in~a!
Faraday and~b! Voigt geometries under nonresonant~1,4! and resonant
~2,3! exciton excitation.
u-

e

t
-

-
-

r
l-
in-
-

f
ns

le
b

circularly polarized light, namely, at 1 meV above the ex
ton resonance~curve 3! and under nonresonant excitatio
aboveEg of the SL ~curve4!. Curve3 clearly exhibits two
Hanle profiles. One profile is broad, with a halfwidthB1/2

'5 T and a relatively high polarization. The second profi
has a halfwidthB1/2'0.5 T. The broad Hanle profile disap
pears as one crosses over to nonresonant photoexcita
and it can be assigned to the exciton contribution. The n
row profile, associated with the electronic Hanle effect, p
sists under nonresonant excitation as well~curve 4 in Fig.
3b!. The ratio of the exciton and carrier contributions to t
degree of PL polarization varies over the exciton lumin
cence (e–hh1) band profile. The broad depolarization pr
file, representing the exciton contribution, can be expres
as

Pcir~B'!5
Pcir~0!

11~B' /B1/2!
4

, ~11!

B1/2
215uge

'um0S uD12ut
2\D1D2

D 1/2

. ~12!

We have taken here into account the exchange splitting
the termsA1 andA2 : D i ( i 51,2) is the splitting of theE and
Ai levels,D125D12D2 . The assumptionD1ÞD2 results in
a quadratic-in-B' splitting of the exciton doubletE and sup-
pression of optical orientation in a transverse magnetic fie
while not affecting the linear polarizationPlin for h50 and
Bi1 or Bi2.

Thus resonant optical orientation of excitons reveals t
contributions, viz., 1! due to excitons which were create
relaxed in energy and momentum, and annihilated as a w
~the broad Hanle profile!, and 2! due to excitons which ex-
isted at some stage as unbound carriers, combined to f
excitons, and annihilated thereafter~the narrow Hanle pro-
file!. The coexistence of these two contributions implies
presence of SL gap-width fluctuations~Fig. 4!. In these con-
ditions, if photoexcitation is done at energies less than
average SL gap width, there will be regions whereEg is still
smaller. In these regions the pump light creates electron-h
pairs which, while not being bound in an exciton, can s
contribute to exciton luminescence. These fluctuations
comparable in dimensions to the carrier mean free path.

f

FIG. 4. Diagram of the exciton excitation process in the presence of
width fluctuations.
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3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The part played by carrier and exciton localization atEg

fluctuations is seen from the ps-scale luminescence kine
as well~Fig. 5!. One sees in this figure the spectra of the r
time t r and decay timetd of the exciton PL. Also shown is
the spectral behavior of the degree of exciton optical ali
mentPlin .

One can isolate in the exciton PL profile three charac
istic regions:

1! The short-wavelength edge of the exciton PL ba
This region is characterized by a short PL rise time, a la
degree of PL linear polarization, and a comparatively sh
PL decay time. The fraction of the broad~exciton! Hanle
profile is the largest at this edge. This implies that it is p
marily free excitons that contribute to the short-wavelen
wing of the exciton PL line;

2! The central part of the band, the region of the ma
mum in exciton PL. This region exhibits a strong increase
t r , a small degree of linear polarization, and a rise intd .
This suggests that the PL maximum, which lies;1 meV
below the exciton resonant frequency determined from
flectance spectra, is due to luminescence of localized e
tons, where the exciton is localized as a whole, and local
tion does not affect the internal structure of the exciton, a
this is manifest in the weak PL linear polarization;

3! The long-wavelength wing of the luminescence line
characterized by zero linear PL polarization, and larget r and
td . This region originates from luminescence of deeply
calized excitons, where localization and subsequent en
relaxation change the exciton inner structure, a proc

FIG. 5. Luminescence spectrum of a GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As (20/20 Å)350 su-
perlattice in the heavy-hole exciton resonance region.1 — spectral depen-
dence of the luminescence rise timet r , 2 — spectral dependence of th
luminescence decay timetd , 3 — spectral dependence of the degree
exciton optical alignmentPlin . The three characteristic regions of variatio
of Plin ,t r , and td associated with different exciton-localization process
are identified.
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which results in a complete loss of the initial exciton dipo
moment alignment.

Thus optical dipole-moment alignment and resonant
tical orientation of excitons can serve as powerful tools
probe exciton states. By using these methods, we have
ceeded in determining the magnitude of electron-hole
change coupling in the exciton and estimating the excitog
factor. These methods have permitted us to isolate the c
tributions due to free and localized excitons within the re
tively broad structureless exciton-luminescence band.

The results obtained can be summed up as follows.
Measurements in a longitudinal magnetic field pe

formed in Faraday geometry revealed both suppression
the optical alignment signal and rotation of the average
citon dipole moment.

Experiments performed in Voigt geometry in a tran
verse magnetic field revealed partial suppression of exc
optical alignment, which is associated with mixing of excito
states with the total angular momenta61 and62.

It was found that the homogeneous structureless e
tonic PL band can be divided into parts with essentially d
ferent exciton relaxation characteristics, namely, the sh
wavelength wing is due to free-exciton luminescence;
region near the maximum in the luminescence band or
nates from annihilation of localized excitons, where localiz
tion does not bring about a change in the exciton inner str
ture becoming manifest in spin relaxation; and the lon
wavelength wing on the PL line is caused by recombinat
of deeply localized excitons, and in their relaxation and
calization the information on the initial state of the exciton
completely lost.

This work was started with active participation of I. N
Ural’tsev, whose premature death prevented his assistan
the final stage of preparing the paper.
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Study of cluster materials obtained by selective laser photochemistry
D. V. Kolmykov, A. B. Krynetski , and S. S. Fadeeva
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This paper presents experimental results from the study of the characteristics of cluster materials
obtained by resonance laser photochemistry. The effect of the redox reagents used in the
photoprocessing on the size and shape of cluster structures of gold has been studied. The minimum
size of the structures, measured by electron microscopy, is 30–50 nm. When organic acids
are used as redox reagents, fractal structures formed from flat scales are synthesized. Redox
reagents based on alcohols form cluster structures of fractal type consisting of spherical
clusters. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02112-1#
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The modern development of nanotechnologies and v
ous aspects of their applied use have required new met
to be created for obtaining nanoparticles of given shapes
sizes.

Interest in the study of such systems is caused in a
damental respect by the features of the cluster state of m
and in an applied respect by the possibility of synthesiz
promising materials for new technology and engineering1

Cluster materials are based on the groupings of m
atoms surrounded by ligands and lying at distances tha
low direct metal–metal interaction and determine the str
tural type of the material. The possibility of varying the di
tance in the metal–metal system in such structures w
maintaining the collective electronic behavior makes it p
sible to consider the problem of creating materials with va
ous types of interactions, depending on such parameter
the nature and number of the ligands, the degree of oxida
of the metals, etc.

One of the approaches to the creation of metallic
tradisperse particles is to use various forms of radiations2

Laser radiation sources have significantly expanded
possibilities of finding new approaches to the solution of t
problem. The main advantage of laser technology is tha
makes it possible to flexibly control the photoprocess of cl
ter synthesis. Putting it into practice involves using the me
ods of laser photochemistry.

Selective laser action on metal ions in solution, w
resonance excitation of the electron states of the ions, is
pable of reducing them to the neutral state in the presenc
redox reagents. The fixed product of the photochemical
actions in this case will be neutral metals in a stable clu
form.3

The goal of this paper was to study methods of obtain
cluster materials by using selective photochemical proce
stimulated by laser radiation in a solution containing go
ions.
2031063-7834/98/40(12)/3/$15.00
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1. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

A XeCl laser with the following characteristics was us
in the experiments on obtaining cluster materials by the
lective laser photochemistry of ions: wavelengthl5308 nm,
lasing pulsewidtht522 ns, repetition rateF510 Hz, and la-
ser powerP550 MW.

A 1.00069 N solution of HAuCl4 in 1 M HCl was taken
as the starting solution. A standard solution of 0.5 M H
and doubly distilled water were used to prepare working
lutions of HAuCl4 and the redox reagents. Ethanol~abso-
lute!, doubly distilled isopropanol~analytical grade!, formic
acid ~99%!, and glacial acetic acid distilled over Cr2O3 were
taken as reducers@RA#.

The test samples were prepared by the following te
nique: to 2 ml of a 2 mM solution of HAuCl4 in 0.5 M HCl
were added 2 ml of a solution of the redox reagent in 0.5
HCl.

The relationship@RA#@@M 1Z#, where @M 1Z# is the
concentration of gold ions in solution, was maintained in
the experiments.

The solution was carefully mixed until air bubbles we
completely eliminated and was irradiated in a quartz c
with laser radiation for 3 min, with equal exposure interva
(t530 sec!. No anticoagulation stabilizers were used in t
experiments.

The radiation of the excimer laser was transformed b
UV optical system having a 22310-mm exit aperture and a
aperture size of 45310 mm, ensuring uniform irradiation o
the solution.

After each irradiation session, cluster structures cons
ing of reduced metallic gold were precipitated onto a su
strate made from glassy graphite to study their shapes
sizes. The sizes and shapes of the particles were measur
a ‘‘CamScan-4’’ scanning electron microscope in t
secondary-electron emission regime and in the reflec
electron regime. The microscope is equipped with a La6
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2032 Phys. Solid State 40 (12), December 1998 Kolmykov et al.
electrode. The resolution of the device was no less t
4.5 nm on the test samples.

The composition of the test samples was qualitativ
determined using aWDX–3PC x-ray spectrometer with dis
persion over wavelengths and a resolution over heavy
ments no worse than 12 ppm.

The material was qualitatively analyzed both by reco
ing the entire spectrum and by tracking the SNR for a line
the element being studied. The material of the sample
analyzed with a beam current of 100 nA and an accelera
voltage of 30 kV in the spot-focusing regime.

A preliminary scan of the substrate was carried out in
reflected electron regime in order to display the regio
where the gold cluster structures were localized. Subseq
measurements of the size and shape of the cluster struc
were made in the secondary-electron-emission regime w
beam current of 30 nA and an accelerating voltage of 25

The size on the image was measured with the stand
microscope attachments. The image was processed furth
means of an IBM-486 computer.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Effect of the nature of the redox reagent on the size and
shape of the cluster

The influence of the nature of the redox reagents on
size and shape of the resulting hydrosols was studied in
experiments on the laser synthesis of gold cluster structu
The redox reagents included not only compounds that
came incorporated in the ligand neighborhood of the co
plex and produce intramolecular electron transfer: form
acid ~HCOOH! and oxalic acid (C2H2O4), but also com-
pounds typical of the process of intermolecular elect
transfer during the reduction of a molecular ion: ethyl alc
hol (C2H5OH) and isopropyl alcohol (CH3CHOHCH3).

Compounds obtained with the participation of red
agents that produce intermolecular electron transfer are c
acterized by spherical cluster formations with a mean siz
300 nm ~Fig. 1!. The smallest cluster complex of spheric

FIG. 1. Cluster structure of Au(0)n , formed by the reduction of Au~13!
under resonance laser irradiation (RA-C2H5OH)
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shape recorded with the electron microscope was 30–40
across~Fig. 2!.

Cluster complexes of regular shape in the form of t
angles and parallelepipeds were recorded on substrates
taining gold cluster structures obtained by laser photored
tion with the participation of ethyl alcohol. It can be inferre
from the signal intensity of the image that the cluster str
ture has high density~close packing!. The unusual shape, no
observed previously, can be explained by the interaction
the cluster complex during its formation with the material
the substrate~glassy graphite! ~Fig. 3!.

Cluster complexes obtained using isopropyl alcohol a
redox reagent have the conventional shape for g
clusters—dense spherical formations of fractal type with
size of 300 nm. The minimum recorded size of individu
spherical gold complexes was 50–100 nm.

The cluster complexes obtained by laser photochem
synthesis with the participation of HCOOH and C2H2O4 are
amorphous systems consisting of separate scales with a m
size of 100–300 nm~Fig. 4!.

FIG. 2. Base element of a cluster structure of Au(0)n (RA-C2H5OH).

FIG. 3. Cluster complex of Au~0!n obtained by precipitation on glass
graphite.
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B. Effect of the redox-reagent concentration †RA‡ on the
size and shape of the gold hydrosols

The efficiency of the photochemical synthesis of go
cluster compounds during a redox process stimulated
resonance laser radiation depends on the concentration o
reducing agent.

The effect of the concentration of the redox reagent
the size and shape of the cluster formations was studied.
redox-reagent concentration@RA# in the experiments varied
from 0.1 to 1 M/l. For all the redox reagents used in synt
sizing cluster structures by resonance laser photochemi
it was established that, when@RA# is increased by a factor o
10, the minimum size of the gold clusters increases: fr
50–100 to 1000–3000 nm.

FIG. 4. Cluster structure of Au~0!n formed by the reduction of Au~13! by
resonance laser irradiation (RA-HCOOH!.
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C. Effect of the laser power on the size and shape of the
cluster structures

The optical properties of the gold clusters and clus
complexes are being actively studied, because fractal p
erties have been detected in the structure of the collo
aggregates. It was shown in Ref. 4 that a fractal nature
clusters formed from metallic particles results in unique o
tical properties. One of the consequences of these system
to increase the surface activity of the cluster complexes.

Accordingly, increasing the time during which the las
acts must cause the total number of cluster structures to v
A study of photographs obtained on a scanning microsc
showed that the size of the individual structures grows
stable values~300 nm! and that the total number of cluste
complexes increases.

Summarizing the results on the synthesis of gold clus
structures by resonance laser photochemistry, the follow
conclusions can be drawn: 1! gold cluster structures synthe
sized by resonance laser photochemistry have basically f
tal structures; 2! the shape of the gold cluster structures o
tained by laser photochemistry is determined by the natur
the redox reagents; 3! increasing the exposure time of th
laser irradiation stimulates an increase in the geometrical
of the cluster structure and makes its configuration m
complex.

1J. De May and M. Moeremans,Advanced Techniques in Biological Elec
tron Microscopy, edited by J. K. Kohler~Berlin, 1986!, Vol. 3, p. 229.

2A. Henglein, J. Phys. Chem.97, 5457~1993!.
3A. D. Pomoga�lo, Usp. Khim.66, 750 ~1997!.
4V. M. Shalaev and M. I. Shtokman, Zh. E´ ksp. Teor. Fiz.92, 509 ~1987!
@Sov. Phys. JETP65, 287 ~1987!#.

Translated by W. J. Manthey
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Erratum: Long-time relaxation of an ordered magnetic structure †Phys. Solid State 40,
467–470 „March 1998 …‡

S. K. Godovikov, Yu. D. Perfil’ev, Yu. F. Popov, and A. I. Firov
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 2239~December 1998!

@S1063-7834~98!02212-6#

Figure 2 in this article should read as follows:

FIG. 2. Long-time relaxation in Tb0.8Y0.2Fe2 . a—After the application of a 125 kOe field, b—after repeated application of a 125 kOe field, c—afte
application of a 150 kOe field.
20341063-7834/98/40(12)/1/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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